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Preface

When I began this research, I had limited knowledge of the TV, video, and film industries.

However, there was a simple and straightforward question guiding me: why is there no

Google Docs for video? Vizrt, the company I collaborated with, was also grappling with

this question. Their software VizStory was based on a similar concept, but designing

and developing a collaborative video-editing tool proved more complex than anticipated.

To find answers, I spoke to professionals from different parts of the world to understand

how videos are made. What I discovered was a significant overlap between the TV and

video industries. Many video professionals had a background in TV and vice versa.

The work experience of the editors I interviewed varied widely, ranging from YouTube

content creation to working on feature films and TV series. Most of them were excited

about the research topic and considered it relevant.

As the world changed with the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020, this research became more

relevant. Many organisations shifted to remote workflows, highlighting the pressing need

for online collaborative video-production tools.

The research resulted in this article-based thesis. It includes three articles where I am

the first author, which complies with the UiB guidelines for an article-based thesis.

The research was completed together with my supervisors, Frode Guribye and Oskar

Juhlin. In the second study, Valentina Caruso, a UX researcher at Vizrt, also participated

in data collection, analysis, and writing.

A Brief Overview of Research Contributions:

• First article: I executed all data collection activities, which consisted of 11 inter-

views with 13 participants and eight follow-up interactions via diverse platforms. I

was the responsible coder during the data analysis process, while Frode and Oskar

participated in collaborative coding sessions in which we refined the coding scheme

and discussed the overarching themes and direction of the study.
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GoogleDocsforvideo?Vizrt,thecompanyIcollaboratedwith,wasalsograpplingwith

thisquestion.TheirsoftwareVizStorywasbasedonasimilarconcept,butdesigning

anddevelopingacollaborativevideo-editingtoolprovedmorecomplexthananticipated.

Tofindanswers,Ispoketoprofessionalsfromdifferentpartsoftheworldtounderstand

howvideosaremade.WhatIdiscoveredwasasignificantoverlapbetweentheTVand

videoindustries.ManyvideoprofessionalshadabackgroundinTVandviceversa.

TheworkexperienceoftheeditorsIinterviewedvariedwidely,rangingfromYouTube

contentcreationtoworkingonfeaturefilmsandTVseries.Mostofthemwereexcited

abouttheresearchtopicandconsidereditrelevant.

AstheworldchangedwiththeCOVID-19pandemicin2020,thisresearchbecamemore

relevant.Manyorganisationsshiftedtoremoteworkflows,highlightingthepressingneed

foronlinecollaborativevideo-productiontools.

Theresearchresultedinthisarticle-basedthesis.ItincludesthreearticleswhereIam

thefirstauthor,whichcomplieswiththeUiBguidelinesforanarticle-basedthesis.

Theresearchwascompletedtogetherwithmysupervisors,FrodeGuribyeandOskar

Juhlin.Inthesecondstudy,ValentinaCaruso,aUXresearcheratVizrt,alsoparticipated

indatacollection,analysis,andwriting.

ABriefOverviewofResearchContributions:

•Firstarticle:Iexecutedalldatacollectionactivities,whichconsistedof11inter-

viewswith13participantsandeightfollow-upinteractionsviadiverseplatforms.I

wastheresponsiblecoderduringthedataanalysisprocess,whileFrodeandOskar

participatedincollaborativecodingsessionsinwhichwerefinedthecodingscheme

anddiscussedtheoverarchingthemesanddirectionofthestudy.
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organise these workshops. The analysis was once again a collective effort, with

Frode and Oskar contributing significantly after my initial groundwork.

In each study, I produced the first draft of the paper and its overall structure. Other

co-authors contributed by writing certain sections and refining the text, which was com-

pleted through an iterative process. Between iterations, we conducted online and offline

meetings to discuss the text in progress and redistribute writing responsibilities among

ourselves.

In addition to the three articles, this thesis includes an explanation of the context and

motivation behind the research, the theoretical framework that underpins it, and the

methodological approach adopted in conducting it. The thesis also articulates the com-

mon thread binding different facets of the research presented in the three articles, elab-

orates on the interconnections between the studies, and discusses the findings and con-

tribution of the research.
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Abstract

This thesis addresses the following question: how can collaboration be supported in video

editing? In many domains, such as writing and design, collaborative tools have become

common and widespread. However, video-editing software is still predominantly designed

for solo users. Nevertheless, video editing is a social activity that, in a professional

setting, often involves various people working together.

Based on interviews and design workshops, this thesis investigates the collaborative

practices of video editors and explores the design space of collaborative video editing.

In three studies, this thesis looks at video editing from three angles. First, it investi-

gates the collaborative practices of video editors and identifies the strategies and social

mechanisms they employ to reach agreements with various parties involved in the video-

production process. The first study identifies nine themes that characterise the ways

video editors manage uncertainties and reach agreements, particularly through organ-

isational mechanisms, documentation, and iconic referencing. The study also suggests

three design paths to explore further.

Second, it examines video production from an organisational point of view, focusing on

the recent shift towards remote work and its impact on video production. The second

study delineates the short-term and long-term implications of adopting remote work in

TV production organisations during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Third, it approaches collaborative video editing as a design problem and offers design

ideas to enhance collaboration. Additionally, it uncovers challenges that might impede

the adoption of new collaborative video-editing tools.

In synthesising the results of the three studies, as well as analysing previous research and

existing video-editing tools, this thesis identifies three design approaches for supporting

collaboration in video-editing software: holistic, tailored, and configurable. While dis-

cussed in the context of collaborative video editing, these approaches offer a broader

analytical framework for considering the design of collaborative production tools.
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mechanismstheyemploytoreachagreementswithvariouspartiesinvolvedinthevideo-

productionprocess.Thefirststudyidentifiesninethemesthatcharacterisetheways

videoeditorsmanageuncertaintiesandreachagreements,particularlythroughorgan-

isationalmechanisms,documentation,andiconicreferencing.Thestudyalsosuggests

threedesignpathstoexplorefurther.

Second,itexaminesvideoproductionfromanorganisationalpointofview,focusingon

therecentshifttowardsremoteworkanditsimpactonvideoproduction.Thesecond

studydelineatestheshort-termandlong-termimplicationsofadoptingremoteworkin

TVproductionorganisationsduringtheCOVID-19pandemic.

Third,itapproachescollaborativevideoeditingasadesignproblemandoffersdesign

ideastoenhancecollaboration.Additionally,ituncoverschallengesthatmightimpede

theadoptionofnewcollaborativevideo-editingtools.
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analyticalframeworkforconsideringthedesignofcollaborativeproductiontools.
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Abstrakt

Samarbeid i videoredigering1

Denne avhandlingen tar opp følgende spørsmål: Hvordan kan vi støtte samarbeid i vide-

oredigering? I ulike anvendelsesomr̊ader, som skriving og design, er bruk av samar-

beidsverktøy utbredt. Likevel er programvare for videoredigering i hovedsak utviklet for

individuell bruk. Videoredigering bør forst̊as som en sosial aktivitet og blir i profesjonelle

sammenhenger ofte utført som et samarbeid mellom ulike aktører.

Basert p̊a intervjuer og designverksteder, undersøker denne avhandlingen hvordan vide-

oredigerere samarbeider og utforsker mulighetsrommet for å støtte samarbeid i video-

redigering gjennom design av nye løsninger.

I tre studier undersøker denne avhandlingen videoredigering fra tre perspektiver. Først

undersøker den samarbeidspraksiser blant profesjonelle videoredigerere og identifiserer

ulike strategier og sosiale mekanismer som brukes for å oppn̊a enighet mellom aktørene

som er involvert i videoproduksjon. Denne første studien identifiserer ni temaer som

beskriver hvordan videoredigerere h̊andterer usikkerhet og oppn̊ar enighet, spesielt gjen-

nom organisatoriske mekanismer, dokumentasjon og ikoniske referanser. Studien foresl̊ar

ogs̊a tre ulike retninger for design av nye løsninger for å støtte samarbeid i videorediger-

ing.

Det andre studiet undersøker videoproduksjon fra et organisatorisk perspektiv, med

fokus p̊a en p̊ag̊aende overgang til distribuert arbeid og dets innvirkning p̊a videopro-

duksjon. Den andre studien skisserer de kortsiktige og langsiktige implikasjonene av

å innføre distribuerte arbeidsformer i TV-produksjonsorganisasjoner under COVID-19-

pandemien.

Den siste studien ser p̊a samarbeid i videoredigering som et designproblem og presenterer

designideer for hvordan man kan støtte et slikt samarbeid. I tillegg peker denne studien

p̊a utfordringer som kan være til hinder for innføringen av nye videoredigeringsverktøy
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oredigering?Iulikeanvendelsesomr̊ader,somskrivingogdesign,erbrukavsamar-

beidsverktøyutbredt.Likevelerprogramvareforvideoredigeringihovedsakutvikletfor

individuellbruk.Videoredigeringbørforst̊assomensosialaktivitetogbliriprofesjonelle

sammenhengerofteutførtsometsamarbeidmellomulikeaktører.

Basertp̊aintervjuerogdesignverksteder,undersøkerdenneavhandlingenhvordanvide-

oredigereresamarbeiderogutforskermulighetsrommetfor̊astøttesamarbeidivideo-

redigeringgjennomdesignavnyeløsninger.

Itrestudierundersøkerdenneavhandlingenvideoredigeringfratreperspektiver.Først

undersøkerdensamarbeidspraksiserblantprofesjonellevideoredigerereogidentifiserer

ulikestrategierogsosialemekanismersombrukesfor̊aoppn̊aenighetmellomaktørene

somerinvolvertivideoproduksjon.Denneførstestudienidentifiserernitemaersom

beskriverhvordanvideoredigerereh̊andtererusikkerhetogoppn̊arenighet,spesieltgjen-

nomorganisatoriskemekanismer,dokumentasjonogikoniskereferanser.Studienforesl̊ar

ogs̊atreulikeretningerfordesignavnyeløsningerfor̊astøttesamarbeidivideorediger-

ing.

Detandrestudietundersøkervideoproduksjonfraetorganisatoriskperspektiv,med

fokusp̊aenp̊ag̊aendeovergangtildistribuertarbeidogdetsinnvirkningp̊avideopro-

duksjon.Denandrestudienskissererdekortsiktigeoglangsiktigeimplikasjoneneav

åinnføredistribuertearbeidsformeriTV-produksjonsorganisasjonerunderCOVID-19-

pandemien.

Densistestudienserp̊asamarbeidivideoredigeringsometdesignproblemogpresenterer

designideerforhvordanmankanstøtteetsliktsamarbeid.Itilleggpekerdennestudien

p̊autfordringersomkanværetilhinderforinnføringenavnyevideoredigeringsverktøy
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In today’s digital age, video content has become ubiquitous, spreading across platforms

ranging from traditional TV to modern social media sites and applications such as

YouTube, Twitch, and TikTok [Bartolome and Niu, 2023]. This surge has led to a

diverse array of individuals, from professionals to amateurs, engaging in video produc-

tion. As Juhlin et al. [2014b] note, there has been a shift in forms of interaction “from

mere consumption to a mix of production, consumption, and sharing” [Juhlin et al.,

2014b, p.687], emphasizing that a previously passive audience now participates in video

production and distribution.

This engagement is facilitated by the increased accessibility of production tools, which

has created new user categories and trends. For example, the term “professional ama-

teur” (pro-am), as introduced by Leadbeater and Miller [2004], describes an enthusiast

who, while not professional, strives to achieve professional standards in various fields, in-

cluding video [Juhlin et al., 2014a]. Similarly, Juhlin et al. [2014b] highlight three trends

that conceptualise interactions with video: user production of video, the use of mobile

devices in production, and interactive TV viewing.

The intricate and multidimensional nature of video production, which encompasses dis-

tinctions like live versus recorded content and the nuances of professional, pro-am, and

amateur production, makes it a vast field. While the differentiation between live and

recorded content presents its own set of challenges and complexities, this thesis does not

delve deeply into that topic. Instead, it focuses on one facet of video production: video

editing.

Video editing is a complex and multifaceted activity. In a professional setting, it typically

involves a diverse team of collaborators who each bring unique skill sets and expertise

to the process. Video workers managing tasks such as montage, colour correction, sound

Chapter1

Introduction
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2 Introduction

levelling, and graphics production contribute to the creation of a video. Despite the col-

laborative nature of such work, existing video-editing software and tools are primarily

designed for individual use, resulting in a discrepancy between the collaborative produc-

tion setting and the functionality of editing software.

This Ph.D. thesis investigates collaborative video editing and focuses on suggesting de-

sign ideas for supporting collaborative workflows and remote collaboration. Drawing on

interviews with professional video workers, collaborative design sessions, insights from

the fields of human–computer interaction (HCI) and computer-supported cooperative

work (CSCW), and an examination of existing collaborative tools for media production,

this research contributes to an understanding of the complexities of collaborative video

editing and the development of tools to support it.

This research aims to address the apparent disparity between individualised video-editing

tools and the inherently collaborative nature of the video-editing process as well as to

contribute to the understanding of designing for collaborative video editing.

This research focuses on professional video editing, exploring the challenges of collabo-

ration between video editors and other contributors throughout the production process.

The emphasis is primarily on team-based collaborative work. Specifically, the research

addresses the design challenges associated with enabling collaboration between profes-

sionals and non-professionals. The main context of this research is professional video

editing and TV production.

In the following, I introduce and elaborate on the research question of this thesis, sum-

marise the articles that constitute it, and provide an outline of the subsequent text.

1.1 Research Question and Contribution

Remote collaboration is widespread in many different fields. People collaboratively write

with Google Docs and design with Figma, Miro, and other applications [Feng et al.,

2023]. Technological developments, such as broadband internet connection and cloud

technologies, provide fertile ground for the development of such tools, and the technical

feasibility of online collaborative video-editing software has been demonstrated by pre-

vious research [Klokmose et al., 2019; Takhirov and Duchateau, 2011]. There have been

several notable efforts to support collaboration by developing new tools, for example, in

a co-present setting by Bartindale et al. [2012] and in remote conditions by Pavel et al.

[2016]. However, video-editing tools are still mostly designed with an individual user

in mind. Existing collaborative video-editing tools (see 2.5) primarily target niche ap-
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1.1 Research Question and Contribution 3

plications, such as editing videos for social media, and often offer a feature set that is

relatively limited in comparison to more “professional” editing software such as Adobe

Premier Pro.

As such, why are there so few professional collaborative video-editing tools? When

considering the potential for improvement and innovation, this query evolves into a

more structured and actionable research question:

How can collaboration be supported in video editing?

There may be different approaches to designing collaborative video-editing software,

and part of the contribution of this thesis is identifying and conceptualising them. To

answer the research question, I first focus on gaining an understanding of how video

editors organise their collaboration and, specifically, how they navigate disagreements

in the editing process. Subsequently, I study the impact of a shift to remote work on

video work. Finally, I address collaborative video editing as a design problem and suggest

design approaches that may support it. In this way, the research question can be divided

into three sub-questions:

1. What tools, strategies, and mechanisms do video editors use to organise collabora-

tion?

2. How does a shift to remote work reshape collaborative practices in video editing?

3. How can video editing software be designed for remote collaboration?

By addressing these questions, this research contributes to the field of collaborative

video editing by providing new insights in several key areas. First, it identifies the

challenges associated with collaboration in video editing and describes the strategies

and mechanisms video editors employ to achieve agreements. Second, it describes design

paths and concepts for software tools that aim to support collaborative video editing.

Third, it reveals challenges associated with collaborative video-editing software design.

Fourth, it highlights how the adoption of remote workflows and automation changed

video work in production organisations during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Finally, this research contributes by identifying three design approaches for supporting

collaboration in video editing: holistic, tailored, and configurable. The holistic approach

implies designing a comprehensive solution by integrating a broad array of functionalities

into one tool. The tailored approach presumes a focus on specific tasks or user groups,
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4 Introduction

optimising software for particular needs or workflows. The configurable approach empha-

sises the flexibility of software, allowing users to shape the system to their requirements.

These approaches, while discussed in the context of video-editing software, have broader

implications for designing collaborative tools in other domains.

These contributions are discussed in more detail in chapter 4. The following section

describes the three studies that constitute this research and their individual results.

1.2 Introduction to Articles

I address the research question in three studies. First, I investigate social practices in

video editing, focusing specifically on the reviewing process, which has been highlighted

by previous research [Pavel et al., 2016]. Based on the results, the study suggests design

directions to support collaboration. In the second study, I investigate the impact of

social-distancing regulations on video work in TV production companies and how they

were addressed by adopting remote workflows. The third study explores the design

space for collaborative video editing, identifies design challenges, and suggests concepts

to address them.

Thus, the first article scrutinises a specific practice of reviewing to untangle its collab-

orative nature, and the second article examines collaborative video production from an

organisational perspective. Finally, the third article considers collaborative video pro-

duction as a design problem. In the following, I summarise the articles.

1.2.1 Article I: Unpacking Editorial Agreements in Collabora-

tive Video Production

The first article [Okopnyi et al., 2020] is dedicated to investigating practices surrounding

the reviewing process.

The video-production process is often marked by uncertainty. Specifically, various parties

who participate in the production process, such as editors, directors, and domain experts,

often face flexibility of interpretation (i.e., “interpretive flexibility”, see [Collins, 1981;

Pinch and Bijker, 1984]) concerning different aspects of video, including colours, story,

acting, and pacing.

The article analyses strategies editors employ to reduce uncertainty and achieve agree-

ments with other parties. In particular, the article identifies four ways interpretive flexi-
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social-distancing regulations on video work in TV production companies and how they

were addressed by adopting remote workflows. The third study explores the design
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Thus, the first article scrutinises a specific practice of reviewing to untangle its collab-
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bility manifests itself in video work, such as context-related uncertainty, and five ways of

reaching editorial agreements, including the use of documentation or iconic referencing.

The article suggests three general design paths for supporting collaboration in video

editing. The first path, “scaffolding” [Mercer, 1994; Wood et al., 1976], addresses the

problem of interpretive flexibility by providing a preset structure that supports collabora-

tion. Like the approach reported by Luther et al. [2015], the article proposes integrating

such structures to accommodate participants’ level of knowledge of video production.

The second path, “iconic referencing”, aims to augment communication between re-

viewers and video editors by providing examples that reflect collaborators’ ideas for the

video in production. The term “iconic referencing” alludes to semiotic theory [Peirce

and Buchler, 1902], and the mechanism is intended to bolster the practice of indexical

referencing present in the reviewing process.

The third path, “suggestive editing,” focuses on including various parties in the editing

process. The article suggests developing a lean video-editing software suite with limited

functionality designed to be used by non-editors. Thus, participants without video edit-

ing training would be able to perform certain manipulations that a video editor could

accept or decline.

The article suggests that the presented design paths should be investigated in research

through design studies and presents several design ideas that can be further developed.

1.2.2 Article II: Automation and Redistribution of Work: the

Impact of Social Distancing on Live TV Production

The second article [Okopnyi et al., 2021] analyses how TV production companies adapted

to restrictions imposed by the COVID-19 pandemic.

Due to social-distancing regulations, many companies were forced to implement remote

workflows in video production. The article investigates how the TV industry relied

on new workflows and internet technologies to continue producing video content when

TV studios had been mostly vacated and TV workers were required to work remotely.

The article identifies two conceptual themes that describe socio-technical changes in TV

production: automation and redistribution of work.

The notion of redistribution is central to this article. The term “redistribution” extends

beyond the spatial reconfiguration inherent in remote work to include the transformation

of work practices, the reallocation of responsibilities, and the reskilling of various actors
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6 Introduction

involved in the production process. For instance, journalists and talk-show guests needed

to acquire technical skills, such as assembling a camera or managing noise levels, which

traditionally have been the realm of specialised TV workers like camera operators.

Moreover, redistribution also indicates the incorporation of automated systems and in-

ternet tools designed for the general public, such as Skype and Zoom, into the production

process. These tools have enabled video communication and production in ways that

have been thought to require the use of specialised equipment and setups. With automa-

tion, traditional production workflows change and require significantly more work at the

preproduction stage, such as developing scripts for automation systems and establishing

backup systems and procedures to manage breakdowns.

The forced shift towards a new work model could indicate a significant transformation

in the TV and wider video-production industries. The adaptations introduced during

the pandemic may not be temporary measures but could represent a longer-term change

towards an increasingly democratised and collaborative mode of production where the

line between professional and amateur is increasingly blurred. It also indicates a trend of

tools and capabilities empowering individuals to contribute to processes from which they

were previously excluded, thus reshaping the landscape of the TV industry in profound

ways and creating new working environments where video production is more accessible

to non-professionals and smaller organisations.

1.2.3 Article III: Designing for Collaborative Video Editing

The third article [Okopnyi et al., 2022] explores the design space for remote collaboration

in video editing. Based on a series of workshops, the article presents 10 design concepts

demonstrating how collaboration can be supported in contemporary video-editing soft-

ware. The workshop participants were tasked with envisioning collaborative features

that could be implemented in non-linear editing (NLE) software to support concurrent

editing by multiple collaborators working in a shared workspace.

The design concepts represent different combinations of features or approaches that

can be adopted when designing software for remote collaboration in video production.

Each concept highlights different possibilities and compromises within the design space,

addressing various aspects of the collaborative editing process. Through an analysis

of the workshop results (i.e., transcripts and sketches), the article summarises these

aspects into three overarching themes: focus and distraction, new workflows and tools,

and working with the temporal dimension.
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Chapter 2

Background

This chapter lays the foundation for understanding and contextualising the findings from

the studies conducted within this research project.

Initially, it presents an overview of existing research in the human–computer interaction

(HCI) and computer-supported cooperative work (CSCW) fields, focusing on collabora-

tion in media production. Subsequently, it explores the video-production process with

an emphasis on the video-editing stage, which is the focus of this research.

The chapter proceeds by discussing the representation of video in non-linear editing

(NLE) software, providing essential background information for comprehending the de-

sign aspects of such tools. This is followed by an exploration of current collaborative

systems employed in video production and a summary of research on collaborative video

editing.

The chapter then outlines various strategies adopted by collaborators to facilitate com-

munication before discussing scientific frameworks for designing collaborative systems,

with special attention given to the concept of workspace awareness.

Last, the chapter briefly summarises the technological trends shaping the video-

production and TV industries, including the growing accessibility of video-production

tools, the rise of remote work, and the increasing role of automation.

2.1 Collaborative Media Production in Research

Collaborative media production has been an important topic in the CSCW and HCI

fields. Numerous studies approach this subject from different perspectives, investigating
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strategies for supporting and enhancing collaboration, current practices and case studies,

and technical challenges of collaborative media production.

Some studies explore how existing general-purpose tools, such as mobile phones, can be

used in media production [Feinberg et al., 2016; Salzmann et al., 2020] and facilitate cre-

ative collaboration [McGrath et al., 2016]. For instance, Feinberg et al. [2016] highlight

the possibilities and challenges of using mobile phones as a platform for video editing,

noting the need to keep interfaces uncluttered and ensure large zones for finger touches

due to the small screen size.

Others investigate ways to enhance and optimise remote collaboration through techno-

logical advancements, such as video-mediated collaborative systems [Kim et al., 2018],

virtual and mixed-reality techniques [Lee et al., 2017; Nguyen et al., 2017], and novel

interactive devices and approaches [Cabral and Correia, 2012; Taylor et al., 2007]. More-

over, McGrath et al. [2016] and O’Leary et al. [2018] emphasise the necessity for tools

that support not only creative work like editing but also the broader production process.

This includes planning, progress-tracking, and version control, which refers to the man-

agement of multiple iterations of a project to keep track of changes and enable rollback

to previous states if needed.

These new means of facilitating collaboration in media production have been found to

improve co-presence and increase mutual understanding between remote participants

[Kim et al., 2018; Lee et al., 2018]. Kim et al. [2018] noted that collaboration in such

settings occurs in one of two modes: between peers who work together as equals or

between an expert who guides and instructs a less experienced collaborator [Kim et al.,

2018]. Remote activities, such as remote sketching, can aid in guidance; however, their

use can also result in a higher task load [Huang et al., 2019].

Some studies have investigated specific practices, such as feedback and reviewing, which

are found to facilitate individual adaptation and are a resource for achieving creative

outcomes [Bartindale et al., 2016a; de Stobbeleir et al., 2011; Pavel et al., 2016]. For

example, de Stobbeleir et al. [2011] emphasise two ways creative workers seek feedback:

active inquiry and monitoring the environment for indirect feedback.

Similarly, Chua et al. [2017] assess the challenges of referencing during discussions in me-

dia production. They highlight that referencing can sometimes involve multiple objects,

part of an object, or a whole document, thereby necessitating a proper instrument for

facilitating such complex references.

Finally, some studies investigate the implementation of software systems for remote

collaborative media production work and how various technical challenges might hin-
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der it. Such challenges include the organisation of version control and conflict resolution

[Novikov and Proskurnin, 2003; Zünd et al., 2017], data compression and transfer [Buyss-

chaert et al., 2020], and systems architecture and practical implementation of complex

software for media work [De Roure et al., 2018; Klokmose et al., 2015, 2019; Tang and

Minneman, 1991; Thalmann et al., 2016].

2.2 Video Production

Video production might seem like a simple process. However, depending on the nature of

a project, it can require multiple professionals with various skill sets to work together in

an organised manner. Owens and Millerson [2012] identify two methods of approaching

video production: empirical and planned. The empirical method is guided by instinct

and opportunity; producers capture video footage based on their ideas and later create a

video from what they have found. This approach can result in fresh uninhibited content

but risks being haphazard and lacking cohesion. The planned method involves video

producers determining the exact form of the video in advance and creating it accordingly.

This approach offers systematic purpose and coordination but may be limited by the

organisation of the production process, resulting in a potentially unoriginal video [Owens

and Millerson, 2012].

Similarly, in their study of the use of video technologies by home movie makers, Kirk

et al. [2007] identify two types of video work, lightweight and heavyweight. Lightweight

video work involves the spontaneous capturing of video during events, primarily for in-

the-moment sharing and enjoyment by participants. Heavyweight video work focuses

on intentionally capturing significant events, requiring greater effort and attention to

quality [Kirk et al., 2007]. This thesis focuses primarily on planned, heavyweight video

work.

The video-production process is traditionally divided into three stages: pre-production,

production, and post-production [Ascher and Pincus, 2007; Diefenbach, 2009].

The pre-production stage focuses on the planning of the filming process, and various

creative and logistical decisions are made. This stage involves brainstorming ideas, writ-
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Finally, the post-production stage involves steps such as editing the footage, performing

colour grading, adding visual effects, and mixing the audio. At this stage, the video is

compiled, polished, and refined before it is distributed to the audience.

2.3 Video Editing

Defining the exact boundaries of video editing and separating it from other post-

production activities might be challenging. Ascher and Pincus [2007] note that video

editors often take “someone else’s job”, such as sound mastering, visual effects, graphics,

and colour correction and grading [Ascher and Pincus, 2007, p.648]. Multiple handbooks

and guides on video production include such activities in their description of the video

editing process [Diefenbach, 2009; Owens and Millerson, 2012].

Video editing is highly dependent on previous stages of video production. Owens and

Millerson [2012] note that the key shots of the video and their sequence are decided

early, such as during the process of storyboard development [Owens and Millerson, 2012,

p.34]. They also suggest that, during the filming process, the operator should consider

the editing which will occur after filming to allow some leeway for the editor. For ex-

ample, the operator may use longer shots, film background, film the same scene with

different paces and angles, and preserve failed takes which might be useful during edit-

ing [Owens and Millerson, 2012, p.155]. Notably, the collaborative component of video

editing, including reviewing, is somewhat overlooked in the professional video produc-

tion literature. For example, Owens and Millerson [2012] presents the video-production

process as linear, without iterations, and does not mention the reviewing in the context

of editing. Similarly, Ascher and Pincus [2007] discuss video editing from a mostly tech-

nical perspective, focusing on software, equipment and file formats. Both of these books

mention reviewing primarily in the context of the filming process, emphasizing the need

to review raw footage to ensure its quality.

Traditionally, video editing was performed physically by cutting and joining film frag-

ments in a so-called “linear editing” process. Currently, a digital approach, NLE, is

common [Ascher and Pincus, 2007]. NLE is performed with software suites such as Fi-

nal Cut, Vegas Pro, DaVinci Resolve, Filmora, and Adobe Premier Pro. These suites

feature tools and instruments that encompass many aspects of post-production, such as

sound mastering, visual effects application, graphics, and colour correction. They are

also typically designed for a single user and provide limited support for collaboration.

When the editing is completed, the editor must render the video, creating a new video
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file from the elements of raw footage and applying editor-defined effects. This process

is computationally intensive and time-consuming. Thus, video editing often occurs in

iterations: the editor creates a draft edit, which is a version of a movie that is rendered

and shown to other parties, such as directors and producers, who are then able to review

and discuss the intermediate result of editing and provide feedback to the editor [Pavel

et al., 2016].

2.4 Representing Video in NLE Software

There are many ways to represent a video. Due to the complexity of the medium, a

video clip or movie can be seen from different perspectives: narrative, technical, and

user interface (UI) design.

From a narrative viewpoint, video may be approached as scenes, story beats, and dialogue

lines. These elements are usually created before the filming process in the form of

screenplays and storyboards, which are artefacts that represent sequences of textual

descriptions and images of what is intended to occur on the screen and what the viewer

is supposed to see [Murch, 2001; Owens and Millerson, 2012]. Such artefacts guide both

the filming process and subsequent editing [Bartindale et al., 2012, 2016a,b; Goldman

et al., 2006; Mackay and Pagani, 1994]. In their prototype application Video Mosaic,

Mackay and Pagani [1994] presented a hybrid approach to video editing that involved a

physical (paper) storyboard and online software. Storyboard elements represented the

clips from the raw footage, which were printed user-selected frames from the clips. To edit

a video, the user manipulated storyboard elements, moving them in a two-dimensional

space.

From a technical perspective, video is a set of media files in various formats, such as

MPEG-4 and H.264 [Rao et al., 2014]. With NLE software, the editor does not manip-

ulate the footage itself, only its abstract representation in the interface. Thus, from a

technical standpoint, the editing of a video implies the editing of a video project file,

usually in an XML format, which describes parts of the footage that should be arranged

together and in what order [Novikov and Proskurnin, 2003].

From the UI design perspective, a video can be seen as a set of various elements repre-

senting pieces of media, such as clips, graphics, visual effects, soundtracks, and subtitles,

which are organised along a timeline that is an abstract line representing the temporal

dimension. [Mackay and Pagani, 1994]. The timeline is a common way of organising

the elements of video in NLE [Fonseca and Carrapatoso, 2006, 1999] and other review-
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ing software [Chatti et al., 2016; Pavel et al., 2016]. It is usually separated into several

tracks representing various types of media, including video, sound, and graphics. In NLE

software, the editor arranges media pieces along the timeline, defining cuts, transitions,

and various effects.

In their tangible prototype, Zigelbaum et al. [2007] represented a video with plastic

tokens for each clip. Every token contained a screen, allowing the users to preview the

clip. The users could physically join the tokens in a line to form a movie. At the joint, the

users could place a physical representation of a transition between two clips. Similarly,

Merz et al. [2018] represented clips as wooden blocks placed on an interactive tabletop.

The users could connect the blocks into a linear sequence to edit the video. Likewise,

Terrenghi et al. [2008], in their tabletop application, presented video clips as virtual film

strips that users could organise into sequences. Taylor et al. [2007] employed plastic

tokens to represent clips, transitions, and video effects. In their prototype, users could

attach tokens together in a sequence with “transition tokens” placed between clips and

“effects tokens” attached to the sides of the “clip tokens”. In each of these prototypes,

the users could freely reorganise the workspace, whether physical table or interactive

screen space, to place clips and other representations and move them around.

In their toolkit “Videostrates”, Klokmose et al. [2019] represented video in the form of

an HTML file. Based on the “Webstrates” platform [Klokmose et al., 2015], the paper

suggested the development of various interfaces to work with video, each tailored to

a specific task, such as editing video structure or subtitles. The idea of personalised

interfaces, where each user sees a representation of complex media tailored to their

needs and tasks, resonates with some current practices in NLE software development.

For example, DaVinci Resolve employs a “pages” metaphor1: each page represents a

video project tailored to the needs of a specific role, such as a video editor or a colour

corrector. Thus, different users see and work with different representations of the same

video while employing different tools.

A number of video editing applications, such as SimonSays2, Reduct3 and Descript4,

represent video as text. These applications provide automatic video transcription and

allow users to edit the transcripts by cutting and rearranging their parts. When parts

of the text are being edited, the application edits the corresponding parts of the video,

creating a rough draft focused on narrative.

1https://www.blackmagicdesign.com/no/products/davinciresolve/
2https://www.simonsaysai.com/
3https://reduct.video/
4https://www.descript.com
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16 Background

Kapwing12. At the time of writing, some, including Ozone and Scalar, remain under

development. Several services, such as Kapwing, offer users highly specialised tools,

such as “meme-generator” and “censor-video” tools, that provide users with tailored

UI while employing the same video-editing software system at their core. Incidentally,

most of these services either appeared recently or remain in development, which signifies

interest within the industry for collaborative video-production software.

2.6 Collaborative Video Editing in Research

Co-present collaborative video editing has been investigated in design explorations by

various researchers. Taylor et al. [2007] developed a system called “VideoPlay”, a table-

top application that employed Microsoft Surface, a high-precision multi-touch display,

and presented video clips as physical tiles that users could manipulate manually. The sys-

tem was intended to provide playful interaction and make the video editing process more

engaging. Zigelbaum et al. [2007] created the “Tangible Video Editor” (TVE), a physical

system that presented video clips as plastic tokens with built-in screens. The evalua-

tion of the prototype suggested that users who worked with TVE were more engaged in

the creative process. However, some users complained about the lack of functionality of

TVE.

Inspired by both VideoPlay and TVE, Merz et al. [2018] developed a prototype editor

called “ClipWorks”. The system employed an interactive tabletop and physical blocks

that served as the elements of the UI. The system was designed for schoolchildren and had

a limited number of functions. Similarly, Terrenghi et al. [2008] designed an interactive

tabletop application to enable spontaneous video editing. The application provided

limited editing functionality and a physical tool with an interactive screen.

Bartindale et al. [2012] designed the tabletop system “StoryCrate”. The prototype was

deployed on a set during the filming process and allowed users to playback recently filmed

clips and perform editing. The system supported production workflows by allowing par-

ticipants to review recently recorded video and audio and informing them about the

current state of the filming process. In a follow-up study, Bartindale et al. [2016a] pre-

sented a tabletop collaborative video-editing system “TryFilm”, that was also deployed

and evaluated on a filming set. The system was used by the cast and the filming crew to

review actors’ performances and reflect on the video, as well as to perform draft editing

of marketing material.

12https://www.kapwing.com
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development. Several services, such as Kapwing, offer users highly specialised tools,

such as “meme-generator” and “censor-video” tools, that provide users with tailored

UI while employing the same video-editing software system at their core. Incidentally,

most of these services either appeared recently or remain in development, which signifies

interest within the industry for collaborative video-production software.

2.6 Collaborative Video Editing in Research

Co-present collaborative video editing has been investigated in design explorations by

various researchers. Taylor et al. [2007] developed a system called “VideoPlay”, a table-

top application that employed Microsoft Surface, a high-precision multi-touch display,

and presented video clips as physical tiles that users could manipulate manually. The sys-

tem was intended to provide playful interaction and make the video editing process more

engaging. Zigelbaum et al. [2007] created the “Tangible Video Editor” (TVE), a physical

system that presented video clips as plastic tokens with built-in screens. The evalua-

tion of the prototype suggested that users who worked with TVE were more engaged in

the creative process. However, some users complained about the lack of functionality of

TVE.

Inspired by both VideoPlay and TVE, Merz et al. [2018] developed a prototype editor

called “ClipWorks”. The system employed an interactive tabletop and physical blocks

that served as the elements of the UI. The system was designed for schoolchildren and had

a limited number of functions. Similarly, Terrenghi et al. [2008] designed an interactive

tabletop application to enable spontaneous video editing. The application provided

limited editing functionality and a physical tool with an interactive screen.

Bartindale et al. [2012] designed the tabletop system “StoryCrate”. The prototype was

deployed on a set during the filming process and allowed users to playback recently filmed

clips and perform editing. The system supported production workflows by allowing par-

ticipants to review recently recorded video and audio and informing them about the

current state of the filming process. In a follow-up study, Bartindale et al. [2016a] pre-

sented a tabletop collaborative video-editing system “TryFilm”, that was also deployed

and evaluated on a filming set. The system was used by the cast and the filming crew to

review actors’ performances and reflect on the video, as well as to perform draft editing
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2.7 Addressing Ambiguity in Collaboration 17

However, the specific topic of remote collaborative video editing has been somewhat

overlooked in research. There have been limited attempts to address this topic, and

they approach it from a primarily technical perspective, addressing the feasibility and

viability of online collaborative video-editing software.

Novikov and Proskurnin [2003] presented a data model called “concurrent video” that

provided means to organise and manipulate video footage by multiple video editors

simultaneously. The technical details of this model were further investigated, highlighting

the possibility of creating a collaborative video-editing software [Proskurnin, 2005].

Similarly, Fonseca and Carrapatoso [1999] presented a software architecture for collab-

orative video editing that aimed to allow multiple remote co-editors to work together

on the same video. They suggested that such software systems would be economically

attractive for the broadcasting and entertainment industries. They emphasised that re-

mote collaborative video editing involves two groups of challenges: technical, which are

related to networking issues, security, and reliability, and social, as co-editors would

need to follow specific social protocols when working together in a shared workspace

[Fonseca and Carrapatoso, 1999]. Subsequently, Fonseca and Carrapatoso [2006] demon-

strated and evaluated the prototype of a collaborative video-editing application called

“Coview”. The application performed “quite well” in the evaluation [Fonseca and Car-

rapatoso, 2006, p.489]. It may become a valuable and powerful tool for professional

journalists, specifically when a reporter who sends video material to a TV studio from a

distant location wants to be involved in the editing process.

Takhirov and Duchateau [2011] presented a cloud-based collaborative video production

tool “Creaza VideoCloud.” Their research focused on the technical implementation of

collaborative video tools. Schenk et al. [2016] demonstrated how video could be presented

in a text-based format, thus enabling collaborative video editing via text-based tools such

as version control systems. The Videostrates toolkit by Klokmose et al. [2019] allowed

users to create collaborative video applications tailored to their needs by configuring

different features through editing HTML code. That study provided proof-of-concept

technology and emphasised the need for further design research in this domain.

2.7 Addressing Ambiguity in Collaboration

A considerable body of research has emphasised the inherent complexity of communica-

tion within media production contexts [O’Leary et al., 2018; Phalip et al., 2007; Retelny

and Hinds, 2016], including video [Pavel et al., 2016], highlighting the ambiguity and
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inaccuracies that hinder such communication. This ambiguity can emerge due to the

lack of a shared professional language [Phalip et al., 2007], the lack of a precisely framed

scope for a discussion, and other challenges in communication [Phalip et al., 2009]. The

problem intensifies in remote settings, where communication is mediated through tech-

nologically limited channels such as text chat, emails, and video calls [Pavel et al., 2016;

Phalip et al., 2009].

This ambiguity resembles a central concept of social constructivism in science and tech-

nology studies: “interpretive flexibility” [Collins, 1981; Doherty et al., 2006; Meyer and

Schulz-Schaeffer, 2006]. Interpretive flexibility posits that scientific knowledge and tech-

nological artefacts are always open to interpretation, which is shaped by social and cul-

tural factors such as interests, values, and the larger socio-political context. To achieve

consensus on knowledge claims and ensure that scientific knowledge can be effectively

communicated and used, interpretive flexibility must be limited [Collin, 2011; Collins,

1981]. As such, possible interpretations by different parties must be limited through so-

called closure mechanisms, including social closure mechanisms and the use of “rhetorical

and presentational devices” [Collins, 1981, p.5] such as metaphors, analogies, and visu-

alisations. Similarly, the interpretive flexibility of media must be addressed to alleviate

communicational challenges in its production. For example, to facilitate discussions,

creative workers can produce and present tailored versions of their work that highlight

certain elements or aspects of the product, thus limiting possible interpretations [Feng

et al., 2023; O’Leary et al., 2018; Retelny and Hinds, 2016].

In face-to-face settings, collaborators can supplement verbal communication with non-

verbal cues, such as gestures, to help coordinate collaborators’ actions and develop a

shared understanding of media [Deacon et al., 2019]. Collaboration may also benefit

from externalising creative ideas, which can be facilitated by interactive systems such as

StoryCrate [Bartindale et al., 2012]. As noted above, when deployed on a filming set,

it allowed participants to edit footage on the set and continuously visualise and share

creative ideas with collaborators.

To address the lack of non-verbal cues in remote settings, Pavel et al. [2016] proposed

a solution in their prototype VidCrit [Pavel et al., 2016]. They enhanced the reviewing

process by allowing reviewers to record video feedback, thereby enabling the incorpo-

ration of non-verbal elements such as tone of voice and gestures. This offered editors

a more nuanced understanding of the feedback, capturing not only the content of the

reviewer’s message but also the intent and sentiment behind it [Pavel et al., 2016]. Addi-

tionally, this prototype allowed reviewers to highlight elements of the video by drawing

on the video player, providing spatial references akin to indexical referencing in a face-

to-face setting. This idea has also been implemented in applications such as Frame.io,
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which permits reviewers to draw on video players and leave comments attached to certain

points of the timeline.

Reviewing processes in a remote setting can also be improved through guiding and scaf-

folding, which implies using temporary frameworks or guidelines to help individuals ac-

complish tasks [Bartindale et al., 2016b; Deacon et al., 2022]. Equipped with predefined

principles and rubrics, even novice reviewers, who do not have education or experience in

the field, are able to produce valuable feedback comparable to that produced by experts

[Luther et al., 2015; Yuan et al., 2016]. Similarly, non-professional creators involved in

film production can benefit from the utilisation of instructions, templates, and guides

that embody the crucial information required for production. As such, they can scaf-

fold creative, logistical, and technical requirements to ensure the quality of the product

[Bartindale et al., 2016b].

2.8 Designing for Collaborative Remote Work

The early years of computer-supported work were marked by an endeavour to expe-

dite and streamline traditional office tasks through technological interventions: office

automation. The focus of office automation was primarily on the effectiveness and ef-

ficiency of computer systems to address business needs. As Hammer and Sirbu [1989]

noted, “[t]he real payoffs of an office automation system must be measurable in business

terms” [Hammer and Sirbu, 1989, p.40].

The subsequent shift towards CSCW marked a new understanding of the dynamics of

work processes. The fields of CSCW and HCI have long been focused on the study

of collaboration, identifying various modes of communication, such as synchronous and

asynchronous [Lee, 2017] as well as co-present and remote participation [Neumayr et al.,

2018], and exploring the design of collaborative software or groupware [Schmidt and

Bannon, 1992].

The term “groupware” was introduced by Johnson-Lenz and Johnson-Lenz [1998] in the

late 1970s to early 1980s and refers to a class of software applications specifically de-

signed to facilitate collaboration and communication among groups of people working

together on a shared task or project. Today, terms like “collaborative software” and

“team collaboration tools” are often used interchangeably with “groupware” and encom-

pass a wide range of collaborative tools and technologies [Bolstad and Endsley, 2003].

Unlike single-user software, groupware introduces new work for users, as it requires the

coordination of workflows with collaborators [Grudin, 1988, 1994; Schmidt and Simone,
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1999] and the management of such systems [Feng et al., 2023]. In other words, workers

must invest additional effort to perform their tasks.

More than three decades ago, Schmidt and Bannon [1992] suggested focusing on “coop-

erative work,” a term they used to describe mutually dependent work requiring coordi-

nation and collaboration [Schmidt and Bannon, 1992]. Their understanding of “coopera-

tive work” was derived from a sociological perspective, considering cooperative work not

only in terms of the tasks to be completed but also considering the social relationships,

norms, and structures that shape how people work together. This perspective underlined

support requirements for cooperative work arrangements, which comprise the technical

and organisational tools, systems and resources, and cultural norms needed to facilitate

cooperative work.

In recent years, the conversation has broadened to include other concepts, such as the

“ecology of tools” [Bødker and Klokmose, 2012; Guribye and Nyre, 2017], which de-

scribes the interconnected relationship between the tools used in a particular field and

their users. This perspective acknowledges these tool ecologies’ constant evolution as

professionals introduce and adapt new technologies.

CSCW scholars have developed various scientific frameworks that address the challenge

of supporting remote collaboration in software systems by enabling document and file

sharing, implementing information exchange, and providing awareness. In the following,

I describe the groupware design frameworks most relevant to this project as well as the

concept of awareness.

2.8.1 Groupware Design Frameworks

In a study of reasons behind the failure of many collaborative systems, Grudin [1988]

identified three contributing factors that appear to be common in such systems. First,

there is a disparity between those who perform the work, specifically the additional

work, and those who benefit from it. For example, if the system requires a worker to

record notes to keep track of executed tasks, the beneficiary of such a system is the

manager who needs such recordings, not the worker. Second, the designer who develops

collaborative systems might be unable to empathise with various users, misunderstanding

their needs and neglecting their perspectives on workflows and processes. Third, the

difficulty of evaluating collaborative systems might be underestimated when compared

to single-user applications. This underestimation results in insufficient user tests, field

observation hours, and other evaluation activities, thus failing to capture the intricacies

of collaboration [Grudin, 1988].
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Similarly, Ellis et al. [1991] noted that groupware interface design should consider social

factors, such as group dynamics and organisational structure. They suggested that

social scientists and users should play a role in developing such systems. Moreover, as

collaborators in different roles use the same software differently, such software must be

“flexible and accommodate a variety of team behaviours and tasks” [Ellis et al., 1991, p.

45].

Furthermore, Cockburn and Jones [1995] analysed the problems that cause collabora-

tive systems to fail and formulated four principles of groupware design. Specifically, they

emphasised that collaboration implies additional effort imposed by multiple factors in

a remote collaborative environment. For example, the technical limitations of informa-

tion and communications technology tools can hinder communication between remote

parties. Thus, information transferred from one participant to another might be inaccu-

rate and incomplete [Hollan and Stornetta, 1992]. Like [Ellis et al., 1991], Cockburn and

Jones [1995] note that the lack of flexibility in software systems introduces constraints to

users, who might seek ways to work around those system-imposed restrictions, such as

by employing paper notes when they cannot take notes in the software. The lack of inte-

gration between various tools also introduces additional effort to users who must switch

between single-user and multi-user tools. Additionally, the need to learn (and relearn)

different tools and their interfaces might discourage users [Cockburn and Jones, 1995].

To address such challenges, Cockburn and Jones [1995] proposed four design principles.

The first principle, “maximise personal acceptance”, suggests encouraging specific users

to adopt collaborative systems by addressing UI design issues through various strategies.

For example, designers can solve the problem of learning and remembering interfaces of

individual systems by exploiting similarities in various software tools and using design

guidelines.

The “minimise requirements” principle suggests reducing the personal costs of additional

actions that a user needs to perform in a collaborative environment, such as actions

related to communication and coordination.
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system’s role in a broader work environment. Maximising integration with other systems

helps users by reducing their transitions between tools in the course of work [Cockburn

and Jones, 1995].

Gutwin and Greenberg [2000] introduced a conceptual framework known as the “me-

chanics of collaboration”, which delineates the fundamental low-level actions that col-

laborators must undertake to successfully complete tasks within a shared workspace.

These mechanics, identified through an analysis of previous research and literature, en-

compass explicit communication, consequential communication, coordination of action,

planning, monitoring, assistance, and protection. The authors posited that many usabil-

ity issues encountered in collaborative software systems are often a result of inadequate

support for these essential mechanics. They proposed evaluating these mechanics against

three criteria: effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction. To facilitate this evaluation, the

authors recommended the use of discount usability techniques, such as heuristic evalu-

ation and task-based walkthroughs, which are quick, low-cost methods for identifying

usability issues in a UI [Gutwin and Greenberg, 2000].

It is important to note that, to a significant extent, these studies address the organisa-

tional context of collaborative work and focus on the acceptance and adoption of col-

laborative software within organisations. However, it is difficult to draw specific design

implications from these studies (i.e., what specific features, UI elements, and function-

ality should be implemented in the software to support collaboration).

2.8.2 Awareness

Awareness is a prominent concept in the CSCW field and refers to the understanding

that individuals and groups have about their environment, tasks, and activities within

a collaborative setting. Awareness is crucial for designing systems and tools that sup-

port effective communication, decision-making, and coordination among group members

[Bolstad and Endsley, 2003]. It provides a context for users’ activities [Dourish and Bel-

lotti, 1992] and enables them to manage tasks effectively, make informed decisions, and

maintain a sense of group cohesion, even when working remotely or asynchronously.

Dourish and Bellotti [1992] suggested that awareness of collaborator’s work should be not

only active, that is, requiring users to perform actions to inform each other of the work

they are performing, but also passive. The passive approach presumes that information

regarding changes in the shared workspace is gathered automatically and presented to a

user when needed.
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system’s role in a broader work environment. Maximising integration with other systems

helps users by reducing their transitions between tools in the course of work [Cockburn

and Jones, 1995].

Gutwin and Greenberg [2000] introduced a conceptual framework known as the “me-

chanics of collaboration”, which delineates the fundamental low-level actions that col-

laborators must undertake to successfully complete tasks within a shared workspace.

These mechanics, identified through an analysis of previous research and literature, en-

compass explicit communication, consequential communication, coordination of action,

planning, monitoring, assistance, and protection. The authors posited that many usabil-

ity issues encountered in collaborative software systems are often a result of inadequate

support for these essential mechanics. They proposed evaluating these mechanics against

three criteria: effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction. To facilitate this evaluation, the

authors recommended the use of discount usability techniques, such as heuristic evalu-

ation and task-based walkthroughs, which are quick, low-cost methods for identifying

usability issues in a UI [Gutwin and Greenberg, 2000].

It is important to note that, to a significant extent, these studies address the organisa-

tional context of collaborative work and focus on the acceptance and adoption of col-

laborative software within organisations. However, it is difficult to draw specific design

implications from these studies (i.e., what specific features, UI elements, and function-

ality should be implemented in the software to support collaboration).

2.8.2 Awareness

Awareness is a prominent concept in the CSCW field and refers to the understanding

that individuals and groups have about their environment, tasks, and activities within

a collaborative setting. Awareness is crucial for designing systems and tools that sup-

port effective communication, decision-making, and coordination among group members

[Bolstad and Endsley, 2003]. It provides a context for users’ activities [Dourish and Bel-

lotti, 1992] and enables them to manage tasks effectively, make informed decisions, and

maintain a sense of group cohesion, even when working remotely or asynchronously.

Dourish and Bellotti [1992] suggested that awareness of collaborator’s work should be not

only active, that is, requiring users to perform actions to inform each other of the work

they are performing, but also passive. The passive approach presumes that information

regarding changes in the shared workspace is gathered automatically and presented to a

user when needed.
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In the context of the HCI and CSCW fields, two specific types of awareness are often

discussed: situational awareness and workspace awareness.

Situational awareness originates from the aviation and military operations fields and has

been adopted in other domains, including HCI and CSCW. In addition to focusing on the

user’s understanding of their current situation, it necessitates the ability to anticipate

future system states and to account for the user’s goals [Endsley, 1995].

Workspace awareness focuses on an “up-to-the-moment understanding of another per-

son’s interaction with the shared workspace” [Gutwin and Greenberg, 2002, p. 417]. As

such, Gutwin and Greenberg [2002] developed an extensive workspace-awareness frame-

work that addresses collaboration in real-time distributed systems. The framework sug-

gests that the information that comprises workspace awareness can be presented as a set

of categorised elements, each answering a specific question about the state of the shared

workspace. For example, “Who is present?”, “What are they doing?”, and “Where are

they working?”. The framework also suggests including awareness of the past, or his-

torical awareness, that addresses questions such as “How did this operation happen?”,

“When did it happen?”, and “Who was here and when?” [Gutwin and Greenberg, 2002].

By providing this information to the users, a collaborative system enhances collabora-

tors’ coupling, or the degree to which people are working together [Salvador et al., 1996],

simplifies communication, helps to coordinate actions, and allows collaborators to pre-

dict each other’s actions. Consequently, supporting workspace awareness significantly

enhances the usability of collaborative software. This augmentation can streamline com-

munications efficiency and foster a more effective collaborative environment [Gutwin and

Greenberg, 1999].

Workspace awareness elements can be implemented in software design in the form of

features, widgets, and various UI elements, such as “telepointers” and “telecarets”, or the

mouse and text cursors of remote participants [?]. These elements are commonly found

in web-based collaborative software such as Google Docs and some of the collaborative

NLE applications discussed above. For example, Motionbox demonstrates the presence of

other users in the shared workspace with avatars and indicates the actions of other users

with telepointers and “artefact marking”, which highlights selected clips and timeline

elements remotely.
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2.9 Trends in Video Production Technology

Video production, as a craft or vocation, has a rich history spanning over a century

[Buckingham et al., 2007]. Throughout this period, the tools and technology employed

in the field have experienced significant transformations, continually shaping how prac-

titioners approach their work. Today, video production encompasses a diverse array of

individuals, ranging from amateurs exploring the medium as a hobby to highly skilled

professionals who have dedicated their careers to mastering the intricacies of the craft.

This diversity is reflected in different production approaches [Kirk et al., 2007; Owens and

Millerson, 2012] and an assortment of video production tools and instruments [Guribye

and Nyre, 2017].

Video production has become more accessible due to technological advancements [Juh-

lin et al., 2014b; Perry et al., 2009; Yarosh et al., 2016], such as mobile and internet

technologies and the adoption of automation. These technological trends have signifi-

cantly affected the work practices of both professional video workers and hobbyists. The

mitigation of technological challenges allows video amateurs to shift their focus from

technical aspects of a video, such as camera movement, to its content, including story

and narrative [Weilenmann et al., 2014]. Thus, the boundary between professional and

amateur video creators has become increasingly blurred [Webb et al., 2016].

2.9.1 Increasing Accessibility of Production Tools

Over the past two decades, camera phones, which are mobile phones with cameras ca-

pable of filming a video of decent quality, have become widespread. Additionally, video-

editing software has become available for mobile phones and tablets [Feinberg et al.,

2016]. This trend of video devices becoming more accessible and portable is not new.

Since the 1920s, amateur and semi-professional videographers and filmmakers have ex-

isted alongside highly skilled professional video workers. The introduction of camcorders

— portable video cameras — created opportunities for amateurs to participate in pro-

fessional video production. For example, an amateur with a video camera could capture

an ongoing event and provide footage suitable for breaking news coverage on TV [Buck-

ingham et al., 2007]. Nonetheless, there are notable differences between professionals

and amateurs in terms of video quality. For example, Guo et al. [2013] identified several

predictors that help distinguish amateur and professional videos, such as camera motion

and structure.

For professionals in the TV and video industries, such accessibility has also created
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[Karis et al., 2016], others, such as TV production companies, largely have not adopted

remote work until recently [Coche and Lynn, 2020]. Baker et al. [1999] identified various

factors that influence the adoption of remote collaboration, such as security concerns,

productivity, and cost considerations. Among the advantages of remote work, they

emphasised the ability to work with distant companies and talents and to compete on a

global scale.

However, remote work requires significant coordination between parties. For example,

Baker et al. [1999] noted that this obligation could overwhelm collaboration to the point

of it being cancelled. Likewise, Koehne et al. [2012] argued that remote work is inherently

social, with individual remote workers developing various coping strategies to manage

tasks and maintain visibility within their teams. These strategies help ensure that remote

team members can effectively collaborate and contribute to the shared goals of the

organisation, even when working from a distance.

In 2020–2022, the adoption of remote work increased due to social-distancing regula-

tions associated with the COVID-19 pandemic. The pandemic, in general, catalysed

innovation across various sectors, driving the development of new technologies, business

models, and collaborative approaches [Heinonen and Strandvik, 2020]. It impacted both

media consumption [Casero-Ripolles, 2020] and production, prompting media production

companies to adopt remote workflows [Coche and Lynn, 2020].

2.9.3 Automation in Video Production

One way of mitigating the technical challenges of video production is delegating tasks to

computer systems and algorithms, or automation. In academia and industry, automation
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is suggested for use in multiple specialised systems, which are often powered by artificial

intelligence (AI) technologies. Such systems address various aspects, stages, and parts

of video production, such as automatic story writing [Sirén-Heikel et al., 2019], directing

and capturing [Adams and Venkatesh, 2005], camera operation [Herrmann et al., 2020],

live TV production [Barlow, 1972, 1979; Freilich and Meyer, 1963], editing [Chi et al.,

2013; Girgensohn et al., 2000; HUA et al., 2003], creating summaries and highlights

[Shipman et al., 2003, 2008], subtitling [Soe et al., 2021], and broadcasting [Barlow,

1979; Richards, 2010].

From the HCI and CSCW perspective, automation involves utilising computer systems

to perform routine work typically handled by humans, thus reducing their workload and

enabling users to focus on more creative, complex, and rewarding activities. However,

the replacement of human workers with automated systems has several implications.

Automation requires formalising work procedures and practices [Gerson and Star, 1986],

leading to an interaction with automation systems akin to end-user programming, as

suggested by Fröhlich et al. [2020]. This interaction becomes less continuous, allowing

users to dedicate their time to solving less trivial tasks. Nonetheless, Bainbridge [1983]

highlights an irony: operators lacking regular practice of the automated task might

lose the skill needed to intervene and correct an error in case of an automation system

breakdown.

The “ironies of automation” [Bainbridge, 1983] further illustrate potential issues from

implementing automated systems in video production or other domains. These include

increased complexity, workload shifts, diminished creativity and innovation due to the

formalisation of tasks, loss of situational awareness, and ethical considerations.

Additionally, employees might view automation as a threat to their job security and

consequently resist its implementation and adoption [Lindén, 2020]. However, research

suggests that people frequently overestimate the adverse consequences of automation

and underestimate its positive impacts [Autor, 2015]. Empirical studies indicate that

automation often does not replace human labour; instead, it complements and augments

it [Arntz et al., 2016; Lindén, 2020].

Thus, adopting automation requires that potential benefits and drawbacks be balanced,

which highlights the importance of understanding the nuanced relationship between au-

tomation and human labour in various domains, including video production.

In summary, this chapter laid the foundation for the research presented below by provid-

ing an overview of various topics pertinent to collaborative video editing and detailing

current tools utilised in this field. It highlighted that the realm of collaborative video

editing is not only multifaceted but also an intricate confluence of different factors,
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leading to an interaction with automation systems akin to end-user programming, as

suggested by Fröhlich et al. [2020]. This interaction becomes less continuous, allowing

users to dedicate their time to solving less trivial tasks. Nonetheless, Bainbridge [1983]

highlights an irony: operators lacking regular practice of the automated task might

lose the skill needed to intervene and correct an error in case of an automation system

breakdown.

The “ironies of automation” [Bainbridge, 1983] further illustrate potential issues from

implementing automated systems in video production or other domains. These include

increased complexity, workload shifts, diminished creativity and innovation due to the

formalisation of tasks, loss of situational awareness, and ethical considerations.

Additionally, employees might view automation as a threat to their job security and

consequently resist its implementation and adoption [Lindén, 2020]. However, research

suggests that people frequently overestimate the adverse consequences of automation

and underestimate its positive impacts [Autor, 2015]. Empirical studies indicate that

automation often does not replace human labour; instead, it complements and augments

it [Arntz et al., 2016; Lindén, 2020].

Thus, adopting automation requires that potential benefits and drawbacks be balanced,

which highlights the importance of understanding the nuanced relationship between au-

tomation and human labour in various domains, including video production.
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including technology, creativity, coordination, and human interaction. These intercon-

nected and mutually impactful aspects contribute to the domain’s complexity. Having

established the nuanced landscape of collaborative video editing, the research method-

ology employed in this thesis will now be discussed.
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Chapter 3

Research Approach and Methods

Collaboration in video production occurs in various forms, such as face-to-face conver-

sations in the field, closed meetings, phone calls, emails, messages on social media, and

handwritten documents. To study and design for collaboration, I employed a user-centred

design approach [Abras et al., 2004; Norman, 2013] that presumes the involvement of

end-users, that is, professional video workers. Through interviews and design workshops,

we consulted the users about their needs and allowed them to participate in the design

process.

The most promising method to study collaboration seemed to be semi-structured inter-

views, which would allow me to investigate the domain without spending large amounts

of time observing collaboration. Additionally, participation or observation would be

largely impossible for two reasons. First, video workers and other parties, such as their

clients, often consider the work sensitive and private and do not welcome external partic-

ipants. Second, a significant amount of collaboration occurs digitally through messages

and emails. Such collaboration is difficult to observe. Thus, I had to rely on the retro-

spective accounts of participants.

The second data collection method I used in this research was design workshops. During

the workshops, invited video professionals and designers created various concepts to

support collaboration in the video editing process.

Study Number of Participants Collection and Analysis Methods
Article I 13 Interviews, Thematic Analysis
Article II 12 Interviews (online and offline), Thematic Analysis
Article III 20 Workshops (online and offline), Content Analysis

Table 3.1: Methods Summary
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30 Research Approach and Methods

For data analysis, I used thematic and content analysis methods. Both methods aimed

to extract meaning from texts such as interview transcripts and produce high-level cat-

egories that could be used to identify and address various aspects of collaboration in

video production. The summary of methods is presented in table 3.1.

In the following, I explain the data gathering and analysis processes in more detail as

well as the challenges that I had to overcome while conducting this research.

3.1 Sampling and Participants

The overall goal of the sampling was to find people who had significant experience in

video editing or other forms of post-production of any type of video, from short clips

to feature films, and who had been working in teams. In this search for participants, I

needed to rely on various sources and both personal and professional connections.

In this research project, I mostly employed convenience sampling [Marshall, 1996] with

some elements of snowball sampling. For the three studies, my colleagues and I used a

total of five sources to recruit participants:

1. Professional connections through Vizrt. Vizrt is an international software producer

for TV studios and video production companies with global clients. Thus, they

were able to invite some of their clients to participate in interviews and design

workshops. Participants were recruited through Vizrt in all three studies. In the

third study, we also recruited some Vizrt employees, specifically UX designers, to

participate in design workshops.

2. Professional connections through the University of Bergen. At the university, there

are professional and amateur video workers who produce educational video mate-

rial, such as documentaries and video lectures. I recruited these participants at the

beginning of the project, and their insight helped me understand the complexity

of the video domain. In the third study, we also recruited three master’s students

who were studying HCI and CSCW to participate in a pilot workshop. Later, these

students helped to organise and run the second workshop.

3. Social media. In the third study, five participants were recruited through social

media posts for a workshop. I also attempted (and failed) to recruit participants

through social media for the first study.

4. Freelance websites. In the third study, my colleagues at Vizrt and I recruited six
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freelancers via upwork.com. The participants were from various European countries

and had diverse backgrounds.

5. Personal networks. During the project, I recruited a total of five participants

through personal connections. In two cases, participants also helped me recruit

their former and current colleagues. Three participants were also recruited through

personal connections by my co-authors.

The sampling was not random: we targeted people with specific experiences, roles, and

backgrounds. We sought those with experience in video production in teams or organi-

sations. We also attempted to focus on professional video workers, such as TV workers

and video-editing crews.

In total, 44 participants were involved in the research. One person participated in

two studies, the first and the second. Overall, participants had significantly diverse

experiences and backgrounds. Except for three students who participated in the pilot

workshop in the third study, all participants had some experience in video production,

which ranged from YouTube videos and short commercials to feature films and TV shows.

Four participants in the first study were not professional video editors. However, their

experience in video production was connected to their occupation. Most participants

had experience acting in multiple roles in the video-production process, such as writing,

editing, camera operation, directing, and producing. In many cases, participants had

experience in both the TV and video industries. Our participants were largely from

Europe, although one was from the Middle East, one was from Asia, and two were from

the Americas.

3.2 Data Collection

In this section, I describe the data-gathering process and its important aspects: working

with a professional language, sensitive topics, and the challenges and opportunities the

COVID-19 pandemic introduced into the project.

3.2.1 Process

In Study 1, data were gathered through semi-structured interviews and follow-up inter-

views via face-to-face meetings, email, and social media. I conducted nine interviews

with 11 participants. Two interviews were with pairs of participants. Two interviews
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sations. We also attempted to focus on professional video workers, such as TV workers
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In total, 44 participants were involved in the research. One person participated in

two studies, the first and the second. Overall, participants had significantly diverse

experiences and backgrounds. Except for three students who participated in the pilot

workshop in the third study, all participants had some experience in video production,

which ranged from YouTube videos and short commercials to feature films and TV shows.

Four participants in the first study were not professional video editors. However, their

experience in video production was connected to their occupation. Most participants

had experience acting in multiple roles in the video-production process, such as writing,

editing, camera operation, directing, and producing. In many cases, participants had

experience in both the TV and video industries. Our participants were largely from

Europe, although one was from the Middle East, one was from Asia, and two were from

the Americas.

3.2 Data Collection

In this section, I describe the data-gathering process and its important aspects: working

with a professional language, sensitive topics, and the challenges and opportunities the

COVID-19 pandemic introduced into the project.

3.2.1 Process

In Study 1, data were gathered through semi-structured interviews and follow-up inter-
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were contextual: I conducted them in video-editing studios, and participants demon-

strated many of the minute activities they referred to. Three interviews were followed

up by subsequent interviews in face-to-face meetings, and four interviews were followed

up with conversations over email and social media.

The first three interviews were focused on the topic of collaboration during video pro-

duction. Specifically, I asked about the modes and forms of collaboration: does it occur

in person? Does it occur online? What kind of questions are being resolved by a collab-

orative effort? Beginning with the fourth interview, it became apparent that there is a

specific topic relevant to different kinds of video production: reviewing. Consequently,

I rearranged the interview guide and reformulated some questions to accommodate this

new focus of the study. Previous interviewees were revisited through personal meetings

and emails to address new questions about reviewing practices.

In Study 2, data were gathered through face-to-face and online semi-structured interviews

and informal communications. The initial aim of the study was to investigate how video

production professionals adapted to the challenges of the COVID-19 pandemic. After the

first two interviews, the preliminary results suggested that, among video professionals,

those who were affected the most worked for TV companies. Thus, the topic of the study

was refocused and narrowed to the TV industry. In the interviews, we asked about the

recent changes that had occurred to workplace practises due to social-distancing policies.

We focused on how the workflows and tools used in video production had changed. We

also discussed with participants how these changes had affected various aspects of their

work and the future of the TV and video industries.

In Study 3, data were gathered through five design workshops, both online and in-person.

The workshops were organised in two rounds. In the first round, two workshops were

held at the University of Bergen, and these were partially videotaped and transcribed.

The participants sketched various design ideas on paper, and the resulting sheets were

collected. These sketches were used in the second round of workshops as inspiration

points for the participants. In the second round, three workshops were held online via

Zoom1. The workshops were video recorded and transcribed. During the workshops,

the participants used the balsamiq.cloud2 application, which allows design ideas to be

sketched online. After the workshops, the sketches were exported. During the analysis,

some sketches were redrawn to better present the design concepts.

1https://zoom.us/
2https://balsamiq.cloud/
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3.2.2 Challenges

The process of gathering data did not always go smoothly, and it was not without hurdles.

The following paragraphs briefly describe the challenges of this research.

First, it was not easy to gain access to the field. The primary challenge when involving

professionals in the research was their availability. Specifically, not all the potential

participants could dedicate time to an interview or participate in a workshop. In some

instances, my initial inquiry regarding participation was met with no response, which

could be attributed to a variety of factors, including workload, time constraints, or a

lack of interest in the study. In other instances, while potential participants expressed

interest in the study, their busy schedules and pressing deadlines prevented them from

committing time for participation. I found this to be a reminder of the demanding nature

of the field of video editing, where time is often scarce.

Another obvious challenge was the use of professional language: video workers often

employ terms that may be misinterpreted by others. In the first study, we presented

quotes and described situations that reflected similar cases of misunderstandings between

video professionals and their clients who are less video literate. During this research,

I needed to familiarise myself with professional terminology by reading books, articles,

and blog posts on related topics and by speaking to professional video editors who were

kind enough to explain certain terminology during the interviews and informal talks.

In some cases, participants considered the discussed topics to be sensitive. Specifically, in

the first study, some participants hesitated to discuss conflicts between video profession-

als and clients which they had observed or participated in. The unease stemmed from

the implication that admitting to such conflicts might reflect poorly on the professional

conduct of those involved. This encompassed issues such as the use of inappropriate

language in professional settings and overall unprofessional conduct. Navigating these

conversations required a delicate balance between respect for participants’ comfort lev-

els and the need for honesty to attain an accurate understanding of the phenomenon. I

underscored the importance of these discussions for the research, reassuring participants

that the focus was on gaining insights into the realities of the video production industry

and not on judging individuals or their conduct.

Similarly, during the interviews for the second study, some participants expressed con-

cerns about their and their colleagues’ job security. They were apprehensive that our

research findings might lead TV companies to downsize their workforce and eliminate

certain jobs. These concerns were so pronounced that one participant continually re-

turned to this topic throughout the interview, revealing a deep-seated anxiety about
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potential negative consequences stemming from our research.

Thus, we anonymized the interview transcripts as soon as they were produced and elimi-

nated or obfuscated any information that could potentially identify the participant, their

specific role, the company they worked for, and even their country of residence. The lat-

ter appeared to be an appropriate measure as there are very few TV companies in smaller

countries.

This experience highlighted the importance of trust and transparent communication be-

tween a researcher and participants as well as the necessity of approaching sensitive topics

respectfully and clearly. It also underscored the need for researchers to remain flexible

and responsive to the evolving needs and concerns of participants. Our commitment to

participant anonymity and privacy was not only a legal obligation but also a critical el-

ement that facilitated the honest and open dialogues that significantly contributed to

this research.

During the COVID-19 pandemic, the data collection process had to be changed. In-

stead of face-to-face meetings, we needed to rely on services like Skype and Zoom to

conduct fieldwork. This situation proved somewhat beneficial as digital communication

became normal [Arshad, 2020], and we could employ remote participants worldwide.

This geographical freedom enriched our data pool by bringing in diverse perspectives

and experiences.

The pandemic also allowed us to study the active transformation of some work practices.

We treated the pandemic as a world-scale breaching experiment [Garfinkel, 1967], a

research method designed to disrupt social norms to study the resulting behaviours,

that distorted the normal order in the video and TV industries. It forced organisations

to adapt to new challenges by adopting “new” technologies and workflows, where “new”

refers to mobile devices and tools like Skype and Zoom, already widely used in other

domains but rather novel in a professional video and TV production context. This

shift provided a unique opportunity to study work practises in a state of flux, offering

unprecedented insight into the processes and challenges of adapting to sudden changes.

In retrospect, while the pandemic unquestionably presented substantial obstacles, it also

acted as a catalyst, enriching our study and shedding light on unexpected aspects of

collaborative video editing in a remote context.

Furthermore, the pandemic increased the relevance of our research not only from an aca-

demic perspective but also in the eyes of our study participants. The sudden transition

to remote work meant that the issues we were investigating were relevant to the daily

challenges these professionals faced. This allowed the participants to perceive our study
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as relevant and valuable to their current situations.

3.3 Analysis

Overall, the collected data can be categorised into four groups:

1. Interview audio recordings and notes. The audio recordings were transcribed and

anonymised. The transcripts served as a foundation for analysis in the first and

the second studies.

2. Emails and private communications via social media. This data contained answers

to follow-up questions and was attached to the transcripts for analysis in the first

and the second studies.

3. Sketches of design ideas. During the workshops in the third study, the partici-

pants created sketches both digitally and physically. Sketches on paper were pho-

tographed or scanned.

4. Video recording of workshops. These recordings were partially transcribed and

used in analysis together with the sketches in the third study.

To identify core patterns and extract meanings from the data, we used qualitative content

analysis[Patton, 2002, p. 452] and thematic analysis [Braun and Clarke, 2006] methods.

3.3.1 Thematic Analysis

Braun and Clarke [2006] identified six steps of thematic analysis, which we followed.

First, we familiarised ourselves with the data by reading the transcripts and searching

for patterns in the text. Second, we generated initial codes. Third, we searched for

possible themes that would consistently connect the codes. Fourth, we reviewed the

themes by returning to the transcripts and searching for the context in which the themes

occurred. Fifth, we defined and named the themes. Sixth, we documented the results in

an organised manner by writing the papers.

The analysis was conducted in iterative collaborative sessions. As the responsible author

and the topic owner of this research, I acted as a responsible coder, conducted the initial

coding, and presented the intermediary results to my colleagues. Together, we refined the

coding, defined the themes, and identified the most interesting and significant findings.
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36 Research Approach and Methods

The iterative nature of the analysis process allowed us to rearticulate the meanings we

extracted from the empirical data set. In this process, specific research questions and

answers arose in the interaction between the corpus and previous research [Krippendorff,

2018]. As such, we could refocus our efforts and formulate follow-up questions if needed.

In such cases, we attached the new transcripts to the corpus and refined the coding

scheme.

3.3.2 Content Analysis

In the third study, we gathered data of two types: the transcripts of discussions between

participants in the workshops and the sketches of design concepts. We employed content

analysis to answer the research questions of why it is difficult to design for remote

collaborative video editing and how to achieve it. Content analysis is a research technique

that aims to make valid inferences from data to their context [Krippendorff, 2018]. Thus,

we aimed to analyse not only “what” was said but also “who” said it and “why”. In

addition to analysing text, we considered design concepts expressed in both physical and

digital sketches.

We sought patterns in texts that would explain the reasoning behind design concepts.

More specifically, we aimed to answer the following questions: why is this concept ben-

eficial? What are the drawbacks of this concept? How should this concept work?

We coded the data in three steps. First, we searched for the most apparent aspects of the

design concepts mentioned by the workshop participants. Second, we aimed to identify

motivations behind the design concepts and possible challenges that might emerge in

their implementation. Third, we sought patterns and overarching themes that described

such challenges and motivations. We inferred the importance that workshop participants

assigned to ideas and identified patterns based on the “volume” at which a subject

was discussed (i.e., the number of mentions and length of discussions). Ultimately, we

produced a list of high-level categories that place design concepts in the context of their

implementation and use and address various aspects of collaboration in video editing.

By analysing both verbal discussions and sketched design concepts, we developed a

holistic understanding of collaborative video editing. The next chapter elaborates on

and discusses the findings.
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designconceptsmentionedbytheworkshopparticipants.Second,weaimedtoidentify

motivationsbehindthedesignconceptsandpossiblechallengesthatmightemergein

theirimplementation.Third,wesoughtpatternsandoverarchingthemesthatdescribed

suchchallengesandmotivations.Weinferredtheimportancethatworkshopparticipants
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wasdiscussed(i.e.,thenumberofmentionsandlengthofdiscussions).Ultimately,we

producedalistofhigh-levelcategoriesthatplacedesignconceptsinthecontextoftheir

implementationanduseandaddressvariousaspectsofcollaborationinvideoediting.

Byanalysingbothverbaldiscussionsandsketcheddesignconcepts,wedevelopeda

holisticunderstandingofcollaborativevideoediting.Thenextchapterelaborateson

anddiscussesthefindings.
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Chapter 4

Findings and Discussion

To answer the research question of this thesis, “How can remote collaboration be sup-

ported in video editing?”, three studies were conducted. The first study investigated

current collaborative practices in video editing and scrutinised reviewing processes and

interpersonal communication between collaborators. The second study examined video

work from an organisational perspective. It investigated how organisations adapted to

social-distancing regulations and explored relations between technology trends and inno-

vations and video production work. The third study focused on supporting collaboration

in video editing with design concepts and investigated challenges designers must over-

come.

The first section summarises and discusses the key findings of the studies. The second

section briefly describes challenges in collaborative video work and examines the strate-

gies and mechanisms workers employ to overcome them. A more detailed and structured

description can be found in the first paper [Okopnyi et al., 2020]. The third section

outlines design paths and concepts to support collaboration in video-editing software.

The fourth section identifies and discusses the challenges designers face when developing

collaborative video-editing software. The fifth section considers changes in video work

caused by the adoption of remote work and automation and speculates on the future of

video-production practices and workflows. The sixth section identifies three potential

approaches for designing collaborative tools, which were synthesised from the results of

this study, previous research, and existing non-linear editing (NLE) software. The final

section discusses the limitations of this research.
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38 Findings and Discussion

4.1 Results and Contributions

In total, this research project encompassed 23 interviews with 25 respondents and five

design workshops with a total of 20 participants.

In the first study, we closely examined practices in collaborative video work. We focused

on negotiations between video editors and other parties, such as producers, directors,

and clients, as well as reviewing practices, wherein the editor seeks feedback and approval

from collaborators. Reviewing has been addressed in previous design studies [Pavel et al.,

2016]. In our study, however, we unpacked this practice to understand its social aspects.

Specifically, we considered mechanisms and strategies that help reduce uncertainty and

achieve agreements between parties involved in the post-production process.

We identified four categories that characterise editorial uncertainty. Specifically, we

demonstrated that it is difficult to articulate an idea for a video in words; the difference

between editing and reviewing contexts can introduce confusion, and it might persist in

a co-present environment. It can also be difficult to refer to various video elements and

time. To mitigate such uncertainty, editors employ various mechanisms, including refer-

ences to written statements, documents and icons; closure by rhetorics of practicalities;

and organisational closure mechanisms.

Based on our findings, we proposed three design paths for video-editing software devel-

opment. First, we suggested using scaffolding [Luther et al., 2015; Wood et al., 1976;

Yuan et al., 2016], a preset structure that supports participant collaboration. Second,

we recommended adding tools and features for iconic referencing [Peirce and Buchler,

1902] in video-editing software. Third, we propounded suggestive editing, an inclusion

of reviewers into the editing process via tailored video-editing tools that allow not only

comments but also suggestions for specific edits to the video.

The second study focused on how social-distancing regulations changed the work of TV

companies during the COVID-19 pandemic. In this study, we focused on adaptations

made on an organisational level. We conducted 12 interviews with TV and video workers

to determine how they and their organisations personally adapted to social-distancing

regulations. We identified two main themes, automation and redistribution, when con-

ceptualising the socio-technical changes in TV production.

To comply with social-distancing regulations, TV companies were forced to adopt remote

workflows. Such workflows involved using general-purpose applications, services, and

devices, such as Skype and mobile phones; relying on internet infrastructure; and finding

ways of making productions leaner and less dependent on traditional work processes
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Inthefirststudy,wecloselyexaminedpracticesincollaborativevideowork.Wefocused

onnegotiationsbetweenvideoeditorsandotherparties,suchasproducers,directors,

andclients,aswellasreviewingpractices,whereintheeditorseeksfeedbackandapproval

fromcollaborators.Reviewinghasbeenaddressedinpreviousdesignstudies[Paveletal.,

2016].Inourstudy,however,weunpackedthispracticetounderstanditssocialaspects.

Specifically,weconsideredmechanismsandstrategiesthathelpreduceuncertaintyand

achieveagreementsbetweenpartiesinvolvedinthepost-productionprocess.

Weidentifiedfourcategoriesthatcharacteriseeditorialuncertainty.Specifically,we

demonstratedthatitisdifficulttoarticulateanideaforavideoinwords;thedifference

betweeneditingandreviewingcontextscanintroduceconfusion,anditmightpersistin

aco-presentenvironment.Itcanalsobedifficulttorefertovariousvideoelementsand

time.Tomitigatesuchuncertainty,editorsemployvariousmechanisms,includingrefer-
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opment.First,wesuggestedusingscaffolding[Lutheretal.,2015;Woodetal.,1976;

Yuanetal.,2016],apresetstructurethatsupportsparticipantcollaboration.Second,

werecommendedaddingtoolsandfeaturesforiconicreferencing[PeirceandBuchler,

1902]invideo-editingsoftware.Third,wepropoundedsuggestiveediting,aninclusion

ofreviewersintotheeditingprocessviatailoredvideo-editingtoolsthatallownotonly

commentsbutalsosuggestionsforspecificeditstothevideo.

Thesecondstudyfocusedonhowsocial-distancingregulationschangedtheworkofTV

companiesduringtheCOVID-19pandemic.Inthisstudy,wefocusedonadaptations

madeonanorganisationallevel.Weconducted12interviewswithTVandvideoworkers

todeterminehowtheyandtheirorganisationspersonallyadaptedtosocial-distancing

regulations.Weidentifiedtwomainthemes,automationandredistribution,whencon-

ceptualisingthesocio-technicalchangesinTVproduction.

Tocomplywithsocial-distancingregulations,TVcompanieswereforcedtoadoptremote

workflows.Suchworkflowsinvolvedusinggeneral-purposeapplications,services,and

devices,suchasSkypeandmobilephones;relyingoninternetinfrastructure;andfinding

waysofmakingproductionsleanerandlessdependentontraditionalworkprocesses
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and organisational structures. Some of these changes in production practice might be

irreversible and denote a major trend in the TV and video production industries. As

some respondents observed, commercial organisations will not be eager to return to the

“old ways” of conducting work because the “new ways” are less expensive, and such a

claim has been supported by previous research [Albiniak, 2022]. The implications of such

changes include a shift in the definition of broadcast quality and the transformation of

TV literacy, or a shift from the hyper-specialisation of TV workers to multiskilling.

In the third study, we conducted a series of design workshops to develop design ideas

and concepts for supporting collaboration in video editing. We limited and focused the

ideation process during the workshops by introducing both the concept of workspace

awareness [Gutwin and Greenberg, 2002] and schematic NLE representation as starting

points. The workshops resulted in multiple concepts created with pen and paper or

digital sketches and prototypes. We developed some of the sketches further to present

them in the article. During the analysis, we also identified specific categories describing

advantages and drawbacks of the concepts from the participants’ perspectives.

The first category highlights the challenging nature of video editing, which requires

intense focus and avoiding distraction. The second category suggests extending design

efforts beyond the scope of NLE software and including various activities in addition to

video editing, such as filming and reviewing processes. The third category addresses the

time-based nature of video and time representation in NLE software.

Our findings mirror the shift in the computer-supported cooperative work (CSCW) field

from focusing on efficiency-oriented considerations to a holistic understanding of the

interplay between tools and people as well as the subtle complexities of their interactions.

In [Okopnyi et al., 2021], we showcased how normally passive participants evolved during

the co-creation of video content. In our analysis, we employed the notion of “redistribu-

tion of work, control, and skills” to characterise what is traditionally seen as an example

of the “division of labour”. Importantly, this redistribution encapsulates more than sim-

ply a shift in work: it also involves a transformation in roles and responsibilities. The

implications of such redistribution also extend to the “ecologies of tools”. They do not

merely support existing work arrangements and team structures but can also instigate

the emergence of new team compositions and workflows. For instance, a journalist might

assume the role of an editor or the interview participant might become an active player

as a camera operator.

In [Okopnyi et al., 2021], we showcased how normally passive participants evolved into

the co-creation of video content. During our analysis, we employed the notion of “redis-

tribution of work, control, and skills” to characterise what would traditionally be seen
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Inthethirdstudy,weconductedaseriesofdesignworkshopstodevelopdesignideas

andconceptsforsupportingcollaborationinvideoediting.Welimitedandfocusedthe

ideationprocessduringtheworkshopsbyintroducingboththeconceptofworkspace

awareness[GutwinandGreenberg,2002]andschematicNLErepresentationasstarting

points.Theworkshopsresultedinmultipleconceptscreatedwithpenandpaperor

digitalsketchesandprototypes.Wedevelopedsomeofthesketchesfurthertopresent

theminthearticle.Duringtheanalysis,wealsoidentifiedspecificcategoriesdescribing

advantagesanddrawbacksoftheconceptsfromtheparticipants’perspectives.

Thefirstcategoryhighlightsthechallengingnatureofvideoediting,whichrequires

intensefocusandavoidingdistraction.Thesecondcategorysuggestsextendingdesign

effortsbeyondthescopeofNLEsoftwareandincludingvariousactivitiesinadditionto

videoediting,suchasfilmingandreviewingprocesses.Thethirdcategoryaddressesthe

time-basednatureofvideoandtimerepresentationinNLEsoftware.

Ourfindingsmirrortheshiftinthecomputer-supportedcooperativework(CSCW)field

fromfocusingonefficiency-orientedconsiderationstoaholisticunderstandingofthe

interplaybetweentoolsandpeopleaswellasthesubtlecomplexitiesoftheirinteractions.
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theco-creationofvideocontent.Inouranalysis,weemployedthenotionof“redistribu-

tionofwork,control,andskills”tocharacterisewhatistraditionallyseenasanexample

ofthe“divisionoflabour”.Importantly,thisredistributionencapsulatesmorethansim-

plyashiftinwork:italsoinvolvesatransformationinrolesandresponsibilities.The

implicationsofsuchredistributionalsoextendtothe“ecologiesoftools”.Theydonot

merelysupportexistingworkarrangementsandteamstructuresbutcanalsoinstigate

theemergenceofnewteamcompositionsandworkflows.Forinstance,ajournalistmight

assumetheroleofaneditorortheinterviewparticipantmightbecomeanactiveplayer

asacameraoperator.
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as an example of the “division of labour.” Importantly, this redistribution encapsulates

more than just a shift in work. It also involves a transformation in roles and responsibil-

ities. The implications of such redistribution extend to the “ecologies of tools” as well.

They do not merely support existing work arrangements and team structures but can

also instigate new team compositions and workflows to emerge, for instance, in situa-

tions where a journalist assumes the role of an editor or when the interview participant

becomes an active player as a camera operator.

Last, during our design workshops [Okopnyi et al., 2022], participants tasked with con-

ceiving collaborative video-editing tools frequently voiced concerns beyond efficiency.

Reanalysing the results illuminated various topics such as the sense of ownership and

control over work; the privacy and confidentiality of work; and the convenience and com-

fort of the editing process, evident in time-saving measures, the elimination of redundant

tasks, the ability to maintain focus, and the importance of working with familiar tools.

Interestingly, the reanalysis also affirmed that even individuals with remarkably similar

backgrounds could hold conflicting views on the functionality and features of collabora-

tive tools, with some participants expressing concerns regarding design concepts which

others welcomed.

What do these findings imply for designs supporting collaboration? To a significant

extent, classic CSCW papers emphasise constraints, requirements, personal acceptance

[Cockburn and Jones, 1995], adoption and benefit [Grudin, 1988], and awareness [Dourish

and Bellotti, 1992]. We add to this knowledge by emphasising the specific needs of users,

such as the sense of ownership of work and workspace, as we heard arguments for both

allowing and forbidding collaborators to view, review, or participate in ongoing video

editing. In sum, enabling collaboration can be seen as a double-edged sword. On the one

hand, it promises enhanced productivity. On the other hand, it introduces challenges

in coordination and potential conflicts over creative control. Consequently, software

designers must navigate these opposing user needs. Traditional CSCW principles provide

a foundation for such designs, but the nuanced needs of video editors add layers of

complexity. Evidently, simply implementing collaboration tools is insufficient, and it is

necessary to understand and acknowledge the unique challenges of collaborative video

work in design.

4.2 Challenges of Collaborative Video Work

Effective collaboration among co-workers is a complex and challenging task that requires

overcoming various communication barriers. While previous research has addressed more
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general issues of designing for collaboration, such as acknowledging an organisational

structure in software [Ellis et al., 1991], our research has identified specific challenges

that arise when collaborating on video production.

In the analysis, we drew inspiration from science and technology studies and the concept

of “interpretive flexibility” [Collins, 1981], which refers to how different actors or groups

interpret and use an object, technology, or idea. The complexity of video is inherent in

the media due to its richness: video can convey multiple layers of information through

visual elements, motion, sound, timing, and other elements. Editors find such complex-

ity challenging, and we used “interpretive flexibility” to conceptualise this challenge.

Following the steps described by Collins [1981], we first demonstrated how interpretive

flexibility manifests itself in collaborative video editing. Subsequently, we identified var-

ious closure mechanisms that video editors employ to “[limit] the potentially endless

debate about possible interpretation[s]” [Collins, 1981, p.7] and achieve agreements.

The communication of ideas and concepts often requires additional context beyond what

language can provide. As one of the informants noted, “our language is insufficient”

[Okopnyi et al., 2020, p.120]. The professional language of video editing is complex, util-

ising unique terms, jargon, and assumptions. During pre-production, the idea for a video

is often conveyed through a textual task description, presenting a challenge for partic-

ipants who must briefly and artistically describe the desired look and feel [Bartindale

et al., 2016b]. Thus, subsequent editing is marred with the uncertainty and vagueness of

communication between editors and other participants, who may struggle to articulate

their desires from the beginning of the video-production process.

Consequently, even when collaborating parties are well-versed in relevant jargon, they

may nonetheless struggle to convey their thoughts effectively. Providing references is

crucial for video reviewing, but it is often challenging to accurately identify where an

issue is located in a video. Two common referencing approaches are referencing by time

and referencing by objects, but both have associated ambiguities.

According to our interviewees, video editors generally prefer time-coded comments if

other tools are lacking as these allow collaborators to provide feedback with references

to a timeline. However, ambiguity can arise even with specific instructions, such as

providing feedback at a certain time code. For example, a comment referencing a specific

time code may not be clear if the video has multiple frames within that interval, resulting

in confusion for the editor and potentially requiring further clarification from the reviewer

[Okopnyi et al., 2020].

Alternatively, collaborators may reference objects or specific scenes in the footage to

position their reviewing comments. However, even seemingly concrete and detailed de-
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scriptions can be insufficient and lead to confusion. This is because objects or scenes

may appear multiple times in the footage, making it difficult to identify the intended

reference.

Furthermore, effective collaboration often demands extended discussions, which can be

challenging when participants come from diverse backgrounds and lack familiarity with

each other’s professional language. This challenge persists even in co-present settings.

During face-to-face interactions, collaborators can discuss changes and brainstorm so-

lutions when disagreements arise. In this setting, editors can observe the reviewer’s

body language and tone of voice, which provide insight into their reactions and emotions

towards the video draft. However, when communication is limited to text comments, ed-

itors can attempt to infer the reviewer’s feedback by reading “between the lines” [Pavel

et al., 2016, p.519] as it can be difficult to discern whether a video is satisfactory for the

client based on a list of critiques received via email.

Video workers can ask collaborators to use exemplars, such as videos they like or find

suitable. These exemplars manage expectations, reduce the open-endedness of the edit-

ing process, and offer producers a chance to reuse existing elements, such as fonts, effects,

colours, and filters, instead of designing them from scratch.

Another factor that poses a challenge to collaborative video work is a lack of contextual

information regarding the production process. Collaborators may not be aware of the

current production stage or the procedures and practices that constitute video work

at a given moment. Those unfamiliar with the video-production process may also be

unaware of what work has been completed and what will be performed at a specific

stage. Furthermore, reviewers may focus on small and irrelevant details when asked to

review the work in progress and thus provide non-constructive feedback.

Editors use local practical constraints and rhetorical devices, such as establishing “dead-

lines” and the expected number of “iterations”, to delimit collaborators. These devices

draw on local circumstances (e.g., the availability of the editor) to reduce interpretive

flexibility, and although such circumstances are always present, they are not always

evoked.

In pre-production, artefacts such as contracts, meeting notes, storyboards, and screen-

plays can be used to specify content, style, and narrative, as well as time constraints

and other demands, thereby limiting the scope of the production process. Other parties,

such as clients, may attempt to extend the task during production, but documentation

can be used to avoid unnecessary costs. Limiting the number of editing iterations and

defining them in a contract can also prevent the process from being prolonged.
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scriptionscanbeinsufficientandleadtoconfusion.Thisisbecauseobjectsorscenes

mayappearmultipletimesinthefootage,makingitdifficulttoidentifytheintended

reference.
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scriptions can be insufficient and lead to confusion. This is because objects or scenes

may appear multiple times in the footage, making it difficult to identify the intended

reference.

Furthermore, effective collaboration often demands extended discussions, which can be

challenging when participants come from diverse backgrounds and lack familiarity with

each other’s professional language. This challenge persists even in co-present settings.

During face-to-face interactions, collaborators can discuss changes and brainstorm so-

lutions when disagreements arise. In this setting, editors can observe the reviewer’s

body language and tone of voice, which provide insight into their reactions and emotions

towards the video draft. However, when communication is limited to text comments, ed-

itors can attempt to infer the reviewer’s feedback by reading “between the lines” [Pavel

et al., 2016, p.519] as it can be difficult to discern whether a video is satisfactory for the

client based on a list of critiques received via email.

Video workers can ask collaborators to use exemplars, such as videos they like or find

suitable. These exemplars manage expectations, reduce the open-endedness of the edit-

ing process, and offer producers a chance to reuse existing elements, such as fonts, effects,

colours, and filters, instead of designing them from scratch.

Another factor that poses a challenge to collaborative video work is a lack of contextual

information regarding the production process. Collaborators may not be aware of the

current production stage or the procedures and practices that constitute video work

at a given moment. Those unfamiliar with the video-production process may also be

unaware of what work has been completed and what will be performed at a specific

stage. Furthermore, reviewers may focus on small and irrelevant details when asked to

review the work in progress and thus provide non-constructive feedback.

Editors use local practical constraints and rhetorical devices, such as establishing “dead-

lines” and the expected number of “iterations”, to delimit collaborators. These devices

draw on local circumstances (e.g., the availability of the editor) to reduce interpretive

flexibility, and although such circumstances are always present, they are not always

evoked.

In pre-production, artefacts such as contracts, meeting notes, storyboards, and screen-

plays can be used to specify content, style, and narrative, as well as time constraints

and other demands, thereby limiting the scope of the production process. Other parties,

such as clients, may attempt to extend the task during production, but documentation

can be used to avoid unnecessary costs. Limiting the number of editing iterations and

defining them in a contract can also prevent the process from being prolonged.
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Organisational closure mechanisms restrict options for collaborative activity. When

working with external parties, such as clients, the video production team can estab-

lish a certain organisational structure in which a single producer acts as a negotiator

between the production team and the client, thus limiting the client’s opportunity to

participate in the project. Another strategy is to limit communication to a single person

on the client side who has the mandate to make decisions.

Uncertainty also arises in the need to comprehend the potential viewer’s context, as

exemplified by a case where the client reported an absence of sound, attributing it to

the poor quality of the video. The discrepancy occurred due to the editor’s assumption

that the client would use high-quality sound equipment or headphones while the client

was using low-quality equipment [Okopnyi et al., 2020].

Additionally, rendering and sharing a video with collaborators can be an issue. The

typical process involves doing so via a file-sharing service. However, existing reviewing

software, such as Frame.io, does not integrate well with NLE software, which creates

an additional step for video editors who must render and share a video with others for

feedback. This process can be time-consuming and may result in poor video quality,

which could impact the feedback received.

In exceptional circumstances, collaboration is impeded by participants’ incapacity to

work together due to external factors, such as the social-distancing restrictions enforced

during the COVID-19 pandemic. In this period, video workers who were previously co-

located were compelled to work remotely, limiting their communication to telephone and

videoconferencing tools. Video workers also needed to delegate some work to other par-

ties or redistribute work among themselves. For example, journalists were required to

assume the roles of camera operators. Similarly, some TV guests independently man-

aged their interviews, handled lighting, and operated cameras on their phones, among

other tasks normally performed by TV-studio personnel [Okopnyi et al., 2021]. This re-

distribution of work was not limited to people. Some tasks, such as camera operation,

were delegated to machines, that is, supported by automation.

These challenges and the strategies that may be used to address them provide a back-

ground for designing to support collaborative work.

4.3 Supporting Collaborative Video Editing

To support collaborative video editing, we suggested three design paths [Okopnyi et al.,

2020] and several design concepts [Okopnyi et al., 2022]. The design paths relate to iden-
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tified closure mechanisms that video editors employ to achieve agreements. They demon-

strate possible high-level directions for collaborative editing software design, specifically

NLE software. The concepts present concrete ideas, some of which can be implemented

as features in existing software. The essence of these design ideas is two-fold. First, they

aim to provide means of communication between collaborators. Second, they allow the

redistribution of work and responsibilities.

4.3.1 Supporting Communication

Here, communication implies two things. First, collaborators convey information to

each other directly via verbal and non-verbal methods, such as text messages and hand

gestures. Second, communication implies support for different kinds of awareness.

In both academia and industry, there have been explicit attempts to design for the former.

For example, the “VidCrit” application developed by Pavel et al. [2016] is a specialised

software that aims to support communication between reviewers and video editors [Pavel

et al., 2016]. Our research proposes several ways of supporting such communication

between different parties. For instance, the integrated reviewing tool concept [Okopnyi

et al., 2022] suggests implementing existing additional services (e.g., Frame.io) as an

integral feature of NLE software. Such integration can reduce collaborators’ workloads

and personal costs [Cockburn and Jones, 1995] because users would perform fewer actions

when asking for feedback or providing reviews. Specifically, with such an instrument

in place, they would avoid rendering and uploading the video to a dedicated reviewing

service. The acquisition of Frame.io by Adobe in 20211 further validates this design idea,

signalling industry recognition of the importance of integrated reviewing tools within

NLE software.

In addition to verbal communication, such as text messages, various means of conveying

non-verbal information are needed. One such approach is iconic referencing [Okopnyi

et al., 2020], where collaborators attach representative artefacts of their vision for dif-

ferent aspects of the video production, such as colour schemes, pacing, and montage

style. This idea aligns with the findings of Pavel et al. [2016], which suggest that verbal

communication alone is insufficient for effective collaboration. Therefore, incorporating

non-verbal communication methods can aid in creating a more comprehensive under-

standing among collaborators.

Scholars have acknowledged the importance of supporting awareness in collaborative

software for decades [Dourish and Bellotti, 1992; Gutwin and Greenberg, 1999, 2002].

1https://techcrunch.com/2021/08/19/adobe-buying-frame-io-in-1-28b-deal/
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However, when considering collaborative video work and video editing, there are very

few examples of such considerations in previous research. For instance, Bartindale et al.

[2016a] suggested facilitating situational awareness on the filming set by introducing

an interactive editing system that the filming crew could use to experiment with the

newly shot video footage. In our research, we suggest supporting additional types of

awareness. For example, awareness of current progress [Bartindale et al., 2012] can

be supported through scaffolding mechanisms such as the documentational scaffolding

design path [Okopnyi et al., 2020] and the annotations concept [Okopnyi et al., 2022].

We also suggest enabling workspace awareness through various UI elements and features.

Some elements are specific to NLE software, such as playheads, while others are generic

and can be found in other collaborative software, such as colour-coded avatars [Okopnyi

et al., 2022] and telepointers [Heinrich et al., 2013].

4.3.2 Redistribution of Work and Responsibilities

Video production teams are often formed on a project basis and depend on its scope,

type, theme, and other parameters. For example, some interviewees in [Okopnyi et al.,

2020] had experience in projects ranging from small YouTube clips and advertisement

videos to TV shows and feature films. Like Klokmose et al. [2019], we suggest that an

approach which considers specific workflows and tasks needs to address such volatility.

This mirrors the idea expressed by Ellis et al. [1991] that collaborative software must

consider the social factors of teamwork, adapt to a variety of tasks, and be flexible in its

design. This approach not only accommodates a variety of organisational structures but

also defines flexible workflows and role definitions. The importance of such flexibility

has been highlighted by previous research [Cockburn and Jones, 1995; Neuwirth et al.,

1990].

Considering this volatility and the need to support different collaboration styles, such as

a mutual collaboration between peers and an unequal collaboration between experts and

non-experts [Kim et al., 2018], we proposed design concepts that allow users to define

their workflows, roles, and responsibilities dynamically.

For instance, the time-slot separation concept suggests supporting mutual collaboration

between video editors working concurrently on a video project. The concept enables edi-

tors to define their “territory”, a specific section of the timeline they are working on, and

restrict access to it, thereby creating a sense of ownership and privacy. This approach

promotes territorial functioning [Larsen-Ledet and Korsgaard, 2019] as each video editor

can work independently on their designated section, increasing their focus and efficiency

while reducing the risk of conflicts arising from overlapping tasks. Other design con-
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theirworkflows,roles,andresponsibilitiesdynamically.

Forinstance,thetime-slotseparationconceptsuggestssupportingmutualcollaboration

betweenvideoeditorsworkingconcurrentlyonavideoproject.Theconceptenablesedi-

torstodefinetheir“territory”,aspecificsectionofthetimelinetheyareworkingon,and

restrictaccesstoit,therebycreatingasenseofownershipandprivacy.Thisapproach

promotesterritorialfunctioning[Larsen-LedetandKorsgaard,2019]aseachvideoeditor

canworkindependentlyontheirdesignatedsection,increasingtheirfocusandefficiency

whilereducingtheriskofconflictsarisingfromoverlappingtasks.Otherdesigncon-
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cepts, such as the integrated reviewing tool and master styles and functional separation

[Okopnyi et al., 2022], illustrate how non-mutual collaboration in video production can

be supported.

The structure of a video is often predefined during pre-production in the form of scripts,

storyboards, and other documents [Bartindale et al., 2016b]. Thus, such artefacts are

often needed in the video editing process [Okopnyi et al., 2020]. We acknowledged this

need by suggesting extending the scope of NLE software beyond the post-production

stage and the video editing process per se. Some of the aforementioned design concepts,

such as the integrated reviewing tool, illustrate this idea. Another example is the scaf-

folding design concept [Okopnyi et al., 2022]. This concept suggests creating a mobile

application to select, highlight, and annotate video footage fragments immediately after

filming. Although this concept resembles the “TryFilm” system presented by Bartindale

et al. [2016a], it aims not to support the filming process but to inform subsequent edit-

ing and reduce the workload of video editors. It does so by redistributing some of the

work, specifically selecting “good” and “bad” takes, from video editors to directors or

other participants who are present on set.

Another type of redistribution involves including previously excluded participants and

allowing them to actively participate in the editing process. For instance, the suggestive

editing design path [Okopnyi et al., 2020] would allow reviewers, such as clients, to

propose small and specific changes to video professionals by performing them rather

than by describing such changes in annotations or emails. This design path suggests

developing a lean and tailored NLE software or a dedicated UI as a part of existing

software, allowing non-professionals to perform limited actions, such as moving parts of

the video along the timeline. Thus, video editors would share responsibility for the final

video with those who normally do not directly participate in the editing process.

Finally, an important type of redistribution occurs when work previously performed

manually by humans is carried out by software systems, in other words, adding automa-

tion [Bainbridge, 1983]. For instance, the master styles and functional separation design

concept implies that a video editor does not need to manually apply the templates for

graphics created by a graphics producer. Another example is the integrated reviewing

tool design concept, which shifts the burden of rendering and uploading the video file

from users to the video-editing software system. This redistribution of work from man-

ual labour to automatic systems is desirable as such systems would save time otherwise

spent on tedious tasks and allow greater focus on creative aspects of video work [Okopnyi

et al., 2021].
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[Okopnyietal.,2022],illustratehownon-mutualcollaborationinvideoproductioncan

besupported.

Thestructureofavideoisoftenpredefinedduringpre-productionintheformofscripts,

storyboards,andotherdocuments[Bartindaleetal.,2016b].Thus,suchartefactsare

oftenneededinthevideoeditingprocess[Okopnyietal.,2020].Weacknowledgedthis

needbysuggestingextendingthescopeofNLEsoftwarebeyondthepost-production

stageandthevideoeditingprocessperse.Someoftheaforementioneddesignconcepts,

suchastheintegratedreviewingtool,illustratethisidea.Anotherexampleisthescaf-

foldingdesignconcept[Okopnyietal.,2022].Thisconceptsuggestscreatingamobile

applicationtoselect,highlight,andannotatevideofootagefragmentsimmediatelyafter

filming.Althoughthisconceptresemblesthe“TryFilm”systempresentedbyBartindale

etal.[2016a],itaimsnottosupportthefilmingprocessbuttoinformsubsequentedit-

ingandreducetheworkloadofvideoeditors.Itdoessobyredistributingsomeofthe

work,specificallyselecting“good”and“bad”takes,fromvideoeditorstodirectorsor

otherparticipantswhoarepresentonset.

Anothertypeofredistributioninvolvesincludingpreviouslyexcludedparticipantsand

allowingthemtoactivelyparticipateintheeditingprocess.Forinstance,thesuggestive

editingdesignpath[Okopnyietal.,2020]wouldallowreviewers,suchasclients,to

proposesmallandspecificchangestovideoprofessionalsbyperformingthemrather

thanbydescribingsuchchangesinannotationsoremails.Thisdesignpathsuggests

developingaleanandtailoredNLEsoftwareoradedicatedUIasapartofexisting

software,allowingnon-professionalstoperformlimitedactions,suchasmovingpartsof

thevideoalongthetimeline.Thus,videoeditorswouldshareresponsibilityforthefinal

videowiththosewhonormallydonotdirectlyparticipateintheeditingprocess.

Finally,animportanttypeofredistributionoccurswhenworkpreviouslyperformed

manuallybyhumansiscarriedoutbysoftwaresystems,inotherwords,addingautoma-

tion[Bainbridge,1983].Forinstance,themasterstylesandfunctionalseparationdesign

conceptimpliesthatavideoeditordoesnotneedtomanuallyapplythetemplatesfor

graphicscreatedbyagraphicsproducer.Anotherexampleistheintegratedreviewing

tooldesignconcept,whichshiftstheburdenofrenderinganduploadingthevideofile

fromuserstothevideo-editingsoftwaresystem.Thisredistributionofworkfromman-

uallabourtoautomaticsystemsisdesirableassuchsystemswouldsavetimeotherwise

spentontedioustasksandallowgreaterfocusoncreativeaspectsofvideowork[Okopnyi

etal.,2021].
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such as the integrated reviewing tool, illustrate this idea. Another example is the scaf-

folding design concept [Okopnyi et al., 2022]. This concept suggests creating a mobile

application to select, highlight, and annotate video footage fragments immediately after

filming. Although this concept resembles the “TryFilm” system presented by Bartindale

et al. [2016a], it aims not to support the filming process but to inform subsequent edit-

ing and reduce the workload of video editors. It does so by redistributing some of the

work, specifically selecting “good” and “bad” takes, from video editors to directors or

other participants who are present on set.

Another type of redistribution involves including previously excluded participants and

allowing them to actively participate in the editing process. For instance, the suggestive

editing design path [Okopnyi et al., 2020] would allow reviewers, such as clients, to

propose small and specific changes to video professionals by performing them rather

than by describing such changes in annotations or emails. This design path suggests

developing a lean and tailored NLE software or a dedicated UI as a part of existing

software, allowing non-professionals to perform limited actions, such as moving parts of

the video along the timeline. Thus, video editors would share responsibility for the final

video with those who normally do not directly participate in the editing process.

Finally, an important type of redistribution occurs when work previously performed

manually by humans is carried out by software systems, in other words, adding automa-

tion [Bainbridge, 1983]. For instance, the master styles and functional separation design

concept implies that a video editor does not need to manually apply the templates for

graphics created by a graphics producer. Another example is the integrated reviewing

tool design concept, which shifts the burden of rendering and uploading the video file

from users to the video-editing software system. This redistribution of work from man-

ual labour to automatic systems is desirable as such systems would save time otherwise

spent on tedious tasks and allow greater focus on creative aspects of video work [Okopnyi

et al., 2021].
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Finally, an important type of redistribution occurs when work previously performed

manually by humans is carried out by software systems, in other words, adding automa-

tion [Bainbridge, 1983]. For instance, the master styles and functional separation design

concept implies that a video editor does not need to manually apply the templates for

graphics created by a graphics producer. Another example is the integrated reviewing
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storyboards,andotherdocuments[Bartindaleetal.,2016b].Thus,suchartefactsare

oftenneededinthevideoeditingprocess[Okopnyietal.,2020].Weacknowledgedthis

needbysuggestingextendingthescopeofNLEsoftwarebeyondthepost-production

stageandthevideoeditingprocessperse.Someoftheaforementioneddesignconcepts,

suchastheintegratedreviewingtool,illustratethisidea.Anotherexampleisthescaf-

foldingdesignconcept[Okopnyietal.,2022].Thisconceptsuggestscreatingamobile

applicationtoselect,highlight,andannotatevideofootagefragmentsimmediatelyafter

filming.Althoughthisconceptresemblesthe“TryFilm”systempresentedbyBartindale

etal.[2016a],itaimsnottosupportthefilmingprocessbuttoinformsubsequentedit-

ingandreducetheworkloadofvideoeditors.Itdoessobyredistributingsomeofthe

work,specificallyselecting“good”and“bad”takes,fromvideoeditorstodirectorsor

otherparticipantswhoarepresentonset.

Anothertypeofredistributioninvolvesincludingpreviouslyexcludedparticipantsand

allowingthemtoactivelyparticipateintheeditingprocess.Forinstance,thesuggestive

editingdesignpath[Okopnyietal.,2020]wouldallowreviewers,suchasclients,to

proposesmallandspecificchangestovideoprofessionalsbyperformingthemrather

thanbydescribingsuchchangesinannotationsoremails.Thisdesignpathsuggests

developingaleanandtailoredNLEsoftwareoradedicatedUIasapartofexisting

software,allowingnon-professionalstoperformlimitedactions,suchasmovingpartsof

thevideoalongthetimeline.Thus,videoeditorswouldshareresponsibilityforthefinal

videowiththosewhonormallydonotdirectlyparticipateintheeditingprocess.

Finally,animportanttypeofredistributionoccurswhenworkpreviouslyperformed

manuallybyhumansiscarriedoutbysoftwaresystems,inotherwords,addingautoma-

tion[Bainbridge,1983].Forinstance,themasterstylesandfunctionalseparationdesign

conceptimpliesthatavideoeditordoesnotneedtomanuallyapplythetemplatesfor

graphicscreatedbyagraphicsproducer.Anotherexampleistheintegratedreviewing

tooldesignconcept,whichshiftstheburdenofrenderinganduploadingthevideofile

fromuserstothevideo-editingsoftwaresystem.Thisredistributionofworkfromman-

uallabourtoautomaticsystemsisdesirableassuchsystemswouldsavetimeotherwise

spentontedioustasksandallowgreaterfocusoncreativeaspectsofvideowork[Okopnyi

etal.,2021].
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4.4 Challenges in Design for Collaboration

Designing for collaborative video editing and implementing relevant design concepts can

be challenging due to various factors. In [Okopnyi et al., 2022], we demonstrated a

need to consider potential distractions introduced by new UI elements. Additionally,

video editors work with an abstract representation of media, the timeline, which adds

complexity to a virtual workspace beyond that of other shared workspace applications

like collaborative writing tools. Furthermore, video work itself is a complex process

involving various interconnected activities often not supported by NLE software.

Contemporary NLE software supports various post-production activities, including mon-

tage, colour grading, graphics production, and sound mastering. Thus, commercial suites

like DaVinci Resolve are complex and contain many parts and applications. The user

interface (UI) of such software systems reflects this complexity by providing many fea-

tures and functions that are readily available to users. Introducing new features, such as

elements of workspace awareness and new means of communication, adds to this com-

plexity and may make the software less appealing to end users. Thus, “generic” design

ideas, such as adding a text chat to allow collaborators to exchange messages, might fail.

It is important to reiterate that video is a complex medium, and the abstract line-based

representation of a video, the timeline, usually consists of multiple tracks, each con-

taining multiple video and audio clips alongside other elements [Casares et al., 2002].

Video editors must comprehend the connection between this representation and the video

[Goldman et al., 2006]. Thus, during editing, they are required to shift back and forth

between editing this representation and reviewing the result. We argue this need im-

poses certain limitations on designers who attempt to devise collaborative video-editing

software. To address this challenge, in [Okopnyi et al., 2022] we suggested employing

alternative abstract representations of a video. For example, storyboards, which di-

vide video into scenes, are often employed to represent a video in its early production

stages [Owens and Millerson, 2012]. Previous research has demonstrated that story-

boards could also represent video during post-production [Mackay and Pagani, 1994;

Myers et al., 2001]. The time slot separation concept [Okopnyi et al., 2022] suggests

adding dynamically defined sections on top of a timeline, providing a way to represent

a video as a sequence of scenes, similar to a storyboard. Rather than simply reflecting

the technical structure of the video, as with clips and tracks, this concept would intro-

duce an additional abstract representation that could mirror the narrative structure of

the video, offering a potentially more intuitive and meaningful way for collaborators to

engage with the video-editing process. However, it might also introduce more complex-

ity to video-editing software. Therefore, it requires user testing and proper evaluation,
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Designing for collaborative video editing and implementing relevant design concepts can

be challenging due to various factors. In [Okopnyi et al., 2022], we demonstrated a

need to consider potential distractions introduced by new UI elements. Additionally,

video editors work with an abstract representation of media, the timeline, which adds

complexity to a virtual workspace beyond that of other shared workspace applications

like collaborative writing tools. Furthermore, video work itself is a complex process

involving various interconnected activities often not supported by NLE software.

Contemporary NLE software supports various post-production activities, including mon-

tage, colour grading, graphics production, and sound mastering. Thus, commercial suites

like DaVinci Resolve are complex and contain many parts and applications. The user

interface (UI) of such software systems reflects this complexity by providing many fea-

tures and functions that are readily available to users. Introducing new features, such as

elements of workspace awareness and new means of communication, adds to this com-

plexity and may make the software less appealing to end users. Thus, “generic” design

ideas, such as adding a text chat to allow collaborators to exchange messages, might fail.

It is important to reiterate that video is a complex medium, and the abstract line-based

representation of a video, the timeline, usually consists of multiple tracks, each con-

taining multiple video and audio clips alongside other elements [Casares et al., 2002].

Video editors must comprehend the connection between this representation and the video

[Goldman et al., 2006]. Thus, during editing, they are required to shift back and forth

between editing this representation and reviewing the result. We argue this need im-

poses certain limitations on designers who attempt to devise collaborative video-editing

software. To address this challenge, in [Okopnyi et al., 2022] we suggested employing

alternative abstract representations of a video. For example, storyboards, which di-

vide video into scenes, are often employed to represent a video in its early production

stages [Owens and Millerson, 2012]. Previous research has demonstrated that story-

boards could also represent video during post-production [Mackay and Pagani, 1994;

Myers et al., 2001]. The time slot separation concept [Okopnyi et al., 2022] suggests

adding dynamically defined sections on top of a timeline, providing a way to represent

a video as a sequence of scenes, similar to a storyboard. Rather than simply reflecting

the technical structure of the video, as with clips and tracks, this concept would intro-

duce an additional abstract representation that could mirror the narrative structure of

the video, offering a potentially more intuitive and meaningful way for collaborators to

engage with the video-editing process. However, it might also introduce more complex-

ity to video-editing software. Therefore, it requires user testing and proper evaluation,
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which may also be challenging [Grudin, 1988].

Due to the volatility of video workflows and the dynamic nature of video-production

teams, it is difficult to define the boundaries of the video-editing process [Ascher and

Pincus, 2007]. Thus, the design concepts and paths proposed here often extend beyond

the scope of video editing and address other activities, such as reviewing. Though

Frame.io and other applications support these activities, they often lack integration with

NLE software. This integration, upon implementation, might dramatically impact the

editing process. However, as we have shown in our research, video editors sometimes limit

communication with their collaborators to ensure the quality of the feedback [Okopnyi

et al., 2020] and maintain privacy [Okopnyi et al., 2022].

To address the aforementioned challenges, designers must find a balance between intro-

ducing new features that support collaboration and maintaining a software’s usability

and appeal to end users, which requires a comprehensive understanding of the video-

editing process and user needs. One way of addressing these challenges may be identi-

fying relevant aspects of creative practices and using them to inform design rather than

focusing on specific workflows [Bartindale et al., 2012]. Another strategy is developing

flexible software that can be reconfigured by a user with limited technical skills according

to their needs [Klokmose et al., 2019].

4.5 Changes in Video Work

When designing for improvements in work processes, it is important to consider potential

resistance from professionals who might perceive changes to their work as threatening

their job security [Autor, 2015]. For example, introducing automation might be met

with scepticism as some workers fear it will make their skills obsolete. However, while

some work may become redundant, automation can result in a redistribution of work,

allowing professionals to focus less on mundane tasks and more on creative aspects of

their work [Linden, 2017]. Nevertheless, workers may need to further educate themselves

to operate new instruments and program automatic systems [Bainbridge, 1983; Nygren,

2014].

Remote workflows allow professionals from different locations to collaborate, providing

greater opportunities for job seekers to work with companies worldwide. This is especially

important for video production, where a team’s location is no longer a limiting factor

in determining who can participate in a project. However, the subsequent increase in

dependency on general internet infrastructure can lead to a degradation in video quality
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due to network latency and bandwidth limitations.

Work may also be redistributed from professional video workers to people with other

backgrounds equipped with mobile devices [Salzmann et al., 2020]. For example, in-

dividuals might be asked to film themselves answering interview questions, potentially

leading to lower-quality videos. However, the increasing quality of mobile cameras and

the use of AI could help mitigate some of these issues [Bertini et al., 2022; Soe, 2021; Soe

et al., 2021]. Furthermore, our research has shown that the quality of a video may not

be as important as the story it tells because viewers may be more interested in the nar-

rative than the production quality [Okopnyi et al., 2021]. Nonetheless, in such a setup,

work is redistributed from a professional worker to a combination of human and ma-

chine, and the issue of interaction between humans and machines emerges [Soe et al.,

2021].

Another issue is the contradiction between formalisation and flexibility. Video-

production automation requires the production process to be formalised to a certain

degree. However, the inclusion of amateurs and pro-ams in the production process re-

quires more flexible workflows. This tension between formalisation and flexibility must be

carefully navigated to ensure efficiency and creativity. Bartindale et al. [2016b] raised a

similar concern when discussing scaffolding in the collaborative creative process. On the

one hand, scaffolding, such as templates and guides, benefit the creators by simplifying

the production process. On the other hand, it impedes creative freedom. Neverthe-

less, the authors suggested that professional production companies would benefit from

employing scaffolding that guides the work performed by non-professional contributors,

such as amateur filming crews [Bartindale et al., 2016b].

In the context of professional video work, such as TV production, trends towards au-

tomation and work redistribution suggest that video workers will be required to possess

versatile skills and familiarity with various internet technologies, general-purpose appli-

cations, and mobile devices. This shift will likely lower the barrier for new entrants,

and legacy TV companies may begin to seek talent outside the industry. Additionally,

the adoption of practices and tools from video-based social-media platforms, like Twitch

and YouTube, could become more common in the TV industry, resulting in leaner pro-

duction processes and increased interaction with live audiences. In terms of Kirk et al.

[2007], “lightweight” video work, such as the spontaneous capturing of events with tools

at hand (e.g., smartphones), is being incorporated into “heavyweight” intentional video

work. This shift may result in a conflict between different video production practices,

approaches, technologies, and workflows.
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backgroundsequippedwithmobiledevices[Salzmannetal.,2020].Forexample,in-

dividualsmightbeaskedtofilmthemselvesansweringinterviewquestions,potentially

leadingtolower-qualityvideos.However,theincreasingqualityofmobilecamerasand

theuseofAIcouldhelpmitigatesomeoftheseissues[Bertinietal.,2022;Soe,2021;Soe

etal.,2021].Furthermore,ourresearchhasshownthatthequalityofavideomaynot

beasimportantasthestoryittellsbecauseviewersmaybemoreinterestedinthenar-

rativethantheproductionquality[Okopnyietal.,2021].Nonetheless,insuchasetup,

workisredistributedfromaprofessionalworkertoacombinationofhumanandma-

chine,andtheissueofinteractionbetweenhumansandmachinesemerges[Soeetal.,

2021].

Anotherissueisthecontradictionbetweenformalisationandflexibility.Video-

productionautomationrequirestheproductionprocesstobeformalisedtoacertain

degree.However,theinclusionofamateursandpro-amsintheproductionprocessre-

quiresmoreflexibleworkflows.Thistensionbetweenformalisationandflexibilitymustbe

carefullynavigatedtoensureefficiencyandcreativity.Bartindaleetal.[2016b]raiseda

similarconcernwhendiscussingscaffoldinginthecollaborativecreativeprocess.Onthe

onehand,scaffolding,suchastemplatesandguides,benefitthecreatorsbysimplifying

theproductionprocess.Ontheotherhand,itimpedescreativefreedom.Neverthe-

less,theauthorssuggestedthatprofessionalproductioncompanieswouldbenefitfrom

employingscaffoldingthatguidestheworkperformedbynon-professionalcontributors,

suchasamateurfilmingcrews[Bartindaleetal.,2016b].

Inthecontextofprofessionalvideowork,suchasTVproduction,trendstowardsau-

tomationandworkredistributionsuggestthatvideoworkerswillberequiredtopossess

versatileskillsandfamiliaritywithvariousinternettechnologies,general-purposeappli-

cations,andmobiledevices.Thisshiftwilllikelylowerthebarrierfornewentrants,

andlegacyTVcompaniesmaybegintoseektalentoutsidetheindustry.Additionally,

theadoptionofpracticesandtoolsfromvideo-basedsocial-mediaplatforms,likeTwitch

andYouTube,couldbecomemorecommonintheTVindustry,resultinginleanerpro-

ductionprocessesandincreasedinteractionwithliveaudiences.IntermsofKirketal.

[2007],“lightweight”videowork,suchasthespontaneouscapturingofeventswithtools

athand(e.g.,smartphones),isbeingincorporatedinto“heavyweight”intentionalvideo

work.Thisshiftmayresultinaconflictbetweendifferentvideoproductionpractices,

approaches,technologies,andworkflows.
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ple tools and instruments, making them difficult for inexperienced users. As a result, it

may be challenging to include amateurs, such as clients who order a video production, in

the process. Previous research has suggested that video-production software should be
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mose et al., 2019]. Additionally, specialised systems have been designed and developed

to focus on specific activities and practices in production, such as spontaneous on-set

storyboarding [Bartindale et al., 2012] and video reviewing [Pavel et al., 2016].

On the one hand, a holistic video-production system that allows for a wide range of tasks

is beneficial. On the other hand, modular systems with loosely connected components

that can be tailored to the needs of a specific user or project may be more effective in facil-

itating the inclusion of less-skilled users. A discussion akin to the Tanenbaum–Torvalds

debate [Tanenbaum, 1999] in computer science may be necessary to explore trade-offs

between holistic, specialised, and modular systems in the context of video production.

That debate revolved around trade-offs between monolithic (holistic) and microkernel

(modular) operating-system (OS) design, focusing on performance, reliability, and adapt-

ability. In the monolithic model, defended by Linus Torvalds, all components are tightly

integrated, providing efficiency and a unified experience but potentially leading to com-

plexity and inflexibility. The microkernel model, favoured by Andrew S. Tanenbaum,

offers flexibility, fault isolation, and adaptability to specific needs, but it may sacrifice

some performance and cohesive integration. In the context of video-editing software de-

sign, at least three design approaches can compete in a similar discussion, each reflecting

different philosophies and practical considerations.

The first approach, “holistic,” involves developing comprehensive all-in-one tools that

offer a wide range of features to cater to diverse user needs. This approach, evident in

software like DaVinci Resolve, provides users with an extensive suite of functionalities.

However, these tools often come with a steep learning curve, potentially limiting their

accessibility to users with lower proficiency.

A second approach, “tailored”, is reminiscent of tools such as Frame.io, Kapwing, and

StoryCrate [Bartindale et al., 2012]. This approach revolves around creating specialised

tools for specific use cases. These tools may have a narrower range of functionalities,

but their simplified interfaces and targeted feature sets can make them more intuitive

and user-friendly. The trade-off, however, is that their applicability may be limited to
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certain contexts or user groups. Simultaneously, some of these specialised tools, such as

Frame.io, are built not to replace but rather to augment existing NLE software systems.

The third approach, “configurable”, involves designing configurable modular software

systems that can be customised according to a user’s needs and preferences. This

approach, demonstrated in systems like Videostrates [Klokmose et al., 2019], offers a

promising means of balancing functionality and usability. By allowing users to add or

remove features according to their specific requirements, these systems can potentially

cater to a broader user base without overwhelming users with unnecessary functionali-

ties. However, this approach might require users to possess technical expertise unrelated

to video production, such as knowledge of HTML.

In this framework, the design concepts proposed in [Okopnyi et al., 2022] can be viewed

as a trade-off between holistic and tailored approaches. The concepts originated from

an attempt to utilise the holistic approach and envisioned adding collaborative features

to existing professional NLE software systems. However, in the discussions, workshop

participants drifted towards adopting a tailored approach expressed in the form of spe-

cial modes (see spectating mode and integrated reviewing tool concepts) and dedicated

applications (see scaffolding concept). Incidentally, the configurable approach was never

explored in the workshops.

Modern NLE software increasingly represents an intricate balance between holistic and

tailored approaches, striving to combine extensive functionality with a user-friendly de-

sign. Such balancing is evident in the evolution of software like Adobe Premiere Pro

and its offshoot, Adobe Premiere Rush. Adobe Premiere Pro represents a holistic ap-

proach and offers a comprehensive suite of video-editing functionality that can manage

complex projects and professional needs. Its extensive range of features supports diverse

video-production tasks, but this complexity can be daunting for novice users or those

with specific streamlined requirements.

Conversely, Adobe Premiere Rush2 represents a tailored approach. It is designed explic-

itly for social-media content creation and offers a reduced set of functionalities, making

it more accessible for users who may not require a full range of video-editing tools. It is

also designed to be used on mobile devices, allowing video to be captured and edited on

the go.

According to the classifications of Kirk et al. [2007] and Owens and Millerson [2012],

Adobe Premiere Pro is typically associated with planned heavyweight video work, while

Adobe Premiere Rush is oriented towards empirical lightweight video work. It is im-

2https://www.adobe.com/products/premiere-rush.html
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portant to clarify that this association does not necessarily establish a fixed correlation

between types of video work and corresponding NLE software design approaches. Pre-

vious research, as indicated by Bartindale et al. [2012, 2016a], has shown that tailored

systems can be designed for and employed in planned video work. Moreover, the config-

urable approach, presents itself as an adaptable paradigm, transcending these predefined

categories. It provides a flexible framework that can be customised to align with diverse

video-work requirements ranging from structured heavyweight projects to more agile

lightweight operations.

Notably, specialised or niche NLE software, such as Motionbox and Kapwing, seems to

evolve more rapidly in terms of incorporating and refining collaborative features. This

phenomenon may be attributed to the inherently targeted nature of these tools, which

enable them to adapt more swiftly to emerging needs for remote collaboration. With

simpler and more focused functionality, these platforms may find it easier to innovate and

integrate collaborative features. In contrast, more comprehensive holistic systems might

encounter greater difficulties when integrating new collaborative functionalities given

their complexity and potential for clashes with existing features. The rapid evolution of

specialised tools embracing collaborative features underscores the potential strengths of
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However, establishing such systems to reach this point might be challenging and, if

done incorrectly, counterproductive due to possible breakdowns that would divert users’
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Another challenge concerns looking beyond the immediate scope of video editing. In this

case, the holistic approach has an advantage because it potentially offers tools that cater

not only to editing but also to various related activities, such as reviewing. Tailored

systems, given their niche focus, may not always consider these broader aspects unless

explicitly designed to. Configurable systems, however, provide a middle ground. They

allow users the freedom to integrate functionalities beyond the conventional NLE space,

though the effectiveness of this process is largely dependent on a user’s awareness and

the range of options provided.

Finally, given the time-based nature of video, the representation of time emerges as a

pivotal design issue. Holistic systems, due to their comprehensive nature, may provide

varied means to depict the temporal dimension of video. However, as previously men-

tioned, the “timeline” metaphor seems to prevail. Tailored systems can offer alternative

ways to represent time if that is their focus. Configurable systems are effective in this

regard as well. In principle, such systems grant users the power to select or even design

their own temporal representation tool. Nonetheless, this adaptability relies heavily on

user expertise in delineating their needs.

The three approaches discussed here are derived from previous research, existing tool

analysis, and the studies conducted for this thesis. While broad, they have analytical po-

tential beyond the realm of collaborative video editing. By identifying these approaches,

this thesis offers a conceptual framework that may guide and inform the design of col-

laborative systems across various domains. Whether applied to healthcare, education,

or creative industries, these design philosophies encapsulate essential considerations for

balancing functionality, usability, and adaptability. Identifying these approaches as po-

tential design strategies provides additional perspectives that may inform future research

and practice within CSCW.

4.7 Limitations

While this research is situated in the realm of professional video editing and TV produc-

tion, its findings may not necessarily apply to other forms of media production.

Implementing remote workflows in video editing, as discussed in this study, might vary

based on the specific requirements and preferences of different production teams and

organisations. External factors, such as budget, time constraints, and legal or ethical

considerations, may also play a pivotal role in shaping these workflows.

Solo video producers, including YouTubers and Twitch live-streamers, are not covered
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ways to represent time if that is their focus. Configurable systems are effective in this

regard as well. In principle, such systems grant users the power to select or even design

their own temporal representation tool. Nonetheless, this adaptability relies heavily on

user expertise in delineating their needs.
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54 Findings and Discussion

in this research. This thesis intentionally does not investigate the practices of such solo

video producers.

This research spanned several years, and during this period, the video production land-

scape has likely changed significantly. Notably, the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic

pushed many organisations and individuals towards remote workflows. The long-term

consequences and deeper impacts of such drastic shifts remain beyond the scope of this

thesis. Additionally, technological progress might have ushered in new tools and plat-

forms not accounted for in this thesis.

The data upon which this research is founded is qualitative in nature. As with all

qualitative data, inherent biases and limitations are present. While every effort has been

made to acknowledge and mitigate these issues throughout the research process, they

remain an intrinsic part of the study’s structure.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

This thesis has explored collaborative practices in video editing and identified opportu-

nities for and challenges of designing tools that support collaboration. The research pro-

duced several findings and contributions that have implications for both the computer-

supported cooperative work (CSCW) field and the practical domain of media-production

software design.

5.1 Contribution

The iterative nature of the video-editing process and the critical role of reviewing in

shaping the final output were highlighted in the study. The research identified nine rel-

evant themes for understanding reviewing in video editing, describing how uncertainty

manifests in collaborative video editing and how editors reach agreements through var-

ious strategies and social mechanisms, such as the use of documentation and iconic

referencing. Understanding these practices is crucial when addressing the inherent com-

plexities and dynamics of video-editing collaborations and can serve as a foundation for

developing collaborative video-editing tools.

The research also reported on the implications of adopting remote practices in TV pro-

duction organisations. These implications include the increasing role of general public

Internet technologies and mobile devices in professional video production and the asso-

ciated reskilling of video workers. The research identified two important concepts that

qualify these implications: automation and redistribution.

Several design ideas that encompass both broad design paths and specific concepts were

proposed. Design paths describe general directions, which we suggest to designers who
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intend to create new features and tools that support collaboration in video editing.

For example, we recommend exploring possible ways to support iconic referencing in

video-editing software. Design concepts present specific ideas, some of which may be

implemented in existing non-linear editing (NLE) software, such as time-slot separation,

and others that involve the development of new applications.

These ideas demonstrate technological advancements’ potential to facilitate and enhance

collaboration. However, they also underscore the necessity of a careful nuanced approach

to design that considers the complex nature of video-editing tasks and the diversity of

user needs.

Additionally, this research uncovered challenges in designing collaborative video-

production tools. For example, implementing collaborative features in existing NLE

tools may introduce unwanted distractions, impeding the editing process rather than fa-

cilitating it. The complexity of these tools, combined with the need to accommodate

various use cases and user preferences, renders design a complex task.

Building on the insights gathered throughout this research, I have identified three po-

tential approaches for designing collaborative video-editing software. These approaches

represent a synthesis of strategies observed in previous research, existing software, and

the results of this thesis.

The first approach is holistic and aims to create a complex system that supports a

wide range of tasks and incorporates collaboration features. This approach implies a

steep learning curve for users, as is the case with existing systems like Adobe Premiere

Pro. The second approach involves tailored applications designed for specific practices

[Bartindale et al., 2012]. However, the challenge of this approach is the difficulty in

developing an application for every unique use case. The third approach focuses on

flexible systems that can be reconfigured by their users to suit individual needs, but it

requires users to possess some technical expertise, such as basic web-development skills

[Klokmose et al., 2019].

These three approaches provide potential pathways for the design of collaborative video-

editing tools. However, selecting the appropriate approach depends heavily on the spe-

cific context of use, the user’s technical proficiency, and the nature of the collaborative

tasks involved.

The rapidly evolving nature of video production demands a continuous examination

of how technology can facilitate collaboration in this field. While previous research

has made significant strides in understanding and supporting remote collaboration in

various domains, the area of video editing remains relatively uncharted. Unlike online
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collaborative tools for writing, such as Google Docs, there is no “gold standard” tool

for online collaborative video editing. This gap signals a promising direction for future

research and technological innovation.

As media production continues to evolve, so too should the tools that support collabo-

ration in this domain. As such, the design ideas and challenges identified in this thesis

provide a roadmap for future development in this area. However, these ideas and chal-

lenges also highlight the need for a discussion about how to facilitate collaboration in

complex tools like video-editing software. Given the intricacies of these tools and the

risk of feature overload [Zhang and Padmanabhan, 2011], the question of how to enable

collaboration without overwhelming users remains unanswered.

In conclusion, this thesis contributes to the understanding of collaboration in video

production and offers a starting point for designing tools to facilitate such collaboration.

5.2 Implications for future research

The findings of this thesis have identified several directions for future research which

have implications for both video production and collaborative software design.

First, a deeper exploration of emerging collaborative practices in video production is nec-

essary. As technology evolves and the video-production landscape continues to change,

new forms of collaboration are likely to arise. Future studies could focus on identifying

and understanding these practices, particularly in remote and asynchronous collabora-

tion. For instance, investigating the role of communication tools such as video con-

ferencing and instant messaging in the video-production process may provide valuable

insights.

Second, the design ideas presented in this thesis could be further developed and tested.

The general design paths and specific design concepts suggested offer promising start-

ing points, but they must be refined and evaluated through user testing and iterative

design processes. A potential direction for future research might be the exploration of

alternative representations of time within user interfaces to enhance both individual user

experience and collaborative processes.

Third, the organisational challenges that arise when including less-skilled participants

in the video-production process must be addressed. Redistributing work and respon-

sibilities to accommodate diverse skill levels is a significant challenge. This shift also

requires investigating the potential of automated tools, including generative AI tools,
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in aiding users and streamlining collaborative video-editing processes while maintaining

high-quality output. However, it is equally important to explore strategies for seamlessly

integrating these innovative tools and workflows into existing production processes. For

example, new workers with experience in video production for social-media sites might

influence production workflows in organisations that traditionally employ “heavyweight”

video work [Kirk et al., 2007].

Fourth, the challenge of designing to support collaboration in video editing requires

further attention. The complexity of video-production software is a significant barrier to

collaboration, especially for less-skilled users. Future research should investigate ways of

making these tools more accessible without sacrificing efficiency.

Finally, the broader question of how to enable collaboration for complex professional

software, such as computer-aided design (CAD) systems and music-production software,

is ready for further exploration. As technology continues to evolve, the demand for online

collaborative tools will likely increase. However, the primary challenge lies in balancing

the need for complex functionalities with the desire for user-friendly interfaces. Future

research could explore innovative ways to attain this balance. Additionally, examining

and qualifying the identified design approaches may offer valuable insights into the design

of collaborative software.

The research directions proposed above offer exciting opportunities for future studies

to build on the findings of this thesis and contribute to the ongoing development of

collaborative video-production tools.
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ABSTRACT
The TV industry has long been under pressure to adapt its workflows to use 
advanced Internet technologies. It also must face competition from social 
media, video blogs, and livestreaming platforms, which are enabled by 
lightweight production tools and new distribution channels. The social- 
distancing regulations introduced due to the COVID-19 pandemic added 
to the list of challenging adaptations. One of the remaining bastions of 
legacy TV production is the live broadcast of sporting events and news. 
These production practices rely on tight collaboration in small spaces, such 
as control rooms and outside broadcast vans. This paper focuses on current 
socio-technical changes, especially those changes and adaptations in colla-
borative practices and workflows in TV production. Some changes neces-
sary during the pandemic may be imposed, temporary adjustments to the 
ongoing situation, but some might induce permanent changes in key work 
practices in TV production. Further, these imposed changes are aligned with 
already ongoing changes in the industry, which are now being accelerated. 
We characterize the changes along two main dimensions: redistribution of 
work and automation.
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1. Introduction

Live TV broadcasting is a traditional media format that continues to attract attention from mass 
audiences. Although the number of viewers always extensively exceeds the number of producers, 
production still depends on collaboration among a large number of colocated people with various 
skills and tasks. The interaction depends on fine-tuned audio communication and visual gestures 
(Engström et al., 2010; Perry et al., 2009).

This industry has been under pressure to adapt its workflows to make use of advances in Internet 
technologies and user practices (Juhlin, Zoric et al., 2014). The Internet provides additional broad-
cast platforms, such as mobile media, and it competes with TV in the form of user-generated social 
media, video blogs, and livestreaming platforms. Both the new technologies for viewing TV and the 
new ways of producing video are enabled by lightweight and low-cost production tools and 
distribution channels.

The way the Internet relates to TV media has received increased attention in computer 
science fields such as Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) and Computer-Supported 
Collaborative Work (CSCW), as well as from the area of journalism studies. The interest has 
been both to unpack traditional practices and to study emergent consumption and production 
practices between the two areas.

At the same time, the transformation of the TV industry has been quite slow. For example, the 
transition from production conducted by functionally separated teams, including staff with specific 
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skills, to production conducted by multiskilled individuals, such as in social media, has been slower 
than expected (Kumar & Haneef, 2018). It has been argued that the latter workflow lacks production 
quality.

With the advent of the COVID-19 pandemic and concomitant global regulations on increased 
social distancing, the TV industry faces a challenge that requires reinterpretation of its relation-
ship to Internet technologies and user practices. On one hand, the pandemic has increased the 
demand for live broadcast TV News (Castriota et al., 2020), and TV consumption has grown 
during the pandemic as people are trying to acquire information from reliable, authoritative 
sources more than from social media sites and influencers (Casero-Ripolles, 2020). On the other 
hand, the social-distancing requirements impede on the ability to work in large colocated teams 
in studios, causing the number of staff members in the studio to be reduced. In short, they are 
asked to do the same or more with less of the resources that they usually have at hand (Castriota 
et al., 2020).

In this situation, we ask how the TV industry addresses this challenge, especially how TV 
companies relate to emerging Internet technologies and socio-technical practices. There are indica-
tions that these companies have adapted to changes and embraced remote workflows during the first 
months of the pandemic (Andueza-López & López-Plaza, 2020). Further, they became less hesitant 
in using public network infrastructures for production and distribution (Coche & Lynn, 2020). TV 
companies also started adopting hybrid production methods, accepting footage filmed with mobile 
phones and the use of mobile devices in general in the workflow (Túñez-López et al., 2020). Some 
changes necessary during the pandemic can be seen as temporary adjustments to the ongoing 
situation, but others might become permanent in key TV production work practices. Heinonen 
and Strandvik (2020), in an analysis of the implications of the pandemic on service innovation, make 
a distinction between how service innovation has usually been driven by discretionary activities 
aimed at securing their position in a market and imposed innovation that is driven by resilience and 
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To study these changes, we interviewed twelve TV and video professionals primarily from 
TV companies from Europe, Asia, the United States, and the Middle East. Based on these 
solicited accounts, we provide rich descriptions of how broadcast media adapt to the imposed 
regulations.

We identify two main themes that conceptualize the current socio-technical changes in live 
broadcast TV production: redistribution of work and automation. First, we discuss changes to the 
distribution of work and the new workflows and tools that support these adaptations. Second, we 
discuss how these changes also drive the move toward further automation of workflows. Third, we 
discuss how these changes should be seen in light of an underlying current of change that was 
already present before the new sanctions and norms for social distancing were introduced. In this 
way, the paper contributes to an understanding of the socio-technical changes that are occurring in 
the wake of the pandemic. In particular, the concept of redistribution is, as such, a way to see these 
changes as imposed and partially temporary, but still aligned with changes that were already ongoing 
in current practices.

2. Background

Traditional TV production usually involves a crew of people who create a broadcast for a mass 
audience (Perry et al., 2009), which stands in contrast to Internet services, which depend on to an 
increased extent, user-generated content of people working by themselves (Juhlin, Engström et al.,  
2014). Most of the interest in HCI and CSCW has been devoted to how the latter intersects with TV, 
such as the emergence of interactive TV (Obrist et al., 2008), second screen use (Courtois & D’heer,  
2012), and peer productions (Yarosh et al., 2016). However, some studies unpack the characteristics 
of traditional TV production and how it relates to new Internet technologies and practices. Here, the 
area of journalism studies provides salient contributions. In the following, we first turn to the topic 
of remote work, and then discuss aspects such as current live TV practices, challenges for non-
professionals and how they produce video, emergent changes in professional production, technical 
aspects of TV production, and production automation. These conditions are all relevant to under-
standing how the social-distancing requirements during the recent pandemic impact live TV 
production.

2.1. Remote work

Remote work has been a long-standing topic in HCI and CSCW. There have been studies of the use 
of videoconferencing (Mlynář et al., 2018), distributed work (Koehne et al., 2012; Olson & Olson,  
2000), and working over time zones (Tang et al., 2011). More recent studies explore how on-demand 
workers and freelancers are integrating their work into the work practices of organizations (Blaising 
et al., 2019; Hui et al., 2019). In another study, Karis et al. (2016) showcase how the Google 
organization has made remote work options an integrated part of its workflows, and how the 
company relies on videoconferencing as the key tool for mediating these remote work processes. 
TV production companies, to the contrary, have been slow to adopt such tools in their work (Coche 
& Lynn, 2020).

2.2. Collaboration in traditional live TV broadcasting

A number of studies presented in CSCW and HCI examined the practice of live TV broadcasting. 
One study unpacked how vision mixers and camera operators coordinate through video-mediated 
indexical gestures to support mutual orientation and negotiate shot transitions between remote 
participants (Perry et al., 2009). Another study explored how live broadcasting often includes 
concomitant postproduction, such as when providing replays in live sport shows. This highly 
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time-critical activity is conducted in an uncertain setting and is achieved by using some regularities 
in the content itself (e.g., the live game) and by splitting up video material with different temporal 
trajectories on different media (audio and video) or on different screens (Engström et al., 2010).

2.3. Collaborative nonprofessional TV broadcast

The availability of low-cost mobile Internet technology has been used to invent and investigate 
whether current professional practices could be handled by nonprofessionals. However, some 
challenges have been identified. First, the possibilities to include amateur camera operators in 
multi-camera live broadcasts revealed how professional operators view things on behalf of the 
mixer’s demands, whereas amateurs add their own interest in viewing for themselves. This double 
attention leads to a lack of interesting shot proposals for the mixer (Engström et al., 2012). Second, 
studies of so-called professional amateurs (pro-ams) reveal how learning to become a skilled 
broadcaster is both an individual task and an institutional endeavor. Organizers of recurrent events 
need to learn what to do for and during broadcasts, as much as individual producers (Juhlin, 
Engström et al., 2014). Recurrent production, in which producers cover a series of events over 
time, seems to be more than a quantitative sign indicating mastery of this medium. Rather, their 
recurrent production seems to be an important condition for both individual and institutional 
learning, making the broadcasts possible. Third, the new use of live technology for broadcasting 
events where the boundaries between producers and viewers were highly blurred (Webb et al., 2016) 
shows the need to develop new technologies for social communication.

In sum, what has been termed “mobile video literacy” requires competencies in handling the 
technology and only then in creating narratives and a comprehensible story line for an assumed 
audience (i.e., what camera angles to use, how to cut, and other aspects of video production) 
(Weilenmann et al., 2014). The specific professional competencies involved in producing video 
broadcasts are not easily disseminated to other types of users.

2.4. Video production in social media

Nonetheless, there has been tremendous growth in video production by Internet users, and such use 
of video in social media has been topicalized in CSCW and HCI. The research includes the study of 
variations in practice among different user groups (Yarosh et al., 2016) or the way in which the live 
aspect of mobile platforms has been appropriated (Juhlin et al., 2010).

Traditional broadcasters have acknowledged such social media content and have developed ways 
to incorporate such content within their own production. Their challenge has been to find content 
for their mass broadcasts, as well as add professional graphic content (Arndt et al., 2016, 2017).

Social media production differs from legacy TV production in many ways. Social media produ-
cers often do not have teams of professional workers supporting them, thus sometimes they struggle 
with managing media assets, such as overlay graphics, especially in live streaming (Tharatipyakul et 
al., 2020). At the same time, live streams, unlike legacy TV broadcasts, serve as “meeting grounds” 
for viewers (Hamilton et al., 2014) in which they can interact with each other reacting together to the 
broadcast (Musabirov et al., 2018). The viewers also interact with broadcasters who have to dedicate 
some of their resources to community management during live broadcast (Wohn & Freeman, 2020).

2.5. New professional practices

The availability of low-cost mobile Internet technology has made it possible to use professionals in 
new ways as well as provide content for new platforms. In an ongoing trend in news production, 
journalistic work has become embedded in a process “where the content is developed in front of and 
in some kind of dialog with the audience” (Nygren, 2014, p. 76). News workers are required to be 
skilled in more tasks and to be more flexible (Nygren, 2014). Such multitasking also includes video 
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production (Kumar & Haneef, 2018). Interview studies with journalists in TV production show that 
the increased requirement to provide fast turnaround for multiple platforms and multitasking has 
led to an increased amount of content but a decrease in investigative reporting (Higgins-Dobney & 
Sussman, 2013).

A salient question in the area of journalism studies has been to understand this shift’s impact on 
the skills of journalists. Kumar and Haneef (2018) argue that it could be seen as de-skilling because 
journalists lack time to become proficient with the new tasks and technology, as compared to 
traditional tools. Based on a large interview study, Nygren (2014) argues that it instead leads to 
re-skilling and an increased emphasis “on production and adapting content for different channels” 
(p. 75). Although this has been described as a ubiquitous trend across the industry, a broad interview 
study in 2015 argued that it did not occur over the entire industry (Phillips et al., 2009). At that time, 
only a minority of journalists worked across the media. Phillips et al. (2009) argue that this is most 
effective in small organizations; in larger organizations, such as the BBC, multitasking seems to “to 
slow things down and to impact quality” (p. 78).

2.6. TV production infrastructure

Video is a demanding medium to work with. Transferring video signals from one device to another, 
processing those signals, adding graphics, and assembling video and audio signals from different 
sources into a TV signal that is then broadcasted to viewers requires a complex infrastructure based 
on contemporary technologies, such as video-encoding algorithms (Ksentini et al., 2006) and 
networking standards (e.g., Ethernet) (Buysschaert et al., 2020). However, the rising demand for 
higher quality TV (e.g., ultra-high definition TV) has been posing new challenges to broadcasters 
(Kostiukevych et al., 2019), as the production infrastructure has to provide video signals with higher 
definition and frame rates (Buysschaert et al., 2020).

In the wake of these challenges, the TV industry is shifting toward a software-based infrastruc-
ture, which implies higher flexibility and scalability, and promises to overcome geographical 
restrictions to allow TV production to be distributed across locations (Lapierre & Al-Habbal, 2018).

One distributed workflow that has been emerging is remote integration (Coche & Lynn, 2020), 
which shifts much of the signal processing to a centralized network facility where the production 
crew is located. In live productions using remote integration, only a technical crew is present at the 
event location to control cameras and make sure the signals are sent to the network facilities. This 
centralized production hub is a key part of the infrastructure to accommodate such a workflow. In 
the case of live sports broadcasts in the United States, most big networks have invested in such hubs. 
In addition to these large investments, some technological challenges with latency and delays in 
communication associated with reduced production quality have been seen as major obstacles and 
risks for adopting this new workflow. After the restrictions imposed due to the COVID-19 pan-
demic, most networks have adopted remote integration. (Coche & Lynn, 2020)

2.7. Production automation

To mitigate the complexity of production, TV companies employ innovations such as production 
automation (Hussein, 2015), that is, primarily but not exclusively, the automation of switchers – big 
control panels that producers and directors use to switch between different cameras, cue pre-filmed 
footage, and add graphics. The idea of broadcast automation is rather old (Freilich & Meyer, 1963), 
and production automation has become essential to news and news-like TV productions (Richards,  
2010).

The effects of automation on the production process are complex as it changes the workflow by 
delegating what was previously human labor to machines. This change is sometimes met with 
resistance from workers as they perceive automation as a threat to their employment (Linden,  
2017). However, studies show that in general (Arntz et al., 2016) and in the media industry 
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event location to control cameras and make sure the signals are sent to the network facilities. This 
centralized production hub is a key part of the infrastructure to accommodate such a workflow. In 
the case of live sports broadcasts in the United States, most big networks have invested in such hubs. 
In addition to these large investments, some technological challenges with latency and delays in 
communication associated with reduced production quality have been seen as major obstacles and 
risks for adopting this new workflow. After the restrictions imposed due to the COVID-19 pan-
demic, most networks have adopted remote integration. (Coche & Lynn, 2020)
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To mitigate the complexity of production, TV companies employ innovations such as production 
automation (Hussein, 2015), that is, primarily but not exclusively, the automation of switchers – big 
control panels that producers and directors use to switch between different cameras, cue pre-filmed 
footage, and add graphics. The idea of broadcast automation is rather old (Freilich & Meyer, 1963), 
and production automation has become essential to news and news-like TV productions (Richards,  
2010).

The effects of automation on the production process are complex as it changes the workflow by 
delegating what was previously human labor to machines. This change is sometimes met with 
resistance from workers as they perceive automation as a threat to their employment (Linden,  
2017). However, studies show that in general (Arntz et al., 2016) and in the media industry 
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specifically (Linden, 2017), automation results in the redistribution of labor and complements 
human labor rather than just replacing it. By “codifying” tasks and substituting human workers in 
performing routine tasks, automation allows people to focus on the creative parts of work. Thus, 
automation can raise the value of each worker who performs unique tasks. However, many tend to 
ignore these positive effects and overestimate the automation’s negative effects (Autor, 2015).

The automation of tasks may result in the de-skilling of the operators, that is, workers who 
observe automated processes and intervene if an automated system breaks down. As Bainbridge 
(1983) notes, the lack of regular practice of the task might result in the loss of skills essential for the 
operator to identify the breakdown and to correct the error.

Though the effects of automating workflows have been theorized and studied, research is still 
needed on the intraorganizational frictions that often accompany automation, how these are being 
resolved, how well-established practices and organizational norms adapt when automation is intro-
duced, and how automation affects the resulting product (Napoli, 2014).

Automation has been a key topic in CSCW since the 1980s. CSCW partly appeared as a critique 
of the somewhat narrow perspective and conceptualization of work in office automation (Gerson & 
Star, 1986; Grudin, 1994). Further, Suchman (1993) criticized the concept of workflows in that they 
presuppose that formal descriptions of work are comprehensive representations of the work done. 
These fundamental debates from the dawn of CSCW are still relevant (Retelny et al., 2017) and have 
bearing on how we understand automation. With automation comes the need to formalize work 
practices and procedures, and due process (Gerson & Star, 1986) and articulation work (Schmidt & 
Bannon, 1992) will always accompany these formal procedures.

In a recent paper on everyday automation experiences, Fröhlich et al. (2020) discuss some of the 
implications automation may have on how we interact with technology in everyday life. They 
emphasize the way the interaction with automated systems is a matter of formalizing procedures 
and is more similar to end user programming than what is common in interaction with other 
technologies. The interaction between user and automated system becomes non-continuous and 
implicit. Thus, automation opens for substitutive experiences, as it frees the user to do other tasks or 
activities instead of continuously operating the system. While the authors say that these points are 
mostly relevant for everyday use of technologies, we argue that they are relevant also for more 
specialized and professional workflows involving trained personnel (Fröhlich et al., 2020).

3. Methods

We have conducted and analyzed twelve remote semi-structured video interviews with video 
professionals, including personnel working for high-profile TV companies in Europe, Asia, the 
Middle East, and the United States. In general, in the interviews, we focused on the changes to 
the working environments and routines of video workers due to social distancing. We discussed how 
these changes affected their work, and the work of TV companies and organizations in general, from 
a socio-technological perspective, that is, focusing on the amendments to workflows and tools that 
had to be applied. We also discussed the future of TV and video work with the participants. We 
transcribed the interview data and conducted thematic analysis in three iterations.

3.1. Sample

A combination of convenience and heterogeneity was applied as a sampling strategy. Heterogeneity 
was specifically applied to include participants from different TV stations and roles. Our strategy was 
to find people who worked at legacy TV production organizations and had relevant knowledge and 
experience to our research topic. We conducted 13 interviews in total. However, one interview did 
not give any relevant information as the interviewee did not have any relevant experiences with 
automation or redistribution as we were focusing on in our analysis. Thus, we excluded this 
interview from the analysis.
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specifically (Linden, 2017), automation results in the redistribution of labor and complements 
human labor rather than just replacing it. By “codifying” tasks and substituting human workers in 
performing routine tasks, automation allows people to focus on the creative parts of work. Thus, 
automation can raise the value of each worker who performs unique tasks. However, many tend to 
ignore these positive effects and overestimate the automation’s negative effects (Autor, 2015).

The automation of tasks may result in the de-skilling of the operators, that is, workers who 
observe automated processes and intervene if an automated system breaks down. As Bainbridge 
(1983) notes, the lack of regular practice of the task might result in the loss of skills essential for the 
operator to identify the breakdown and to correct the error.

Though the effects of automating workflows have been theorized and studied, research is still 
needed on the intraorganizational frictions that often accompany automation, how these are being 
resolved, how well-established practices and organizational norms adapt when automation is intro-
duced, and how automation affects the resulting product (Napoli, 2014).

Automation has been a key topic in CSCW since the 1980s. CSCW partly appeared as a critique 
of the somewhat narrow perspective and conceptualization of work in office automation (Gerson & 
Star, 1986; Grudin, 1994). Further, Suchman (1993) criticized the concept of workflows in that they 
presuppose that formal descriptions of work are comprehensive representations of the work done. 
These fundamental debates from the dawn of CSCW are still relevant (Retelny et al., 2017) and have 
bearing on how we understand automation. With automation comes the need to formalize work 
practices and procedures, and due process (Gerson & Star, 1986) and articulation work (Schmidt & 
Bannon, 1992) will always accompany these formal procedures.

In a recent paper on everyday automation experiences, Fröhlich et al. (2020) discuss some of the 
implications automation may have on how we interact with technology in everyday life. They 
emphasize the way the interaction with automated systems is a matter of formalizing procedures 
and is more similar to end user programming than what is common in interaction with other 
technologies. The interaction between user and automated system becomes non-continuous and 
implicit. Thus, automation opens for substitutive experiences, as it frees the user to do other tasks or 
activities instead of continuously operating the system. While the authors say that these points are 
mostly relevant for everyday use of technologies, we argue that they are relevant also for more 
specialized and professional workflows involving trained personnel (Fröhlich et al., 2020).

3.Methods

We have conducted and analyzed twelve remote semi-structured video interviews with video 
professionals, including personnel working for high-profile TV companies in Europe, Asia, the 
Middle East, and the United States. In general, in the interviews, we focused on the changes to 
the working environments and routines of video workers due to social distancing. We discussed how 
these changes affected their work, and the work of TV companies and organizations in general, from 
a socio-technological perspective, that is, focusing on the amendments to workflows and tools that 
had to be applied. We also discussed the future of TV and video work with the participants. We 
transcribed the interview data and conducted thematic analysis in three iterations.

3.1.Sample

A combination of convenience and heterogeneity was applied as a sampling strategy. Heterogeneity 
was specifically applied to include participants from different TV stations and roles. Our strategy was 
to find people who worked at legacy TV production organizations and had relevant knowledge and 
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The resulting sample (n = 12) included two journalists and ten managers and directors with 
different levels of expertise. Seven of the interviewees currently work for TV companies. Two worked 
for TV companies and currently work in the video production industry. Five interviewees worked 
for TV companies previously but currently work in adjacent industries, such as software and 
hardware development for TV studios. All interviewees, except I02 and I07, have very diverse 
responsibilities which are not limited to their formal roles and job positions. For example, I10, 
who is formally a “Head of Content,” also participated in different productions as anchor, producer 
and manager. In Table 1, we list relevant roles and functions which interviewees performed during 
the pandemic, as well as their background and types of organizations they are working for. All 
participants, except I01 and I12, participated in TV content production. I01 and I12 worked with 
video production during the pandemic in another setting (higher education), but still provided us 
with valuable variation and supplementary views on the trends and future of production workflows. 
Participants I04, I05, I06 and I10 were not employed by TV companies during the pandemic; 
however, they worked closely with TV companies and participated in TV production in different 
capacities during 2020. Each interviewee had at least several years of experience of work in the TV 
industry.

3.2. Data collection and analysis

Data collection was carried out through individual semi-structured interviews that focused on 
participants’ opinions and experiences in the TV industry. Two participants were interviewed in 
Italian, whereas other interviews were conducted in English. The interviews lasted from 30 to 
60 minutes each. In addition, we had informal conversations with representatives of a TV technology 
provider to identify new ways of organizing live video broadcasts in the current situation. In the 
beginning of this study, these informal conversations helped us to develop the interview guide and 
identify interesting topics which we focused on during the interviews. We also used informal 
conversations to clarify professional terms and learn about specifics of certain technologies, such 
as TV networking standards.

In the semi-structured interviews, we mainly focused on the following questions: What is your 
daily routine and how did it change during the pandemic? How did the workplace change during the 
pandemic? What tools do you use to communicate and collaborate remotely and how do you use 

Table 1. Interviewees details.

Country/Location Current occupation/Background Organization Type

I01 Northern Europe Video editor, camera operator/TV editor, operator, 
producer

Higher Education

I02 Northern Europe TV web editor, producer National Broadcaster
I03 USA TV studio technical director National Broadcaster
I04 Western Europe Specialist in automation, producer/TV director International Media Technology 

Provider
I05 Western Europe TV software development manager/TV and Video producer International Media Technology 

Provider
I06 Europe Product manager, field producer International Media Technology 

Provider
I07 Southern Europe TV journalist National Broadcaster
I08 Middle East TV journalist coordinator, manager, field producer/ 

Journalist
National Broadcaster

I09 Southern Europe Coordinator, Manager National Broadcaster
I10 Northern Europe Head of Content, anchor, producer, manager/TV director, 

Art Director
International Media Technology 

Provider
I11 Asia Head of the department for studios National Broadcaster
I12 Latin America/Northern 

Europe
Film Director, producer, editor/TV editor Higher Education/ 

Independent Filmmaker
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them? What challenges and opportunities did pandemic introduce to your work? Do you think there 
will be any long-term consequences of the pandemic?

We must note here that the topics we discussed were considered sensitive as we were touching on 
subjects such as employment/unemployment and replacement of human workers due to workflow 
automation. Some interviewees expressed concerns about being identified even by a brief descrip-
tion. Thus, we do not specify their nationalities, nor do we name the companies they work for.

When the participants gave their consent, the interviews were conducted and video recorded 
using videoconferencing tools such as Microsoft Teams and Zoom. We transcribed, anonymized, 
and translated the available interview recordings into English. The study was ethically approved by 
the local institutional review board.

We analyzed the interview data by adopting a thematic analysis methodology in collaborative 
online sessions, and followed the six steps as identified by Braun and Clarke (2006): (1) reading and 
searching for meaning and patterns to familiarize yourself with the data; (2) generating initial codes 
where themes are data driven; (3) searching for possible themes; (4) reviewing themes by refining the 
data extracts; (5) defining and naming themes; and (6) producing this paper. We analyzed the data in 
three iterations. In the first, we searched for meaningful patterns and generated initial 72 codes. In 
the second iteration, we extracted eight general themes, which we defined and named. In the last 
iteration, we reduced the number of themes by filtering out less relevant and extracting one 
additional meta-theme (the future of work). The analysis was performed mainly by three researchers 
in collaborative remote sessions, the fourth researcher participated also in the second iteration.

4. Results

Certain adaptations of the work practice can be supported by adopting existing tools and applica-
tions, such as using Skype for live interviews. Other adaptations require deep infrastructural change, 
for example, the transition to Internet Protocol (IP)-based technologies. At the organizational level, 
these adaptations can involve changes in scheduling and role assignments or the knowledge and 
skills required to run operations.

The social-distancing rules disrupted the ordinary workflows in TV companies. Some produc-
tions, such as sports events broadcasts, had to be canceled because events were canceled and the 
content disappeared per se. Other productions, such as TV series, had to be postponed as it became 
impossible to organize a shooting with so many people involved.

In our data, we identify five major topics. In this section, we present the results in the following 
manner: First, we describe how TV companies adapted their workflows, specifically, how they 
employed remote work. Second, we address the topic of transformations in TV literacy. Third, we 
describe how TV companies adopted production automation and the implications therein. Fourth, 
we illustrate how TV companies perceive broadcast quality and how this perception changed during 
the pandemic. Fifth, we present interviewees’ speculations about the TV industry’s future and the 
long-lasting effects of the COVID-19 pandemic.

4.1. Redistribution of work

TV companies had to rapidly adapt remote production workflows to keep the production running. 
In this section, we describe how the nature of the work for different TV workers changed with the 
adoption of remote technologies.

To comply with social-distancing regulations, TV companies had to restrict access to buildings, 
allowing only “essential” personnel who are required to keep the TV broadcast running:

I work in the control room. As a technical director, I have to because this is where the big switcher is. In theory, 
it can be done remotely, but, in practice, we have to be by the console. (I03) 
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The number of people in a control room had to be significantly reduced, from ten to eleven 
people to five people. Some workers, who were still required to work on the live production but 
could not be in the control room, moved to other rooms and communicated with their colleagues via 
intercoms and Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) services. Technical staff, who still worked on-site, 
had reduced mobility in that they could not change shifts or switch teams. Teams became segregated 
and isolated from each other.

In addition, the reporting workflow changed, as it became almost impossible to send a filming 
crew together with a journalist to a site. One of the interviewees, I08, who is responsible for 
managing field reporters, now tasks them with filming the footage by themselves with mobile 
phones.

TV anchors started hosting their shows from home, relying on the Internet connections that are 
shared inside the household. I03 described one such case:

We have a show and the anchor has a home studio. Right when we went on the air one night, his connection 
suddenly dropped. His picture would freeze and pixelate. It turns out, it was because his teenage son was 
downloading software on the Xbox. 

This quote illustrates how the socio-technical space created for doing the work remotely – from 
home – is a shared space. Juxtaposed with the social space of the home, the socio-technical space is 
dependent on what others in the household are doing. This setting is in stark contrast to how 
professional TV studios are organized as fully controlled settings for the purpose of recording and 
transmitting, including controlling noise, light, camera positions and angles, and network 
connections.

The redistribution of work in TV production involves adopting new tools, for example, video-
conferencing services such as Skype, Microsoft Teams, and Zoom, in the production process. Where 
TV companies previously relied on sending a crew and using specialized equipment, they are now 
turning to such easily available software services.

The redistribution involves not only using these new tools but also accommodating and support-
ing remote work, as the social-distancing requirement mandates fewer people crowded together.

The situation forces us to explore the potential of tools such as Microsoft Teams and Skype—this potential was 
not fully realized previously. Before that, to interview a person, they would go to this person with equipment 
and a camera operator—now they just call. (I07) 

Further, an interviewee pointed out that this way of producing content actually makes the 
production process leaner (more lightweight):

Doing Skype interviews from homes reduces production costs significantly because they need less work with 
light, camera, sound, and studio decorations. Also, it allows having more people than the studio could 
accommodate even without social distancing, as there is no need to prepare microphones and places for all 
guests. (I07) 

This redistribution of work came with challenges connected to adopting the production process 
to incorporate these new workflows:

I would say that in March, it was hard; today it is not, because the technology companies like Teams and Zoom 
have made this a lot easier. I just did an interview with five people at [TV Company] at the same time, all from 
their own homes. So, [I have] separate [video and audio] sources for every single person and myself, and, in 
March, that would have been very hard to do; now it’s just a matter of getting everybody on Microsoft Teams. 
I’m able to take the Teams, turn that into an NDI source, and then bring that as individual sources onto my 
switcher. It becomes very easy. A quick level of innovation has happened in the tech industry to enable these 
things that were very hard and very expensive to do just a few months ago. (I10) 

In this quote, several issues are addressed. The interviewee described how they are incorporating 
the new tools to allow for remote participation. In addition, technical changes have been made to the 
videoconferencing software to enable signals to be transferred directly into the switcher (a hardware/ 
software piece that selects video and audio sources to be broadcasted). These signals can be 
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transmitting, including controlling noise, light, camera positions and angles, and network 
connections.

The redistribution of work in TV production involves adopting new tools, for example, video-
conferencing services such as Skype, Microsoft Teams, and Zoom, in the production process. Where 
TV companies previously relied on sending a crew and using specialized equipment, they are now 
turning to such easily available software services.

The redistribution involves not only using these new tools but also accommodating and support-
ing remote work, as the social-distancing requirement mandates fewer people crowded together.

The situation forces us to explore the potential of tools such as Microsoft Teams and Skype—this potential was 
not fully realized previously. Before that, to interview a person, they would go to this person with equipment 
and a camera operator—now they just call. (I07) 

Further, an interviewee pointed out that this way of producing content actually makes the 
production process leaner (more lightweight):

Doing Skype interviews from homes reduces production costs significantly because they need less work with 
light, camera, sound, and studio decorations. Also, it allows having more people than the studio could 
accommodate even without social distancing, as there is no need to prepare microphones and places for all 
guests. (I07) 

This redistribution of work came with challenges connected to adopting the production process 
to incorporate these new workflows:

I would say that in March, it was hard; today it is not, because the technology companies like Teams and Zoom 
have made this a lot easier. I just did an interview with five people at [TV Company] at the same time, all from 
their own homes. So, [I have] separate [video and audio] sources for every single person and myself, and, in 
March, that would have been very hard to do; now it’s just a matter of getting everybody on Microsoft Teams. 
I’m able to take the Teams, turn that into an NDI source, and then bring that as individual sources onto my 
switcher. It becomes very easy. A quick level of innovation has happened in the tech industry to enable these 
things that were very hard and very expensive to do just a few months ago. (I10) 

In this quote, several issues are addressed. The interviewee described how they are incorporating 
the new tools to allow for remote participation. In addition, technical changes have been made to the 
videoconferencing software to enable signals to be transferred directly into the switcher (a hardware/ 
software piece that selects video and audio sources to be broadcasted). These signals can be 
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transferred directly to the controller for manipulation and editing. Another point made in this 
extract is how a transition to an IP-based tool network device interface (NDI) for production is key 
in this process.

In the process of accepting new tools, the challenge is to maintain the quality of signals and image 
resolutions that are now transmitted over the Internet while relying on the Internet provider’s 
connections, method of encoding pictures, and so on:

It can easily be shared outside the production building, even on a pure Internet connection. It technically is 
possible to have an NDI signal from Milan to New York without a major problem if the bandwidth is good 
enough. (I06) 

The transition to an infrastructure that more easily supports a distributed and remote workflow of 
TV personnel, such as anchors, is further described by I06:

Your workflow is restricted inside your walls because of your infrastructure and, because of COVID-19, because 
people are working remotely, they need to have a signal outside of your building, and it becomes a priority. 

While some of the work was done remotely, the redistribution was also done inside the buildings 
of TV broadcasters, as I03 described: “Some of the producers work from home, we have some of the 
producers who work from the isolated rooms, but I work in the control room.” With this redis-
tribution, they need to keep a back channel open for coordination and communication between the 
team members:

In the local studio, we have an RTS intercom panel, but for our connections to the outside world, we can have 
Internet tools as well as a cell phone or even landline; it depends. (I03) 

A transition to incorporating remote work into the workflow of the production also required 
training and supporting the remote participants. This support included giving instructions on how 
to set up lighting, place microphones, and use cameras at home, as well as how to best operate the 
equipment at hand. These instructions varied according to the setup and expected level of quality of 
the production. In one case for a big sports event production, they put together standardized kits of 
equipment, including a two-camera setup and a light setup, to be assembled at the remote location:

For the NFL draft earlier this year, they did the entire thing as a remote production. In fact, it was run out of 
the director’s garage. But they knew who they were going to be talking to way ahead of time. They knew they 
were going to have an audience of 30 or 40 million people, so they built standardized kits that they could send 
to every single person they would interview, including a light setup and a two-camera setup, that they could just 
put down and turn on, and then the people at the NFL could remotely [log] in to it and do all the settings 
changes just to make sure that it’s okay. That way, they can control the quality of the interview. That is what 
we’re doing now too. We give them [interviewees] a small PC and a PPPoE [Point-to-Point Protocol over 
Ethernet] camera and a light ring, so [they] have the same setup. When I do an interview with them, I can log 
in to that computer remotely, adjust the camera, adjust lighting and all of that stuff, and set everything up so 
they don’t have to do anything except sit there and talk. (I11) 

In this quote, we see how different competencies and responsibilities are redistributed with the 
transfer of work from studio workers to guests and interviewees. This redistribution also involves 
adopting new tools into the distributed workflow, in this case, mobile devices and Internet services.

4.2. Transformations of TV literacy

The current situation makes explicit alterations of the distribution of skills among those who take 
part in a TV broadcast, as well as where these competencies are provided. I06 described a situation 
before COVID-19 where there was an elaborate separation of individuals with specific roles, related 
to certain skills:

The main problem in the TV market is that the knowledge of other employees is so vertical. A cameraman is 
just able to work as a cameraman, and the video mixer as a video mixer. 
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to every single person they would interview, including a light setup and a two-camera setup, that they could just 
put down and turn on, and then the people at the NFL could remotely [log] in to it and do all the settings 
changes just to make sure that it’s okay. That way, they can control the quality of the interview. That is what 
we’re doing now too. We give them [interviewees] a small PC and a PPPoE [Point-to-Point Protocol over 
Ethernet] camera and a light ring, so [they] have the same setup. When I do an interview with them, I can log 
in to that computer remotely, adjust the camera, adjust lighting and all of that stuff, and set everything up so 
they don’t have to do anything except sit there and talk. (I11) 

In this quote, we see how different competencies and responsibilities are redistributed with the 
transfer of work from studio workers to guests and interviewees. This redistribution also involves 
adopting new tools into the distributed workflow, in this case, mobile devices and Internet services.

4.2.Transformations of TV literacy

The current situation makes explicit alterations of the distribution of skills among those who take 
part in a TV broadcast, as well as where these competencies are provided. I06 described a situation 
before COVID-19 where there was an elaborate separation of individuals with specific roles, related 
to certain skills:

The main problem in the TV market is that the knowledge of other employees is so vertical. A cameraman is 
just able to work as a cameraman, and the video mixer as a video mixer. 
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resolutions that are now transmitted over the Internet while relying on the Internet provider’s 
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It can easily be shared outside the production building, even on a pure Internet connection. It technically is 
possible to have an NDI signal from Milan to New York without a major problem if the bandwidth is good 
enough. (I06) 
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While some of the work was done remotely, the redistribution was also done inside the buildings 
of TV broadcasters, as I03 described: “Some of the producers work from home, we have some of the 
producers who work from the isolated rooms, but I work in the control room.” With this redis-
tribution, they need to keep a back channel open for coordination and communication between the 
team members:

In the local studio, we have an RTS intercom panel, but for our connections to the outside world, we can have 
Internet tools as well as a cell phone or even landline; it depends. (I03) 

A transition to incorporating remote work into the workflow of the production also required 
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I07 stated that to interview a person, they would go to this person with just equipment and a 
camera operator. This method of distributing skills among all involved (i.e., interviewees, journalists, 
and technicians) is in flux. Our interviewees gave accounts of TV productions where skills are 
redistributed. When it comes to the journalists, I04 stated that they have obtained new skills in 
handling technology, such as using digital applications:

When I started working with journalists, they didn’t have any clue about anything technical, but today anyone 
knows how to run an application and how to make a clip. 

The redistribution of skills is most evident in how the interviewees are delegated the task to be 
both cameraperson and technician:

In some sense, the work became easier because before we would be required to send a filming crew if we 
wanted to do an interview. Now we just call the person and ask them to record the answers with their phones 
and send the file. (I08) 

When it comes to the technical staff with specialized skills, the situation is also changing..

I think at some point the big change will be really in the culture behind the employees in TV. I think the new 
generation that TV channels will look for, especially because of what happened […] you will look for a guy that 
will [have skills to] manage a video gallery with audio mixers, vision mixers, and will have a clue about how to 
use a camera. (I06) 

Thus, the technical staff is required to extend their skills beyond those of previous functional 
separations in the organization. The skills have been required in two different ways, that is, either 
through specific training in broadcasting or by engaging with consumer technology and services 
online.

The journalists that work with remote productions “need to have the skill, people that are able to 
use a camera, to edit, to send you the content” (I06). They are occasionally provided with formal 
training. I08 stated that they “did a two-day course for journalists teaching them how to use 
smartphones as cameras.” As discussed previously, the redistribution of work depends on new skills 
among the interviewees. Journalists have become instructors and producers, and the interviewees 
have become production assistants and camera operators:

We had to teach reporters how to film with phones so the reporters can teach guests how to film themselves 
with phones when recording answers. We teach them how to place the camera, what angle there should be and 
distance, and where to sit so the lighting would be good enough. (I08) 

The skills that are used by interviewees, journalists, and technical engineers in current TV 
production draw in various ways on the participants’ previous engagements with consumer technol-
ogy and online services. Skills required online also change the competence of the technical staff, from 
legacy TV specialists to social media content creators, such as YouTubers. I11 described it further:

I’m more interested in finding new, creative ideas on how we can implement things, for example, if they do 
YouTube on the side, they know smarter and cheaper ways to actually produce a video compared to someone 
who went through a traditional [production] route. They’ll be like “oh I need to have very good quality, and I 
need to use this equipment specifically to produce this because that was what I was taught” […] I think people 
who went through that [nontraditional] route will have a different mindset. I think it’s a good thing for people 
in TV to have an understanding that maybe we can tap on the skills from people who are from that route, not 
the traditional route. 

Finally, the increased distribution of work means that those who are in charge of specific tasks 
might lack specific competencies, that is, skills that had been available in previous productions but 
are no longer at hand within the new type of broadcasts. I11 pointed specifically to how graphics 
require special skills that are not provided for in a distributed setting:

We have to think how we can be better than the online platforms. We are paying more money, so how can we 
improve our content? Something that the [social media creators] can’t provide. We have a lot more graphics 
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in TV to have an understanding that maybe we can tap on the skills from people who are from that route, not 
the traditional route. 

Finally, the increased distribution of work means that those who are in charge of specific tasks 
might lack specific competencies, that is, skills that had been available in previous productions but 
are no longer at hand within the new type of broadcasts. I11 pointed specifically to how graphics 
require special skills that are not provided for in a distributed setting:

We have to think how we can be better than the online platforms. We are paying more money, so how can we 
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presentation. We use a lot of graphics to present our stories. It’s not something you can easily do in a home 
setup. It’s something you can do in a big studio. 

Furthermore, it is argued whether YouTube production experience is enough to produce a 
professional broadcast. I06 referred to TV as “a language” and stated the following:

At some point, you need to do the proper thing, even if you use mobile phones. You need to know how to use 
the light and how to use the microphone because you need the proper quality. 

In this quote, I06 emphasizes that there is a certain threshold in skills between professional video 
workers and other content creators.

4.3. Automating production

During the pandemic, some TV companies turned to automation as one of the instruments that 
allowed the production of content with fewer people in the studio..

BBC is entirely automation, CNN is entirely automation, and Fox News is entirely automation, so it’s become 
the norm now to go with this. (I10) 

To understand the impact of COVID-19 and the role of automation, it is necessary to recognize 
live TV production as a labor-intensive process that involves many roles and tools. I03 described the 
control room in their TV company as the following:

You have the person that is controlling the switcher, that’s one or two people. You have the person that is 
controlling the audio, that’s another person. You have a person that is controlling the graphics, that’s another 
person. You have a person in the studio that is running the camera, that’s another person. You have an 
engineer that is watching the video signals, that’s another person. 

The social-distancing restrictions have had direct consequences for this workflow organization. 
The inability to have workers in their usual places combined with the rising demand for new content 
created a situation in which automation becomes a very welcome solution:

When you suddenly cannot have a lot of people in the control room, then what’s your option? You still need to 
produce content because actually, at this moment, you have a captive audience that is sitting at home eager to 
have something to consume. You have to go to automation. It’s the only way to survive and continue being able 
to produce content. (I10) 

Automation in this context is about programming software to handle some tasks that normally 
are carried out by human workers:

These roles can be combined into a single action by automation. So, when I say “take on camera 1” in the 
automation system, the microphone for camera 1 automatically pops on, and the camera moves over by 
robotics to the place that it needs to be. A graphic could come up saying that person’s name on camera 1 at the 
same time, and the switcher is going to change a source. (I10) 

The possibility of doing this has increased since the cost has decreased. Automation draws on a 
continuous digitization of production functions, which has reduced the need for specialized and 
expensive hardware:

The smaller broadcasters are the last to really get into this because automation used to have a very steep price 
point in the past. It was very complex. […] The idea of software-based automation is lowering the price point 
and lowering the entry point. […] and it’s not just the automation being software, it’s the fact that all of the 
components are becoming software. (I10) 

Furthermore, automation draws on an understanding and a practice where the work described 
previously is seen as repetitive and even boring:

The show is always the same. [It is] the content that is different. You have the intro in the same way. You have 
the first shot in the same way. The camera is moving in the same way every day, four times per day. (I06) 
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When I06 referred to the show always being “the same,” this is from a production perspective, 
which differs from the “content” that varies over time. I06 stated that even new shows repeat the 
same production principles: “It’s just the same new show; it is so boring. It is always the same 
concept.”

The interviews also discussed the consequences of this socio-technical shift. First, it will lead to 
broadcasts that in their structure are decided before they go live. This in turn requires that the 
current informal rules are made explicit and are decided upon in advance. I03 stated that “producers 
will be responsible for creating more of their content, not only for video clips but also for graphics. 
They would have to have a more structured rundown.” I11 stated that their company tried to employ 
automation for years, and one of the major restricting factors was the negative reaction of the studio 
workers who “felt very handicapped with automation, so they couldn’t produce the show that they 
wanted.”

Second, the technology can lower costs for TV production, which would lead to redundancies in 
that specific case, as argued by I03..

I have a feeling that this might cause lasting changes to the way we work because we are now finding out that 
we can automate some of our shows and eliminate staff. 

However, I04 argues that there is a latent demand on the industry to produce more content, 
which will compensate for the leaner production:

People most of the time are afraid about automation because they think that it’s going to do everything, and it 
will take their jobs, which is not really correct. I know that the financial part they see, “oh we’re gonna take out 
some,” which is not wrong, but each TV station wants to produce more, and if you want to produce more, you 
cannot […] think about doing production without automation in the future. 

Third, the programming of the machines could have been done in the wrong way, or the 
broadcast could need adjustments that are out of the scope of the current automation. However, 
I10 argued that they are less prone to errors than the current setup:

[Company] has done a study on the effects of automation for their on-air errors and they have found that year 
to year going from nonautomated to completely automated, their errors have been reduced. 

At the same time, handling errors and breakdown in the automated TV production requires a 
setup of numerous backup systems, procedures and countermeasures:

We have multiple layers of backups. Number one [is], if, for example, the [automation system] server itself is 
having issues, we can swing it to our backup server immediately: it will take five seconds and then there would 
be minimal to no impact on air. So that is one layer of backup. If the automation system goes down, we have a 
procedure on how we swing to manual operations as well. The tricky part about that is getting the manpower 
in. If it is during the day, it’s not too bad: I can just pull people in and run the show. In a really worst-case 
scenario when the entire control room is down - that’s a whole different backup system. (I10) 

4.4. Broadcast quality

Another topic addressed by several of our informants was how the new ways of working had 
implications for the quality of the product they were making. They reported a changed attitude 
toward the need for high quality in the content. Many said they had to accept a lower quality due to 
the new tools. “I do the best with the equipment I have,” as I01 put it.

There is a distinction, however, between production quality and journalistic/content quality:

What broadcasters are finding out is that in the past, they were very concerned about the quality of the video 
and the quality of the interview. They wanted to have this nice 4K camera shooting their interview subject 
because it’s going to look better for the presentation; the audience is going to like it better. But really, the 
audience is just interested in what the person has to say. So even though we’re not getting that same 4K quality 
of having the production crew on-site at this person’s house, uploading to the satellite and coming back, and all 
these things, we’re just bringing them in via Zoom or Skype or something. They’re still getting the same story 
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that specific case, as argued by I03..
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Third, the programming of the machines could have been done in the wrong way, or the 
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and that has become acceptable for the audience. And that has also changed, how much production value 
broadcasters actually have to put toward something in order to bring the story to their audience. (I10) 

As we can see in this excerpt, there is a changing attitude toward what is important for making 
quality TV, which is not only tied to notions of using the best, top-rated, industry-grade equipment. 
Further, interviewees pointed out that there is also a shift in the expectations of the audience. They 
are getting used to seeing videos and clips that are not made with the best resolution or perfect 
lighting. This trend has been following the social media distribution of content:

The quality is lower than it used to be, but it was getting lower anyway because more and more reports and 
interviews were done with these technologies, mobile, for example, breaking news. So, people were getting used 
to seeing reports and interviews in lower quality even before Skype became a mandatory tool. (I08) 

Still, some also pointed out that there is a need for a certain threshold in quality. There are still 
some standards that they try to meet to stand out among other video producers, such as pro-am 
content creators. For example, I11 explained how they, the national broadcaster, use graphics as a 
tool to stand out from YouTubers and social media creators (see earlier comment from I11).

The new experiences with lower resolution, using videoconferencing tools and mobile phones, 
put the demand for expensive equipment and setups under scrutiny:

Because of the union of the TV editors, they had to create the editing room with the proper audio noise 
leveling, so they spent something like 100,000 pounds for every editing room because of the noise, because of 
the light. Now, during COVID-19, all the editors are working from home with the noise, with the light, with the 
kids, and they are doing the exact same quality of production, so why should we be back? (I06) 

We mentioned previously how TV companies try to preserve quality by teaching remote 
participants how to use their mobile phones as cameras. With the varying quality of signals coming 
to the editor, there is a renewed need to manipulate and process the signals:

You have to deal with every single connection now. I have some color correction tools here, and I could do a 
live color correction to make it a little bit better, but it’s still … you have what you have. (I10) 

The acceptance of a lower quality when moving to remote production was also a recurring theme, 
as indicated by the “you have what you have” statement.

4.5. Future of work

When asked about possible implications for the future of the TV industry, each interviewee said that 
their workflows will definitely change in some way when social-distancing restrictions are lifted. In 
this section, we provide an outline of the possible changes that will occur in TV and video 
production.

I01 said that they would consider working from home when it comes to small projects, that is, 
short videos and stories, because small projects can be done completely remotely, without physical 
meetings with other participants. I06 speculated about the need for TV companies to have all the 
workers they used to have in the office:

Right now, there is less than one-third of the people inside a building, and they do exactly the same level of 
production, so why should all those people be back in the building? Is there a reason for that? Is there a reason 
for all these people to travel again? To be in the car in a traffic jam? 

Others, though, said they would prefer to return to the work in the studio “because we need to 
work as one team” (I08). However, that does not imply that their workflows will remain intact. I05 
agreed with that, saying that it is easier to have work discussions and meetings face-to-face.

I08 suggested that their production company will rely more on mobile-produced content, that is, 
footage filmed with mobile phones by journalists, pro-ams, and amateurs. This more generalistic 
approach to TV production, which demonstrated its viability during the pandemic, is something that 
TV companies will look for in their personnel. For example, I11, whom we quoted previously, is 
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You have to deal with every single connection now. I have some color correction tools here, and I could do a 
live color correction to make it a little bit better, but it’s still … you have what you have. (I10) 
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more interested in finding new, creative ideas to implement and is more interested in people with 
YouTube production experience than those with a traditional production background. I06 expanded 
on this topic, saying that the hyper-specialization of TV professionals (“vertical knowledge” [see 
earlier quote]) is a major problem for TV companies, including how it will be addressed in the future 
by hiring more multiskilled workers.

I11 also speculated that TV companies would be looking for video workers who possess more 
diverse skill sets and are familiar with nonprofessional and pro-am production tools and workflows, 
such as YouTubers and livestreamers, because TV companies are starting to accept the quality that 
amateur/nonspecialized tools provide:

This is what the broadcaster will look for in the future. In terms of the broadcast quality, in the last three 
months, everybody was using Skype on a mobile phone because the content wins over what you see. The 
content is much more important than the quality you show. 

Over the course of the pandemic, automation has become more and more popular and promi-
nent. For example, several big TV companies with which I10 works have gone completely automatic 
over the course of just several months.

I06 said that there is an ongoing discussion among professionals: “We talk much more about 
remote production, especially for sports.” I11 speculated about the future of remote production, 
remarking that not needing to travel to film an event would possibly become “a new norm” if the 
online event format maintains its popularity in the future:

I feel like people are fond of these online events. We no longer have to travel to attend conferences. It’s much 
cheaper and much easier to organize and that’s why we are looking at a more long-term plan for how we can 
move forward without all these restrictions and without tying down our studio resources for this. 

Aside from events, conducting interviews will also happen online more frequently

Our reporters no longer conduct interviews out in the field. As much as possible, they try to do it via Zoom, so 
they’re able to record it on their PC and send it to be edited. I think that those are some changes that would 
remain, but of course when it comes to our VIPs, we will still send a crew down to do the interview, but I don’t 
really see us reversing any new changes that we implemented during this period. (I11) 

The problem of limited resources, such as fewer incoming video sources (e.g., Skype calls) is 
addressed by the shift in technologies that continues to happen during the pandemic. In particular, 
there has been a shift from hardware-restricted to software-based protocols, as I04 elaborated:

This is where we are going, and then we can talk about the NDI and the future. I don’t know if it [the future] is 
the NDI, but it’s not SDI [serial digital interface] anymore. SDI, I think, will just disappear very slowly. We still 
have some years with this SDI because the whole world is using SDI. It’s not [going to change] in one day. 

Another possible shift that is being adopted in some companies but not yet embraced by big TV 
studios is the employment of cloud-based production tools, which allow TV workers to produce 
content from various locations via the Internet. It is suggested that cloud-based production tech-
nologies can dramatically change the work for TV professionals:

If you’re in the US and you have the best person to do the task, but he lives in LA and you have to fly him over 
to New York four times a week to do that task because he likes living in LA, suddenly [by using the cloud] he 
doesn’t have to fly anymore. (I05) 

With these newly established remote workflows, participation that does not require traveling 
becomes more readily available. The benefits from cloud-based technologies are apparent, as they 
allow production to be scaled according to requirements:

The power of software is that it allows you to have either one copy running or fifty copies running on [the 
cloud platform]. […] You can scale up and down based on the needs of one specific day. (I06) 

However, not all TV companies are ready to adopt cloud-based production due to cybersecurity 
concerns:
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It’s very interesting software, but our concern is always cybersecurity. We are a national broadcaster; our 
cybersecurity measures are very strict. Even internally in the building, we have a lot of restrictions, let alone 
producing a show from an outside location and tapping into our network. Those are some of the challenges that 
we will experience if we explore this route, but definitely, it is something that we want to look into. (I11) 

In sum, our interviewees agree that after COVID-19 pandemic is over, TV production companies 
will change their working practices and accept more general public technologies in their production 
workflows, as well as new technologies, such as cloud-based, which allow remote workflows.

5. Discussion and implications

The statistics of live news broadcast during the pandemic shows (Castriota et al., 2020) an increased 
demand for live news TV. At the same time, the restrictions on social distancing meant that some of 
the previously available production resources are no longer available, which represents a challenge 
for the industry i.e., the COVID-19 challenge. In the following, we discuss how the TV industry 
address it through redistribution and automation, as well as the long-term implications of these 
strategies and how they interact.

5.1. Addressing the COVID-19 challenge

As argued by Guribye and Nyre (2017), live TV productions depend on an ecology of advanced and 
specialized equipment and tools, which are used in various workflows and organizations. The 
strategies selected add to the ecology of tools for TV production (Guribye & Nyre, 2017) in different 
ways, drawing on alterations of social practice as well as changes in the use of technology. In the 
following we summarize the identified general strategies, i.e., automation and redistribution.

5.1.1. Redistribution of work, control, and skills
In CSCW and HCI the concept of remote work is important to denote how mediated interaction 
across distance is happening (Karis et al., 2016; Koehne et al., 2012). Instead, we use the term 
“redistribution” to characterize what in many cases are adoption of remote work in live TV 
production. The concept is more encompassing than remote work and is meant to emphasize how 
practices change and how these changes involve more than adopting remote work per se and specific 
video conferencing tools. The concept of redistribution of work characterizes how practices are 
changing over many dimensions, and in particular it denotes the imposed and temporary adapta-
tions done as a response to the social distancing measurements.

In this case, redistribution introduces new tools and practices into the ecology, i.e. ubiquitous 
Internet services. The use of Internet services such as social media for user-generated content, which 
lately has come to include video content, is abundant. When camerawork is redistributed to 
journalists, guests and other nonprofessional operators, it draws on this widespread literacy. The 
TV industry hooks into a different ecology of tools which includes general-purpose devices such as 
mobile phones.

In the studio, the remaining staff stuck to their traditional tasks but spread out in the office 
building, which was made possible by the use of voice communication technologies. The story is 
different when it comes to professional work outside of the studios. Here, the journalists had to learn 
new skills when camerapersons were no longer available. This shift from specialized tasks to 
multiskilling follows a trend that has been long discussed in research (Kumar & Haneef, 2018; 
Nygren, 2014; Phillips et al., 2009) and where there has been a discussion on the barriers to such a 
change.

Another, more remarkable, redistribution of work occurred outside the studios, when guests in 
TV shows were asked to film themselves. They instruct their remote guests on how to sit in front of 
the camera and where to sit in the room in relation to light and sound sources. In some cases, they 
send special hardware kits with light sources and cameras and provide detailed instructions 
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regarding how to use those kits to ensure the good quality of the produced content. In these cases, 
the professional work of an entire team was redistributed to a nonprofessional person behind the 
camera.

The redistributions occurring outside the studios also came with new demands, that is, providing 
journalists and participants with new skills. Journalists were provided with short courses where they 
were taught how to use their mobile phone to film the footage by themselves. Nonetheless, it was 
noted that the redistribution depended on learned skills that had been acquired in situations other 
than during formal education. Interviewees noted that during the pandemic, the redistribution could 
draw upon the fact that skills in using Internet services and mobile devices were ubiquitous. This was 
evident in I04 stating that all journalists these days know how to use an “application.”

Still, we argue that the extent to which it depends on an increased familiarity of users, outside of 
the studios, needs to be recognized. Internet users have become increasingly proficient in photo-
graphy through using services such as Instagram and Facebook (Juhlin, Zoric et al., 2014). They are 
even becoming skilled in producing moving image productions through videoconferencing services, 
Twitch, YouTube, and so on (Hamilton et al., 2014; Yarosh et al., 2016). Thus, the redistribution 
depended on the skills acquired for reasons unrelated to TV production.

The redistribution of specialized technical tasks, such as from camerapersons to journalists and 
nonprofessionals, implies that professionals decrease their control over broadcasts and must tolerate 
other standards that are more aligned with Internet practices, such as a TV host needing to share the 
local network with a gamer. A similar shift of control also occurred with the increased use of Internet 
services in broadcasts, such as videoconferencing technologies (e.g., Skype and Zoom). It is notable 
how these Internet service providers swiftly adapted their protocols to make them accessible for TV 
technologies such as NDI when the latter needed it during the first phases of the pandemic.

We also note that graphics production might have been distributed in the office facilities of the 
broadcast studio to meet social-distancing requirements, but the technology remains under control 
of the traditional broadcasting ecosystems. When camerawork, lighting, audio recording, and so on 
are shifted to ubiquitously available technologies and production is redistributed from specialists to 
multiskilled professionals and even to amateurs, it is argued by our interviewees that graphic 
production will continue to distinguish broadcast TV from online video production.

5.1.2. Automation, planning and error reduction
Automation is a prevailing trend that becomes increasingly available in studio work, when the 
industry implements standard digital technologies of various kinds, i.e. technologies which can be 
used for TV production through software applications. It draws on a shift from specialized digital 
hardware to general-purpose hardware, as well as on new specialized communication protocols that 
can be used on the Internet.

Previously, such automation has met resistance in the TV industry since, as noted by our 
interviewees, TV workers were “afraid” and “felt very handicapped.” This experience of lack of 
capability and control over the production process might stem from the transition from continuous 
operation to implicit interaction with an automated system (Fröhlich et al., 2020). However, the 
imposed social distancing restrictions seem to have decreased institutional hesitations. We’ve been 
told about major TV companies automating much of their production during the pandemic.

Automation changes the “normal” working process, as TV workers have to adopt new workflows 
that require much more work in the preproduction phase. For example, workers are required to plan 
the work and develop scripts for automation systems, that is end-user programming (Fröhlich et al.,  
2020), and establish backup systems and breakdown-handling procedures. Thus, the production 
process becomes more formalized. This formalization should also be approached with caution, as it 
might overlook how the emergent work requires due process (Gerson & Star, 1986) and articulation 
work (Schmidt & Bannon, 1992), notwithstanding how detailed the formal representations are 
(Suchman, 1993). This formalization also reduces the room for human errors during live broadcast 
as production automation implies TV workers giving control over broadcast to a machine that 
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executes a set of predetermined commands. The participants in our study claimed that automation 
actually reduced the number of errors. We do not know, however, if the errors are getting more or 
less severe. Further, as I10 mentioned, there is a need for establishing complex backup systems and 
finding substitute workers rapidly in the case of automation system breakdown. At the same time, 
our informants say that automation allows TV companies to redistribute workers, who are now freed 
from continuous operating by automation, between productions and can produce more content as a 
substitutive activity (Fröhlich et al., 2020).

In sum, taking automation and redistribution into account, we see that the handling of the 
COVID-19 challenge has a broader impact on the work outside of the studio than inside. The studio 
workspace seems to be a resource that is used to resist multiskilling, or a barrier, if the trend is seen 
as positive.

5.2. Long term implications for TV workflows

The question is then what will stay of these changes and what will go back to how it was before the 
pandemic. In other terms, the COVID-19 restrictions on social distancing can be seen as a push 
(Nimako & Ntim, 2013) that fuels those trends. But what happens when this push is no longer 
available? We have identified a number of topics that can either pull, or more vaguely “moore,” 
(Stimson & McCrea, 2004) the industry back toward its traditional workflow. The factors that pull 
the industry toward both automation and redistribution includes those of availability of general- 
purpose technology; multi-tasking, wide skilling and changed viewing experiences. The factors that 
“moore” the work flows back into traditional studio work include lack in skills, need of control and 
data security.

5.2.1. Factors that push the workflows toward redistribution and automation
We argue that the TV industry will continue to be pushed in the current direction because of 
changes in technology, production, and viewing practices. As mentioned above, both automation 
and redistribution, from a technical perspective, draw on a shift from specialized to general-purpose 
technologies.

This shift lowers the costs of TV production but also makes it possible to do new things, e.g., 
scripting studio work in software or a more mobile journalistic practice. From a production practice 
perspective, there is a push by an increasing number of producers who are getting skilled in live video 
broadcasting online (Hamilton et al., 2014). From a viewer’s perspective, there is another push that 
supports the redistribution trend. As I10 noted, the TV industry has always striven for higher 
broadcast quality. However, the Internet ecology has created viewing experiences with lower image 
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remote locations. This redistribution introduces new uncertainty as the production will rely heavily 
on public infrastructure, the Internet.

5.2.3. Interdependecies
We have previously discussed automation and redistribution either as parallel trends, or in some 
sense even dependent on the same underlying Internet technology. In the following we will discuss if 
there are characteristics that make it difficult for both to sit together at the same time. We learned 
that both emerged as strategies to address the Covid-challenge. But will they continue to emerge side 
by side or are they affecting each other? This is perhaps the most critical topic to address for the 
industry. Automation is very much an insiders’ trend where the professional TV producers pro-
gramme the machines to do their routine work. Such routines emerge out of their standardized 
practices when making a recurrent broadcast. The redistribution trend is rather decreasing the 
professionals’ control of the broadcast and increasing the uncertainty as to what will happen in 
the broadcast. Hence, automation is less likely to be of use in these situations.

Thus, on a general level, these trends are of a different kind. Automation and redistribution do 
not really go together hand in hand because automation is giving control to machines and 
formalizing the workflows, whereas redistribution implies that TV professionals lose control to 
other people, who are less trained and operate in unpredictable settings. It can create an opposition: 
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to participate in the live video content production. These interactions between video producers and 
consumers and practices and social norms around them have been addressed in HCI and CSCW 
research (Abokhodair et al., 2015; Hamilton et al., 2014). Interaction with the live audience entails 
development and maintenance of audience management mechanisms which help broadcasters 
keeping track of the audience history, aggregating and visualizing various data, and categorizing 
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ABSTRACT
This paper explores the design space of collaborative video editing
through a series of design workshops with video editors. Collabora-
tive video editing can be supported by adding awareness features or
other well-known collaborative features found in existing software
and introducing new features designed specifically for video editing
software. The paper identifies different design concepts that illus-
trate how such collaborative features can be included in non-linear
video editing software and discusses the challenges of introducing
such features. Some design concepts are explicitly inspired by exist-
ing collaborative tools. However, we suggest that introducing such
features might not be straightforward. In other cases, alternative
abstract representations of time-based media might be necessary
to support collaborative video editing.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing→ Collaborative interaction;
Collaborative content creation; Graphical user interfaces.

KEYWORDS
video editing, collaborative video work, video production, user
interface design
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1 INTRODUCTION
Video editing is a complex activity embedded in a social setting,
including collaborators with different roles and skillsets, such as
montage, colour correction, sound levelling and graphics produc-
tion [3]. At the same time, the editing per se is most often done in
solitude by a single person, and the supporting software is primarily
designed for an individual user. Through a number of participatory
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design sessions, we investigate challenges and opportunities in
enabling online collaboration in video editing.

Video editing software has a specific challenge that it tries to
address -— how to represent the temporal dimension of media and
allow its manipulation [28, 37]. Existing video editing software,
such as Adobe Premiere and Apple Final Cut, utilises abstract rep-
resentations and metaphors, such as a timeline and thumbnails
[16, 17]. The timeline is commonly a horizontal representation of
the temporal dimension, going from left to right. In the timeline,
media elements, such as clips and images, are often represented
as rectangles, with the length of a rectangle representing the dura-
tion of the media. The media elements are often supplemented by
thumbnails demonstrating a frame from a clip [16]. This abstract
representation presents limited information about the underlying
video and mediates the editing of vital aspects of the video such as
narrative, movement and sound. Thus video editors are required to
repeatedly recall and review the video during the editing process
to see and evaluate the results of their editing [16, 32, 34].

Given the emergence of new ways of working, such as remote
work in TV and video production automation [15, 24, 31], as well
as the availability of new technologies, there is a growing interest
in the industry in the development of video workflows that would
support online collaboration and concurrent video editing. Video
production used to be exclusive to large organisations due to its high
cost. New ways of producing video content have emerged as both
high-speed communications networks and production tools have
become cheaper and more readily available for distribution. It has
become more affordable to conduct editing at multiple places due
to the emergence of inexpensive digital video recorders and non-
linear video editing software [22]. Furthermore, the introduction of
social distancing rules during the COVID-19 pandemic forced TV
and video professionals to adapt to the new ways of working and
to tackle the idea of cloud-based video work [31]. In sum, there is a
growing mismatch between the collaborative production setting
and the individualised functionality of the editing software [34].

The topic of supporting collaborative video editing is further
inspired by research on collaborative tools for other types of me-
dia production. Examples include research to make writing [1, 13],
music creation [4, 5] and drawing [21, 40] collaborative. Further,
research in the area of Computer-Supported Collaborative Work
(CSCW) [38] has shown the importance of “workspace awareness”
[8, 11, 20] in real-time distributed collaborative work. Gutwin and
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designsessions,weinvestigatechallengesandopportunitiesin
enablingonlinecollaborationinvideoediting.

Videoeditingsoftwarehasaspecificchallengethatittriesto
address-—howtorepresentthetemporaldimensionofmediaand
allowitsmanipulation[28,37].Existingvideoeditingsoftware,
suchasAdobePremiereandAppleFinalCut,utilisesabstractrep-
resentationsandmetaphors,suchasatimelineandthumbnails
[16,17].Thetimelineiscommonlyahorizontalrepresentationof
thetemporaldimension,goingfromlefttoright.Inthetimeline,
mediaelements,suchasclipsandimages,areoftenrepresented
asrectangles,withthelengthofarectanglerepresentingthedura-
tionofthemedia.Themediaelementsareoftensupplementedby
thumbnailsdemonstratingaframefromaclip[16].Thisabstract
representationpresentslimitedinformationabouttheunderlying
videoandmediatestheeditingofvitalaspectsofthevideosuchas
narrative,movementandsound.Thusvideoeditorsarerequiredto
repeatedlyrecallandreviewthevideoduringtheeditingprocess
toseeandevaluatetheresultsoftheirediting[16,32,34].

Giventheemergenceofnewwaysofworking,suchasremote
workinTVandvideoproductionautomation[15,24,31],aswell
astheavailabilityofnewtechnologies,thereisagrowinginterest
intheindustryinthedevelopmentofvideoworkflowsthatwould
supportonlinecollaborationandconcurrentvideoediting.Video
productionusedtobeexclusivetolargeorganisationsduetoitshigh
cost.Newwaysofproducingvideocontenthaveemergedasboth
high-speedcommunicationsnetworksandproductiontoolshave
becomecheaperandmorereadilyavailablefordistribution.Ithas
becomemoreaffordabletoconducteditingatmultipleplacesdue
totheemergenceofinexpensivedigitalvideorecordersandnon-
linearvideoeditingsoftware[22].Furthermore,theintroductionof
socialdistancingrulesduringtheCOVID-19pandemicforcedTV
andvideoprofessionalstoadapttothenewwaysofworkingand
totackletheideaofcloud-basedvideowork[31].Insum,thereisa
growingmismatchbetweenthecollaborativeproductionsetting
andtheindividualisedfunctionalityoftheeditingsoftware[34].

Thetopicofsupportingcollaborativevideoeditingisfurther
inspiredbyresearchoncollaborativetoolsforothertypesofme-
diaproduction.Examplesincluderesearchtomakewriting[1,13],
musiccreation[4,5]anddrawing[21,40]collaborative.Further,
researchintheareaofComputer-SupportedCollaborativeWork
(CSCW)[38]hasshowntheimportanceof“workspaceawareness”
[8,11,20]inreal-timedistributedcollaborativework.Gutwinand
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designsessions,weinvestigatechallengesandopportunitiesin
enablingonlinecollaborationinvideoediting.

Videoeditingsoftwarehasaspecificchallengethatittriesto
address-—howtorepresentthetemporaldimensionofmediaand
allowitsmanipulation[28,37].Existingvideoeditingsoftware,
suchasAdobePremiereandAppleFinalCut,utilisesabstractrep-
resentationsandmetaphors,suchasatimelineandthumbnails
[16,17].Thetimelineiscommonlyahorizontalrepresentationof
thetemporaldimension,goingfromlefttoright.Inthetimeline,
mediaelements,suchasclipsandimages,areoftenrepresented
asrectangles,withthelengthofarectanglerepresentingthedura-
tionofthemedia.Themediaelementsareoftensupplementedby
thumbnailsdemonstratingaframefromaclip[16].Thisabstract
representationpresentslimitedinformationabouttheunderlying
videoandmediatestheeditingofvitalaspectsofthevideosuchas
narrative,movementandsound.Thusvideoeditorsarerequiredto
repeatedlyrecallandreviewthevideoduringtheeditingprocess
toseeandevaluatetheresultsoftheirediting[16,32,34].

Giventheemergenceofnewwaysofworking,suchasremote
workinTVandvideoproductionautomation[15,24,31],aswell
astheavailabilityofnewtechnologies,thereisagrowinginterest
intheindustryinthedevelopmentofvideoworkflowsthatwould
supportonlinecollaborationandconcurrentvideoediting.Video
productionusedtobeexclusivetolargeorganisationsduetoitshigh
cost.Newwaysofproducingvideocontenthaveemergedasboth
high-speedcommunicationsnetworksandproductiontoolshave
becomecheaperandmorereadilyavailablefordistribution.Ithas
becomemoreaffordabletoconducteditingatmultipleplacesdue
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totackletheideaofcloud-basedvideowork[31].Insum,thereisa
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andtheindividualisedfunctionalityoftheeditingsoftware[34].

Thetopicofsupportingcollaborativevideoeditingisfurther
inspiredbyresearchoncollaborativetoolsforothertypesofme-
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1 INTRODUCTION
Video editing is a complex activity embedded in a social setting,
including collaborators with different roles and skillsets, such as
montage, colour correction, sound levelling and graphics produc-
tion [3]. At the same time, the editing per se is most often done in
solitude by a single person, and the supporting software is primarily
designed for an individual user. Through a number of participatory
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design sessions, we investigate challenges and opportunities in
enabling online collaboration in video editing.

Video editing software has a specific challenge that it tries to
address -— how to represent the temporal dimension of media and
allow its manipulation [28, 37]. Existing video editing software,
such as Adobe Premiere and Apple Final Cut, utilises abstract rep-
resentations and metaphors, such as a timeline and thumbnails
[16, 17]. The timeline is commonly a horizontal representation of
the temporal dimension, going from left to right. In the timeline,
media elements, such as clips and images, are often represented
as rectangles, with the length of a rectangle representing the dura-
tion of the media. The media elements are often supplemented by
thumbnails demonstrating a frame from a clip [16]. This abstract
representation presents limited information about the underlying
video and mediates the editing of vital aspects of the video such as
narrative, movement and sound. Thus video editors are required to
repeatedly recall and review the video during the editing process
to see and evaluate the results of their editing [16, 32, 34].

Given the emergence of new ways of working, such as remote
work in TV and video production automation [15, 24, 31], as well
as the availability of new technologies, there is a growing interest
in the industry in the development of video workflows that would
support online collaboration and concurrent video editing. Video
production used to be exclusive to large organisations due to its high
cost. New ways of producing video content have emerged as both
high-speed communications networks and production tools have
become cheaper and more readily available for distribution. It has
become more affordable to conduct editing at multiple places due
to the emergence of inexpensive digital video recorders and non-
linear video editing software [22]. Furthermore, the introduction of
social distancing rules during the COVID-19 pandemic forced TV
and video professionals to adapt to the new ways of working and
to tackle the idea of cloud-based video work [31]. In sum, there is a
growing mismatch between the collaborative production setting
and the individualised functionality of the editing software [34].

The topic of supporting collaborative video editing is further
inspired by research on collaborative tools for other types of me-
dia production. Examples include research to make writing [1, 13],
music creation [4, 5] and drawing [21, 40] collaborative. Further,
research in the area of Computer-Supported Collaborative Work
(CSCW) [38] has shown the importance of “workspace awareness”
[8, 11, 20] in real-time distributed collaborative work. Gutwin and
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design sessions, we investigate challenges and opportunities in
enabling online collaboration in video editing.

Video editing software has a specific challenge that it tries to
address -— how to represent the temporal dimension of media and
allow its manipulation [28, 37]. Existing video editing software,
such as Adobe Premiere and Apple Final Cut, utilises abstract rep-
resentations and metaphors, such as a timeline and thumbnails
[16, 17]. The timeline is commonly a horizontal representation of
the temporal dimension, going from left to right. In the timeline,
media elements, such as clips and images, are often represented
as rectangles, with the length of a rectangle representing the dura-
tion of the media. The media elements are often supplemented by
thumbnails demonstrating a frame from a clip [16]. This abstract
representation presents limited information about the underlying
video and mediates the editing of vital aspects of the video such as
narrative, movement and sound. Thus video editors are required to
repeatedly recall and review the video during the editing process
to see and evaluate the results of their editing [16, 32, 34].

Given the emergence of new ways of working, such as remote
work in TV and video production automation [15, 24, 31], as well
as the availability of new technologies, there is a growing interest
in the industry in the development of video workflows that would
support online collaboration and concurrent video editing. Video
production used to be exclusive to large organisations due to its high
cost. New ways of producing video content have emerged as both
high-speed communications networks and production tools have
become cheaper and more readily available for distribution. It has
become more affordable to conduct editing at multiple places due
to the emergence of inexpensive digital video recorders and non-
linear video editing software [22]. Furthermore, the introduction of
social distancing rules during the COVID-19 pandemic forced TV
and video professionals to adapt to the new ways of working and
to tackle the idea of cloud-based video work [31]. In sum, there is a
growing mismatch between the collaborative production setting
and the individualised functionality of the editing software [34].

The topic of supporting collaborative video editing is further
inspired by research on collaborative tools for other types of me-
dia production. Examples include research to make writing [1, 13],
music creation [4, 5] and drawing [21, 40] collaborative. Further,
research in the area of Computer-Supported Collaborative Work
(CSCW) [38] has shown the importance of “workspace awareness”
[8, 11, 20] in real-time distributed collaborative work. Gutwin and
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includingcollaboratorswithdifferentrolesandskillsets,suchas
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designsessions,weinvestigatechallengesandopportunitiesin
enablingonlinecollaborationinvideoediting.

Videoeditingsoftwarehasaspecificchallengethatittriesto
address-—howtorepresentthetemporaldimensionofmediaand
allowitsmanipulation[28,37].Existingvideoeditingsoftware,
suchasAdobePremiereandAppleFinalCut,utilisesabstractrep-
resentationsandmetaphors,suchasatimelineandthumbnails
[16,17].Thetimelineiscommonlyahorizontalrepresentationof
thetemporaldimension,goingfromlefttoright.Inthetimeline,
mediaelements,suchasclipsandimages,areoftenrepresented
asrectangles,withthelengthofarectanglerepresentingthedura-
tionofthemedia.Themediaelementsareoftensupplementedby
thumbnailsdemonstratingaframefromaclip[16].Thisabstract
representationpresentslimitedinformationabouttheunderlying
videoandmediatestheeditingofvitalaspectsofthevideosuchas
narrative,movementandsound.Thusvideoeditorsarerequiredto
repeatedlyrecallandreviewthevideoduringtheeditingprocess
toseeandevaluatetheresultsoftheirediting[16,32,34].

Giventheemergenceofnewwaysofworking,suchasremote
workinTVandvideoproductionautomation[15,24,31],aswell
astheavailabilityofnewtechnologies,thereisagrowinginterest
intheindustryinthedevelopmentofvideoworkflowsthatwould
supportonlinecollaborationandconcurrentvideoediting.Video
productionusedtobeexclusivetolargeorganisationsduetoitshigh
cost.Newwaysofproducingvideocontenthaveemergedasboth
high-speedcommunicationsnetworksandproductiontoolshave
becomecheaperandmorereadilyavailablefordistribution.Ithas
becomemoreaffordabletoconducteditingatmultipleplacesdue
totheemergenceofinexpensivedigitalvideorecordersandnon-
linearvideoeditingsoftware[22].Furthermore,theintroductionof
socialdistancingrulesduringtheCOVID-19pandemicforcedTV
andvideoprofessionalstoadapttothenewwaysofworkingand
totackletheideaofcloud-basedvideowork[31].Insum,thereisa
growingmismatchbetweenthecollaborativeproductionsetting
andtheindividualisedfunctionalityoftheeditingsoftware[34].

Thetopicofsupportingcollaborativevideoeditingisfurther
inspiredbyresearchoncollaborativetoolsforothertypesofme-
diaproduction.Examplesincluderesearchtomakewriting[1,13],
musiccreation[4,5]anddrawing[21,40]collaborative.Further,
researchintheareaofComputer-SupportedCollaborativeWork
(CSCW)[38]hasshowntheimportanceof“workspaceawareness”
[8,11,20]inreal-timedistributedcollaborativework.Gutwinand
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1INTRODUCTION
Videoeditingisacomplexactivityembeddedinasocialsetting,
includingcollaboratorswithdifferentrolesandskillsets,suchas
montage,colourcorrection,soundlevellingandgraphicsproduc-
tion[3].Atthesametime,theeditingperseismostoftendonein
solitudebyasingleperson,andthesupportingsoftwareisprimarily
designedforanindividualuser.Throughanumberofparticipatory
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designsessions,weinvestigatechallengesandopportunitiesin
enablingonlinecollaborationinvideoediting.

Videoeditingsoftwarehasaspecificchallengethatittriesto
address-—howtorepresentthetemporaldimensionofmediaand
allowitsmanipulation[28,37].Existingvideoeditingsoftware,
suchasAdobePremiereandAppleFinalCut,utilisesabstractrep-
resentationsandmetaphors,suchasatimelineandthumbnails
[16,17].Thetimelineiscommonlyahorizontalrepresentationof
thetemporaldimension,goingfromlefttoright.Inthetimeline,
mediaelements,suchasclipsandimages,areoftenrepresented
asrectangles,withthelengthofarectanglerepresentingthedura-
tionofthemedia.Themediaelementsareoftensupplementedby
thumbnailsdemonstratingaframefromaclip[16].Thisabstract
representationpresentslimitedinformationabouttheunderlying
videoandmediatestheeditingofvitalaspectsofthevideosuchas
narrative,movementandsound.Thusvideoeditorsarerequiredto
repeatedlyrecallandreviewthevideoduringtheeditingprocess
toseeandevaluatetheresultsoftheirediting[16,32,34].

Giventheemergenceofnewwaysofworking,suchasremote
workinTVandvideoproductionautomation[15,24,31],aswell
astheavailabilityofnewtechnologies,thereisagrowinginterest
intheindustryinthedevelopmentofvideoworkflowsthatwould
supportonlinecollaborationandconcurrentvideoediting.Video
productionusedtobeexclusivetolargeorganisationsduetoitshigh
cost.Newwaysofproducingvideocontenthaveemergedasboth
high-speedcommunicationsnetworksandproductiontoolshave
becomecheaperandmorereadilyavailablefordistribution.Ithas
becomemoreaffordabletoconducteditingatmultipleplacesdue
totheemergenceofinexpensivedigitalvideorecordersandnon-
linearvideoeditingsoftware[22].Furthermore,theintroductionof
socialdistancingrulesduringtheCOVID-19pandemicforcedTV
andvideoprofessionalstoadapttothenewwaysofworkingand
totackletheideaofcloud-basedvideowork[31].Insum,thereisa
growingmismatchbetweenthecollaborativeproductionsetting
andtheindividualisedfunctionalityoftheeditingsoftware[34].

Thetopicofsupportingcollaborativevideoeditingisfurther
inspiredbyresearchoncollaborativetoolsforothertypesofme-
diaproduction.Examplesincluderesearchtomakewriting[1,13],
musiccreation[4,5]anddrawing[21,40]collaborative.Further,
researchintheareaofComputer-SupportedCollaborativeWork
(CSCW)[38]hasshowntheimportanceof“workspaceawareness”
[8,11,20]inreal-timedistributedcollaborativework.Gutwinand
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Greenberg [20] suggest that user interface (UI) design should pro-
vide users with information about the state of the shared workspace
by answering questions in several categories, such as “Who is
present?”, “What are they doing?” and “Where are they working?”
[20].

When collaborators are continuously cognisant of each other’s
ongoing work, it helps them coordinate and adapt to each other. The
focus on concrete and ongoing practical details in work settings has
led to the generation of new applications and services [23, 31, 36].
Additionally, CSCW has over the years also identified a number of
challenges in designing for collaboration [7, 18, 19, 27].

The topic of collaborative video editing has already attracted
interest in the area of human-computer interaction (HCI), and then
in the part of video editing that is currently most concretely about
collaboration, that is, the reviewing [32, 34]. We argue that there
is a potential to expand existing research on collaborative video
reviewing by providing a broader perspective on the possibilities
for collaborative editing, including features that are anchored in the
concept of workspace awareness. In this paper, we focus on how we
can redesign existing non-linear video editing software to include
collaborative features and support new collaborative workflows.

To address the question, we carried out this study in two steps.
First, we invited twenty persons to take part in five design sessions
to generate a set of design ideas on the topic of awareness support
in video editing. The participants ranged from media students to
professional editors. The sessions resulted in design concepts such
as “Time Slot Separation” and “Scaffolding.” Second, we analysed the
discussions around the concepts and identified high-level themes
such as “focus” and “resemblance” that put said concepts in the
context of their potential uses.

In our analysis, we identify challenges of enabling collaboration
in video editing, such as the need to account for potential distrac-
tions introduced by new elements of the user interface. The analysis
shows how some challenges go beyond those found in other shared
workspace applications (such as collaborative writing tools, e.g.,
Google Docs) because the video editors work with abstract repre-
sentations of media (the timeline) and the complexity this adds to
the workspace.

2 COLLABORATIVE VIDEO WORK: PREVIOUS
RESEARCH AND EXISTING TOOLS

There is a strong interest in enabling collaborative video work in
the industry illustrated by the emergence of multiple tools such as
frame.io1, ftrack2 and ReviewStudio3. These services allow upload-
ing or casting a video or other media to remote participants and
gathering feedback through annotations and online video sessions.
They also all aim to enable collaborative reviewing. These tools,
however, do not support multiple video editors to work collabora-
tively in a shared workspace.

There are attempts to create collaborative video editing software.
Service motionbox.io4 provides a simplified web-based video edit-
ing tool that allows multiple participants to work on the same video

1https://frame.io/
2https://www.ftrack.com/
3https://www.reviewstudio.com/
4https://motionbox.io

project simultaneously. However, the service is still under devel-
opment and does not provide any specific collaborative features
that would help co-editors to communicate and coordinate their
activities.

Some professional video editing suites, such as Avid Media Com-
poser and DaVinci Resolve, allow multiple participants to work
on the same project by locking certain parts of the project. This
feature is known as “bin locking.” It implies that only one user can
manipulate elements of video, that is, clips, that are inside the bin
– a virtual folder, while other users can access the bin in a read-
only mode. DaVinci Resolve also includes a built-in chat to enable
communication between video production team members5.

In research, there have been multiple attempts to design, pro-
totype and develop collaborative systems for video work when it
comes to technological viability, means of interaction and reviewing
practices.

As early as 2006, Fonseca and Carrapatoso [14] provided a paper
that argued for the potential of collaborative video editing given
new Internet technologies. The topic was motivated by achieve-
ments in the research area of CSCW. They argued that collaborative
activities, such as communication, sharing and joint visualisations,
could be of benefit also in video editing. Their study showed that
the idea was technologically viable, but at the same time stated
that: “The implementation of a complete cooperative video editing
tool is a quite complex task and would require the involvement of
a large multidisciplinary team.”

The technical viability of collaborative video editing was further
demonstrated by Klokmose et al. [25], who presented a web-based
toolkit “Videostrates.” The toolkit provided the basis for the devel-
opment of collaborative video tools with personalised interfaces
that are tailored towards specific tasks, and emphasised the need
for further investigation of real-time collaboration around video.

The possibility of digital video editing sparked further design re-
search on the means of interaction with video. Although the media
is visual and aural, it was argued that editing could be collabora-
tive and allow mutual awareness if making cuts and realigning the
time sequences became more tactile. Taylor et al. [41] presented a
tabletop editing system named VideoPlay, which presented video
clips in the form of plastic tiles and allowed their combination into
video sequences. The prototype aimed to make the video editing
experience playful and more engaging and allowed several people
to work on the video. Zigelbaum et al. [43] presented a prototype
that aimed to combine the benefits of traditional linear and more
modern non-linear video editing. The prototype presented video
clips as plastic tokens, allowing participants to rearrange them in
order to create a coherent video. Terrenghi et al. [42] designed an
interactive tabletop application for collaborative video editing that
aimed to enable video work as a spontaneous activity, allowing all
interested parties to be involved in the editing process. Another
tangible video editor prototype was presented by Merz et al. [29],
who aimed to create a more engaging video editing experience for
school children and promote digital storytelling literacy. Similarly
to previous works, the prototype required participants to be physi-
cally present in the same space and was limited in its video editing
functionality.

5https://www.blackmagicdesign.com/no/products/davinciresolve/collaboration
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Greenberg[20]suggestthatuserinterface(UI)designshouldpro-
videuserswithinformationaboutthestateofthesharedworkspace
byansweringquestionsinseveralcategories,suchas“Whois
present?”,“Whataretheydoing?”and“Wherearetheyworking?”
[20].

Whencollaboratorsarecontinuouslycognisantofeachother’s
ongoingwork,ithelpsthemcoordinateandadapttoeachother.The
focusonconcreteandongoingpracticaldetailsinworksettingshas
ledtothegenerationofnewapplicationsandservices[23,31,36].
Additionally,CSCWhasovertheyearsalsoidentifiedanumberof
challengesindesigningforcollaboration[7,18,19,27].

Thetopicofcollaborativevideoeditinghasalreadyattracted
interestintheareaofhuman-computerinteraction(HCI),andthen
inthepartofvideoeditingthatiscurrentlymostconcretelyabout
collaboration,thatis,thereviewing[32,34].Wearguethatthere
isapotentialtoexpandexistingresearchoncollaborativevideo
reviewingbyprovidingabroaderperspectiveonthepossibilities
forcollaborativeediting,includingfeaturesthatareanchoredinthe
conceptofworkspaceawareness.Inthispaper,wefocusonhowwe
canredesignexistingnon-linearvideoeditingsoftwaretoinclude
collaborativefeaturesandsupportnewcollaborativeworkflows.

Toaddressthequestion,wecarriedoutthisstudyintwosteps.
First,weinvitedtwentypersonstotakepartinfivedesignsessions
togenerateasetofdesignideasonthetopicofawarenesssupport
invideoediting.Theparticipantsrangedfrommediastudentsto
professionaleditors.Thesessionsresultedindesignconceptssuch
as“TimeSlotSeparation”and“Scaffolding.”Second,weanalysedthe
discussionsaroundtheconceptsandidentifiedhigh-levelthemes
suchas“focus”and“resemblance”thatputsaidconceptsinthe
contextoftheirpotentialuses.

Inouranalysis,weidentifychallengesofenablingcollaboration
invideoediting,suchastheneedtoaccountforpotentialdistrac-
tionsintroducedbynewelementsoftheuserinterface.Theanalysis
showshowsomechallengesgobeyondthosefoundinothershared
workspaceapplications(suchascollaborativewritingtools,e.g.,
GoogleDocs)becausethevideoeditorsworkwithabstractrepre-
sentationsofmedia(thetimeline)andthecomplexitythisaddsto
theworkspace.

2COLLABORATIVEVIDEOWORK:PREVIOUS
RESEARCHANDEXISTINGTOOLS

Thereisastronginterestinenablingcollaborativevideoworkin
theindustryillustratedbytheemergenceofmultipletoolssuchas
frame.io1,ftrack2andReviewStudio3.Theseservicesallowupload-
ingorcastingavideoorothermediatoremoteparticipantsand
gatheringfeedbackthroughannotationsandonlinevideosessions.
Theyalsoallaimtoenablecollaborativereviewing.Thesetools,
however,donotsupportmultiplevideoeditorstoworkcollabora-
tivelyinasharedworkspace.

Thereareattemptstocreatecollaborativevideoeditingsoftware.
Servicemotionbox.io4providesasimplifiedweb-basedvideoedit-
ingtoolthatallowsmultipleparticipantstoworkonthesamevideo

1https://frame.io/
2https://www.ftrack.com/
3https://www.reviewstudio.com/
4https://motionbox.io

projectsimultaneously.However,theserviceisstillunderdevel-
opmentanddoesnotprovideanyspecificcollaborativefeatures
thatwouldhelpco-editorstocommunicateandcoordinatetheir
activities.

Someprofessionalvideoeditingsuites,suchasAvidMediaCom-
poserandDaVinciResolve,allowmultipleparticipantstowork
onthesameprojectbylockingcertainpartsoftheproject.This
featureisknownas“binlocking.”Itimpliesthatonlyoneusercan
manipulateelementsofvideo,thatis,clips,thatareinsidethebin
–avirtualfolder,whileotheruserscanaccessthebininaread-
onlymode.DaVinciResolvealsoincludesabuilt-inchattoenable
communicationbetweenvideoproductionteammembers5.

Inresearch,therehavebeenmultipleattemptstodesign,pro-
totypeanddevelopcollaborativesystemsforvideoworkwhenit
comestotechnologicalviability,meansofinteractionandreviewing
practices.

Asearlyas2006,FonsecaandCarrapatoso[14]providedapaper
thatarguedforthepotentialofcollaborativevideoeditinggiven
newInternettechnologies.Thetopicwasmotivatedbyachieve-
mentsintheresearchareaofCSCW.Theyarguedthatcollaborative
activities,suchascommunication,sharingandjointvisualisations,
couldbeofbenefitalsoinvideoediting.Theirstudyshowedthat
theideawastechnologicallyviable,butatthesametimestated
that:“Theimplementationofacompletecooperativevideoediting
toolisaquitecomplextaskandwouldrequiretheinvolvementof
alargemultidisciplinaryteam.”

Thetechnicalviabilityofcollaborativevideoeditingwasfurther
demonstratedbyKlokmoseetal.[25],whopresentedaweb-based
toolkit“Videostrates.”Thetoolkitprovidedthebasisforthedevel-
opmentofcollaborativevideotoolswithpersonalisedinterfaces
thataretailoredtowardsspecifictasks,andemphasisedtheneed
forfurtherinvestigationofreal-timecollaborationaroundvideo.

Thepossibilityofdigitalvideoeditingsparkedfurtherdesignre-
searchonthemeansofinteractionwithvideo.Althoughthemedia
isvisualandaural,itwasarguedthateditingcouldbecollabora-
tiveandallowmutualawarenessifmakingcutsandrealigningthe
timesequencesbecamemoretactile.Tayloretal.[41]presenteda
tabletopeditingsystemnamedVideoPlay,whichpresentedvideo
clipsintheformofplastictilesandallowedtheircombinationinto
videosequences.Theprototypeaimedtomakethevideoediting
experienceplayfulandmoreengagingandallowedseveralpeople
toworkonthevideo.Zigelbaumetal.[43]presentedaprototype
thataimedtocombinethebenefitsoftraditionallinearandmore
modernnon-linearvideoediting.Theprototypepresentedvideo
clipsasplastictokens,allowingparticipantstorearrangethemin
ordertocreateacoherentvideo.Terrenghietal.[42]designedan
interactivetabletopapplicationforcollaborativevideoeditingthat
aimedtoenablevideoworkasaspontaneousactivity,allowingall
interestedpartiestobeinvolvedintheeditingprocess.Another
tangiblevideoeditorprototypewaspresentedbyMerzetal.[29],
whoaimedtocreateamoreengagingvideoeditingexperiencefor
schoolchildrenandpromotedigitalstorytellingliteracy.Similarly
topreviousworks,theprototyperequiredparticipantstobephysi-
callypresentinthesamespaceandwaslimitedinitsvideoediting
functionality.

5https://www.blackmagicdesign.com/no/products/davinciresolve/collaboration
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Greenberg [20] suggest that user interface (UI) design should pro-
vide users with information about the state of the shared workspace
by answering questions in several categories, such as “Who is
present?”, “What are they doing?” and “Where are they working?”
[20].

When collaborators are continuously cognisant of each other’s
ongoing work, it helps them coordinate and adapt to each other. The
focus on concrete and ongoing practical details in work settings has
led to the generation of new applications and services [23, 31, 36].
Additionally, CSCW has over the years also identified a number of
challenges in designing for collaboration [7, 18, 19, 27].

The topic of collaborative video editing has already attracted
interest in the area of human-computer interaction (HCI), and then
in the part of video editing that is currently most concretely about
collaboration, that is, the reviewing [32, 34]. We argue that there
is a potential to expand existing research on collaborative video
reviewing by providing a broader perspective on the possibilities
for collaborative editing, including features that are anchored in the
concept of workspace awareness. In this paper, we focus on how we
can redesign existing non-linear video editing software to include
collaborative features and support new collaborative workflows.

To address the question, we carried out this study in two steps.
First, we invited twenty persons to take part in five design sessions
to generate a set of design ideas on the topic of awareness support
in video editing. The participants ranged from media students to
professional editors. The sessions resulted in design concepts such
as “Time Slot Separation” and “Scaffolding.” Second, we analysed the
discussions around the concepts and identified high-level themes
such as “focus” and “resemblance” that put said concepts in the
context of their potential uses.

In our analysis, we identify challenges of enabling collaboration
in video editing, such as the need to account for potential distrac-
tions introduced by new elements of the user interface. The analysis
shows how some challenges go beyond those found in other shared
workspace applications (such as collaborative writing tools, e.g.,
Google Docs) because the video editors work with abstract repre-
sentations of media (the timeline) and the complexity this adds to
the workspace.

2 COLLABORATIVE VIDEO WORK: PREVIOUS
RESEARCH AND EXISTING TOOLS

There is a strong interest in enabling collaborative video work in
the industry illustrated by the emergence of multiple tools such as
frame.io1, ftrack2 and ReviewStudio3. These services allow upload-
ing or casting a video or other media to remote participants and
gathering feedback through annotations and online video sessions.
They also all aim to enable collaborative reviewing. These tools,
however, do not support multiple video editors to work collabora-
tively in a shared workspace.

There are attempts to create collaborative video editing software.
Service motionbox.io4 provides a simplified web-based video edit-
ing tool that allows multiple participants to work on the same video

1https://frame.io/
2https://www.ftrack.com/
3https://www.reviewstudio.com/
4https://motionbox.io

project simultaneously. However, the service is still under devel-
opment and does not provide any specific collaborative features
that would help co-editors to communicate and coordinate their
activities.

Some professional video editing suites, such as Avid Media Com-
poser and DaVinci Resolve, allow multiple participants to work
on the same project by locking certain parts of the project. This
feature is known as “bin locking.” It implies that only one user can
manipulate elements of video, that is, clips, that are inside the bin
– a virtual folder, while other users can access the bin in a read-
only mode. DaVinci Resolve also includes a built-in chat to enable
communication between video production team members5.

In research, there have been multiple attempts to design, pro-
totype and develop collaborative systems for video work when it
comes to technological viability, means of interaction and reviewing
practices.

As early as 2006, Fonseca and Carrapatoso [14] provided a paper
that argued for the potential of collaborative video editing given
new Internet technologies. The topic was motivated by achieve-
ments in the research area of CSCW. They argued that collaborative
activities, such as communication, sharing and joint visualisations,
could be of benefit also in video editing. Their study showed that
the idea was technologically viable, but at the same time stated
that: “The implementation of a complete cooperative video editing
tool is a quite complex task and would require the involvement of
a large multidisciplinary team.”

The technical viability of collaborative video editing was further
demonstrated by Klokmose et al. [25], who presented a web-based
toolkit “Videostrates.” The toolkit provided the basis for the devel-
opment of collaborative video tools with personalised interfaces
that are tailored towards specific tasks, and emphasised the need
for further investigation of real-time collaboration around video.

The possibility of digital video editing sparked further design re-
search on the means of interaction with video. Although the media
is visual and aural, it was argued that editing could be collabora-
tive and allow mutual awareness if making cuts and realigning the
time sequences became more tactile. Taylor et al. [41] presented a
tabletop editing system named VideoPlay, which presented video
clips in the form of plastic tiles and allowed their combination into
video sequences. The prototype aimed to make the video editing
experience playful and more engaging and allowed several people
to work on the video. Zigelbaum et al. [43] presented a prototype
that aimed to combine the benefits of traditional linear and more
modern non-linear video editing. The prototype presented video
clips as plastic tokens, allowing participants to rearrange them in
order to create a coherent video. Terrenghi et al. [42] designed an
interactive tabletop application for collaborative video editing that
aimed to enable video work as a spontaneous activity, allowing all
interested parties to be involved in the editing process. Another
tangible video editor prototype was presented by Merz et al. [29],
who aimed to create a more engaging video editing experience for
school children and promote digital storytelling literacy. Similarly
to previous works, the prototype required participants to be physi-
cally present in the same space and was limited in its video editing
functionality.
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Greenberg [20] suggest that user interface (UI) design should pro-
vide users with information about the state of the shared workspace
by answering questions in several categories, such as “Who is
present?”, “What are they doing?” and “Where are they working?”
[20].

When collaborators are continuously cognisant of each other’s
ongoing work, it helps them coordinate and adapt to each other. The
focus on concrete and ongoing practical details in work settings has
led to the generation of new applications and services [23, 31, 36].
Additionally, CSCW has over the years also identified a number of
challenges in designing for collaboration [7, 18, 19, 27].

The topic of collaborative video editing has already attracted
interest in the area of human-computer interaction (HCI), and then
in the part of video editing that is currently most concretely about
collaboration, that is, the reviewing [32, 34]. We argue that there
is a potential to expand existing research on collaborative video
reviewing by providing a broader perspective on the possibilities
for collaborative editing, including features that are anchored in the
concept of workspace awareness. In this paper, we focus on how we
can redesign existing non-linear video editing software to include
collaborative features and support new collaborative workflows.

To address the question, we carried out this study in two steps.
First, we invited twenty persons to take part in five design sessions
to generate a set of design ideas on the topic of awareness support
in video editing. The participants ranged from media students to
professional editors. The sessions resulted in design concepts such
as “Time Slot Separation” and “Scaffolding.” Second, we analysed the
discussions around the concepts and identified high-level themes
such as “focus” and “resemblance” that put said concepts in the
context of their potential uses.

In our analysis, we identify challenges of enabling collaboration
in video editing, such as the need to account for potential distrac-
tions introduced by new elements of the user interface. The analysis
shows how some challenges go beyond those found in other shared
workspace applications (such as collaborative writing tools, e.g.,
Google Docs) because the video editors work with abstract repre-
sentations of media (the timeline) and the complexity this adds to
the workspace.

2 COLLABORATIVE VIDEO WORK: PREVIOUS
RESEARCH AND EXISTING TOOLS

There is a strong interest in enabling collaborative video work in
the industry illustrated by the emergence of multiple tools such as
frame.io1, ftrack2 and ReviewStudio3. These services allow upload-
ing or casting a video or other media to remote participants and
gathering feedback through annotations and online video sessions.
They also all aim to enable collaborative reviewing. These tools,
however, do not support multiple video editors to work collabora-
tively in a shared workspace.

There are attempts to create collaborative video editing software.
Service motionbox.io4 provides a simplified web-based video edit-
ing tool that allows multiple participants to work on the same video
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project simultaneously. However, the service is still under devel-
opment and does not provide any specific collaborative features
that would help co-editors to communicate and coordinate their
activities.

Some professional video editing suites, such as Avid Media Com-
poser and DaVinci Resolve, allow multiple participants to work
on the same project by locking certain parts of the project. This
feature is known as “bin locking.” It implies that only one user can
manipulate elements of video, that is, clips, that are inside the bin
– a virtual folder, while other users can access the bin in a read-
only mode. DaVinci Resolve also includes a built-in chat to enable
communication between video production team members5.

In research, there have been multiple attempts to design, pro-
totype and develop collaborative systems for video work when it
comes to technological viability, means of interaction and reviewing
practices.

As early as 2006, Fonseca and Carrapatoso [14] provided a paper
that argued for the potential of collaborative video editing given
new Internet technologies. The topic was motivated by achieve-
ments in the research area of CSCW. They argued that collaborative
activities, such as communication, sharing and joint visualisations,
could be of benefit also in video editing. Their study showed that
the idea was technologically viable, but at the same time stated
that: “The implementation of a complete cooperative video editing
tool is a quite complex task and would require the involvement of
a large multidisciplinary team.”

The technical viability of collaborative video editing was further
demonstrated by Klokmose et al. [25], who presented a web-based
toolkit “Videostrates.” The toolkit provided the basis for the devel-
opment of collaborative video tools with personalised interfaces
that are tailored towards specific tasks, and emphasised the need
for further investigation of real-time collaboration around video.

The possibility of digital video editing sparked further design re-
search on the means of interaction with video. Although the media
is visual and aural, it was argued that editing could be collabora-
tive and allow mutual awareness if making cuts and realigning the
time sequences became more tactile. Taylor et al. [41] presented a
tabletop editing system named VideoPlay, which presented video
clips in the form of plastic tiles and allowed their combination into
video sequences. The prototype aimed to make the video editing
experience playful and more engaging and allowed several people
to work on the video. Zigelbaum et al. [43] presented a prototype
that aimed to combine the benefits of traditional linear and more
modern non-linear video editing. The prototype presented video
clips as plastic tokens, allowing participants to rearrange them in
order to create a coherent video. Terrenghi et al. [42] designed an
interactive tabletop application for collaborative video editing that
aimed to enable video work as a spontaneous activity, allowing all
interested parties to be involved in the editing process. Another
tangible video editor prototype was presented by Merz et al. [29],
who aimed to create a more engaging video editing experience for
school children and promote digital storytelling literacy. Similarly
to previous works, the prototype required participants to be physi-
cally present in the same space and was limited in its video editing
functionality.
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Greenberg[20]suggestthatuserinterface(UI)designshouldpro-
videuserswithinformationaboutthestateofthesharedworkspace
byansweringquestionsinseveralcategories,suchas“Whois
present?”,“Whataretheydoing?”and“Wherearetheyworking?”
[20].

Whencollaboratorsarecontinuouslycognisantofeachother’s
ongoingwork,ithelpsthemcoordinateandadapttoeachother.The
focusonconcreteandongoingpracticaldetailsinworksettingshas
ledtothegenerationofnewapplicationsandservices[23,31,36].
Additionally,CSCWhasovertheyearsalsoidentifiedanumberof
challengesindesigningforcollaboration[7,18,19,27].

Thetopicofcollaborativevideoeditinghasalreadyattracted
interestintheareaofhuman-computerinteraction(HCI),andthen
inthepartofvideoeditingthatiscurrentlymostconcretelyabout
collaboration,thatis,thereviewing[32,34].Wearguethatthere
isapotentialtoexpandexistingresearchoncollaborativevideo
reviewingbyprovidingabroaderperspectiveonthepossibilities
forcollaborativeediting,includingfeaturesthatareanchoredinthe
conceptofworkspaceawareness.Inthispaper,wefocusonhowwe
canredesignexistingnon-linearvideoeditingsoftwaretoinclude
collaborativefeaturesandsupportnewcollaborativeworkflows.

Toaddressthequestion,wecarriedoutthisstudyintwosteps.
First,weinvitedtwentypersonstotakepartinfivedesignsessions
togenerateasetofdesignideasonthetopicofawarenesssupport
invideoediting.Theparticipantsrangedfrommediastudentsto
professionaleditors.Thesessionsresultedindesignconceptssuch
as“TimeSlotSeparation”and“Scaffolding.”Second,weanalysedthe
discussionsaroundtheconceptsandidentifiedhigh-levelthemes
suchas“focus”and“resemblance”thatputsaidconceptsinthe
contextoftheirpotentialuses.

Inouranalysis,weidentifychallengesofenablingcollaboration
invideoediting,suchastheneedtoaccountforpotentialdistrac-
tionsintroducedbynewelementsoftheuserinterface.Theanalysis
showshowsomechallengesgobeyondthosefoundinothershared
workspaceapplications(suchascollaborativewritingtools,e.g.,
GoogleDocs)becausethevideoeditorsworkwithabstractrepre-
sentationsofmedia(thetimeline)andthecomplexitythisaddsto
theworkspace.

2COLLABORATIVEVIDEOWORK:PREVIOUS
RESEARCHANDEXISTINGTOOLS

Thereisastronginterestinenablingcollaborativevideoworkin
theindustryillustratedbytheemergenceofmultipletoolssuchas
frame.io1,ftrack2andReviewStudio3.Theseservicesallowupload-
ingorcastingavideoorothermediatoremoteparticipantsand
gatheringfeedbackthroughannotationsandonlinevideosessions.
Theyalsoallaimtoenablecollaborativereviewing.Thesetools,
however,donotsupportmultiplevideoeditorstoworkcollabora-
tivelyinasharedworkspace.

Thereareattemptstocreatecollaborativevideoeditingsoftware.
Servicemotionbox.io4providesasimplifiedweb-basedvideoedit-
ingtoolthatallowsmultipleparticipantstoworkonthesamevideo

1https://frame.io/
2https://www.ftrack.com/
3https://www.reviewstudio.com/
4https://motionbox.io

projectsimultaneously.However,theserviceisstillunderdevel-
opmentanddoesnotprovideanyspecificcollaborativefeatures
thatwouldhelpco-editorstocommunicateandcoordinatetheir
activities.

Someprofessionalvideoeditingsuites,suchasAvidMediaCom-
poserandDaVinciResolve,allowmultipleparticipantstowork
onthesameprojectbylockingcertainpartsoftheproject.This
featureisknownas“binlocking.”Itimpliesthatonlyoneusercan
manipulateelementsofvideo,thatis,clips,thatareinsidethebin
–avirtualfolder,whileotheruserscanaccessthebininaread-
onlymode.DaVinciResolvealsoincludesabuilt-inchattoenable
communicationbetweenvideoproductionteammembers5.

Inresearch,therehavebeenmultipleattemptstodesign,pro-
totypeanddevelopcollaborativesystemsforvideoworkwhenit
comestotechnologicalviability,meansofinteractionandreviewing
practices.

Asearlyas2006,FonsecaandCarrapatoso[14]providedapaper
thatarguedforthepotentialofcollaborativevideoeditinggiven
newInternettechnologies.Thetopicwasmotivatedbyachieve-
mentsintheresearchareaofCSCW.Theyarguedthatcollaborative
activities,suchascommunication,sharingandjointvisualisations,
couldbeofbenefitalsoinvideoediting.Theirstudyshowedthat
theideawastechnologicallyviable,butatthesametimestated
that:“Theimplementationofacompletecooperativevideoediting
toolisaquitecomplextaskandwouldrequiretheinvolvementof
alargemultidisciplinaryteam.”

Thetechnicalviabilityofcollaborativevideoeditingwasfurther
demonstratedbyKlokmoseetal.[25],whopresentedaweb-based
toolkit“Videostrates.”Thetoolkitprovidedthebasisforthedevel-
opmentofcollaborativevideotoolswithpersonalisedinterfaces
thataretailoredtowardsspecifictasks,andemphasisedtheneed
forfurtherinvestigationofreal-timecollaborationaroundvideo.

Thepossibilityofdigitalvideoeditingsparkedfurtherdesignre-
searchonthemeansofinteractionwithvideo.Althoughthemedia
isvisualandaural,itwasarguedthateditingcouldbecollabora-
tiveandallowmutualawarenessifmakingcutsandrealigningthe
timesequencesbecamemoretactile.Tayloretal.[41]presenteda
tabletopeditingsystemnamedVideoPlay,whichpresentedvideo
clipsintheformofplastictilesandallowedtheircombinationinto
videosequences.Theprototypeaimedtomakethevideoediting
experienceplayfulandmoreengagingandallowedseveralpeople
toworkonthevideo.Zigelbaumetal.[43]presentedaprototype
thataimedtocombinethebenefitsoftraditionallinearandmore
modernnon-linearvideoediting.Theprototypepresentedvideo
clipsasplastictokens,allowingparticipantstorearrangethemin
ordertocreateacoherentvideo.Terrenghietal.[42]designedan
interactivetabletopapplicationforcollaborativevideoeditingthat
aimedtoenablevideoworkasaspontaneousactivity,allowingall
interestedpartiestobeinvolvedintheeditingprocess.Another
tangiblevideoeditorprototypewaspresentedbyMerzetal.[29],
whoaimedtocreateamoreengagingvideoeditingexperiencefor
schoolchildrenandpromotedigitalstorytellingliteracy.Similarly
topreviousworks,theprototyperequiredparticipantstobephysi-
callypresentinthesamespaceandwaslimitedinitsvideoediting
functionality.
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present?”,“Whataretheydoing?”and“Wherearetheyworking?”
[20].

Whencollaboratorsarecontinuouslycognisantofeachother’s
ongoingwork,ithelpsthemcoordinateandadapttoeachother.The
focusonconcreteandongoingpracticaldetailsinworksettingshas
ledtothegenerationofnewapplicationsandservices[23,31,36].
Additionally,CSCWhasovertheyearsalsoidentifiedanumberof
challengesindesigningforcollaboration[7,18,19,27].

Thetopicofcollaborativevideoeditinghasalreadyattracted
interestintheareaofhuman-computerinteraction(HCI),andthen
inthepartofvideoeditingthatiscurrentlymostconcretelyabout
collaboration,thatis,thereviewing[32,34].Wearguethatthere
isapotentialtoexpandexistingresearchoncollaborativevideo
reviewingbyprovidingabroaderperspectiveonthepossibilities
forcollaborativeediting,includingfeaturesthatareanchoredinthe
conceptofworkspaceawareness.Inthispaper,wefocusonhowwe
canredesignexistingnon-linearvideoeditingsoftwaretoinclude
collaborativefeaturesandsupportnewcollaborativeworkflows.

Toaddressthequestion,wecarriedoutthisstudyintwosteps.
First,weinvitedtwentypersonstotakepartinfivedesignsessions
togenerateasetofdesignideasonthetopicofawarenesssupport
invideoediting.Theparticipantsrangedfrommediastudentsto
professionaleditors.Thesessionsresultedindesignconceptssuch
as“TimeSlotSeparation”and“Scaffolding.”Second,weanalysedthe
discussionsaroundtheconceptsandidentifiedhigh-levelthemes
suchas“focus”and“resemblance”thatputsaidconceptsinthe
contextoftheirpotentialuses.

Inouranalysis,weidentifychallengesofenablingcollaboration
invideoediting,suchastheneedtoaccountforpotentialdistrac-
tionsintroducedbynewelementsoftheuserinterface.Theanalysis
showshowsomechallengesgobeyondthosefoundinothershared
workspaceapplications(suchascollaborativewritingtools,e.g.,
GoogleDocs)becausethevideoeditorsworkwithabstractrepre-
sentationsofmedia(thetimeline)andthecomplexitythisaddsto
theworkspace.

2COLLABORATIVEVIDEOWORK:PREVIOUS
RESEARCHANDEXISTINGTOOLS

Thereisastronginterestinenablingcollaborativevideoworkin
theindustryillustratedbytheemergenceofmultipletoolssuchas
frame.io1,ftrack2andReviewStudio3.Theseservicesallowupload-
ingorcastingavideoorothermediatoremoteparticipantsand
gatheringfeedbackthroughannotationsandonlinevideosessions.
Theyalsoallaimtoenablecollaborativereviewing.Thesetools,
however,donotsupportmultiplevideoeditorstoworkcollabora-
tivelyinasharedworkspace.

Thereareattemptstocreatecollaborativevideoeditingsoftware.
Servicemotionbox.io4providesasimplifiedweb-basedvideoedit-
ingtoolthatallowsmultipleparticipantstoworkonthesamevideo
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projectsimultaneously.However,theserviceisstillunderdevel-
opmentanddoesnotprovideanyspecificcollaborativefeatures
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Someprofessionalvideoeditingsuites,suchasAvidMediaCom-
poserandDaVinciResolve,allowmultipleparticipantstowork
onthesameprojectbylockingcertainpartsoftheproject.This
featureisknownas“binlocking.”Itimpliesthatonlyoneusercan
manipulateelementsofvideo,thatis,clips,thatareinsidethebin
–avirtualfolder,whileotheruserscanaccessthebininaread-
onlymode.DaVinciResolvealsoincludesabuilt-inchattoenable
communicationbetweenvideoproductionteammembers5.

Inresearch,therehavebeenmultipleattemptstodesign,pro-
totypeanddevelopcollaborativesystemsforvideoworkwhenit
comestotechnologicalviability,meansofinteractionandreviewing
practices.

Asearlyas2006,FonsecaandCarrapatoso[14]providedapaper
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newInternettechnologies.Thetopicwasmotivatedbyachieve-
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activities,suchascommunication,sharingandjointvisualisations,
couldbeofbenefitalsoinvideoediting.Theirstudyshowedthat
theideawastechnologicallyviable,butatthesametimestated
that:“Theimplementationofacompletecooperativevideoediting
toolisaquitecomplextaskandwouldrequiretheinvolvementof
alargemultidisciplinaryteam.”

Thetechnicalviabilityofcollaborativevideoeditingwasfurther
demonstratedbyKlokmoseetal.[25],whopresentedaweb-based
toolkit“Videostrates.”Thetoolkitprovidedthebasisforthedevel-
opmentofcollaborativevideotoolswithpersonalisedinterfaces
thataretailoredtowardsspecifictasks,andemphasisedtheneed
forfurtherinvestigationofreal-timecollaborationaroundvideo.

Thepossibilityofdigitalvideoeditingsparkedfurtherdesignre-
searchonthemeansofinteractionwithvideo.Althoughthemedia
isvisualandaural,itwasarguedthateditingcouldbecollabora-
tiveandallowmutualawarenessifmakingcutsandrealigningthe
timesequencesbecamemoretactile.Tayloretal.[41]presenteda
tabletopeditingsystemnamedVideoPlay,whichpresentedvideo
clipsintheformofplastictilesandallowedtheircombinationinto
videosequences.Theprototypeaimedtomakethevideoediting
experienceplayfulandmoreengagingandallowedseveralpeople
toworkonthevideo.Zigelbaumetal.[43]presentedaprototype
thataimedtocombinethebenefitsoftraditionallinearandmore
modernnon-linearvideoediting.Theprototypepresentedvideo
clipsasplastictokens,allowingparticipantstorearrangethemin
ordertocreateacoherentvideo.Terrenghietal.[42]designedan
interactivetabletopapplicationforcollaborativevideoeditingthat
aimedtoenablevideoworkasaspontaneousactivity,allowingall
interestedpartiestobeinvolvedintheeditingprocess.Another
tangiblevideoeditorprototypewaspresentedbyMerzetal.[29],
whoaimedtocreateamoreengagingvideoeditingexperiencefor
schoolchildrenandpromotedigitalstorytellingliteracy.Similarly
topreviousworks,theprototyperequiredparticipantstobephysi-
callypresentinthesamespaceandwaslimitedinitsvideoediting
functionality.
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Greenberg[20]suggestthatuserinterface(UI)designshouldpro-
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byansweringquestionsinseveralcategories,suchas“Whois
present?”,“Whataretheydoing?”and“Wherearetheyworking?”
[20].
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focusonconcreteandongoingpracticaldetailsinworksettingshas
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inthepartofvideoeditingthatiscurrentlymostconcretelyabout
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as“TimeSlotSeparation”and“Scaffolding.”Second,weanalysedthe
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suchas“focus”and“resemblance”thatputsaidconceptsinthe
contextoftheirpotentialuses.
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GoogleDocs)becausethevideoeditorsworkwithabstractrepre-
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theindustryillustratedbytheemergenceofmultipletoolssuchas
frame.io1,ftrack2andReviewStudio3.Theseservicesallowupload-
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gatheringfeedbackthroughannotationsandonlinevideosessions.
Theyalsoallaimtoenablecollaborativereviewing.Thesetools,
however,donotsupportmultiplevideoeditorstoworkcollabora-
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projectsimultaneously.However,theserviceisstillunderdevel-
opmentanddoesnotprovideanyspecificcollaborativefeatures
thatwouldhelpco-editorstocommunicateandcoordinatetheir
activities.

Someprofessionalvideoeditingsuites,suchasAvidMediaCom-
poserandDaVinciResolve,allowmultipleparticipantstowork
onthesameprojectbylockingcertainpartsoftheproject.This
featureisknownas“binlocking.”Itimpliesthatonlyoneusercan
manipulateelementsofvideo,thatis,clips,thatareinsidethebin
–avirtualfolder,whileotheruserscanaccessthebininaread-
onlymode.DaVinciResolvealsoincludesabuilt-inchattoenable
communicationbetweenvideoproductionteammembers5.
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practices.
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activities,suchascommunication,sharingandjointvisualisations,
couldbeofbenefitalsoinvideoediting.Theirstudyshowedthat
theideawastechnologicallyviable,butatthesametimestated
that:“Theimplementationofacompletecooperativevideoediting
toolisaquitecomplextaskandwouldrequiretheinvolvementof
alargemultidisciplinaryteam.”

Thetechnicalviabilityofcollaborativevideoeditingwasfurther
demonstratedbyKlokmoseetal.[25],whopresentedaweb-based
toolkit“Videostrates.”Thetoolkitprovidedthebasisforthedevel-
opmentofcollaborativevideotoolswithpersonalisedinterfaces
thataretailoredtowardsspecifictasks,andemphasisedtheneed
forfurtherinvestigationofreal-timecollaborationaroundvideo.

Thepossibilityofdigitalvideoeditingsparkedfurtherdesignre-
searchonthemeansofinteractionwithvideo.Althoughthemedia
isvisualandaural,itwasarguedthateditingcouldbecollabora-
tiveandallowmutualawarenessifmakingcutsandrealigningthe
timesequencesbecamemoretactile.Tayloretal.[41]presenteda
tabletopeditingsystemnamedVideoPlay,whichpresentedvideo
clipsintheformofplastictilesandallowedtheircombinationinto
videosequences.Theprototypeaimedtomakethevideoediting
experienceplayfulandmoreengagingandallowedseveralpeople
toworkonthevideo.Zigelbaumetal.[43]presentedaprototype
thataimedtocombinethebenefitsoftraditionallinearandmore
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The call for research on collaborative video applications [14, 30,
39] has generated a specific interest in reviewing practices. Pavel
et al. [34] developed a video reviewing system that allowed re-
viewers to leave feedback for video editors. Their system allowed
reviewers to record video feedback that would include non-verbal
cues to the editors. Okopnyi et al. [32], in their study of commu-
nication between video editors and other stakeholders, noted that
video work is often open-ended and requires video editors to devise
various strategies to avoid or resolve conflicts and misunderstand-
ings. They suggested three design directions for video reviewing
and editing software: scaffolding, iconic referencing and suggestive
editing.

Bartindale et al. [2, 3] developed and evaluated experimental
tools such as TryFilm [2] and StoryCrate [3] to support collabora-
tion during and immediately after the filming process. These tools
allowed filming crews to review the filmed footage, reflect upon
its quality and perform basic video editing such as cutting and
rearranging clips. Similarly to other tangible and tabletop systems,
these tools required the physical presence of participants.

In sum, the technical opportunities in supporting collaborative
video editing have been mostly topicalised in research in two ways:
by enabling playful, spontaneous and more engaging interaction
in a co-present setting and by introducing sharing mechanisms in
the reviewing process. The former type provides new forms of co-
located interaction in a studio following traditional linear editing
principles where cuts were made, and sections were rearranged
and glued back. Reviewing has received some attention in both
academia and industry. The focus and research on this practice is
a starting point for design to support remote collaborative video
editing. Still, there are other collaborative practices that can also
be supported by video editing tools. In the following, we explore
some of these.

3 METHODS
Our approach to expanding the design space for collaborative video
editing includes a set of design workshops and inductive analysis
of the generated material, that is, the design concepts and the
transcripts of participants’ discussions. We conducted two rounds
of design workshops on the topic of supporting collaboration in
a video production team. The first round focused on the topic of
workspace awareness [20]. The second round had a broader scope.
In all workshops, the participants were instructed that the ideation
should focus on remote video editing, including both synchronous
and asynchronous collaboration between video editors who use
current non-linear editing software tools in a professional capacity
and work in production teams.

3.1 The design workshops (WS1-2)
The first roundwas dedicated to ideation in two separate workshops
(WS1-2), with eight participants in total. The initial workshop was
conducted with three master’s students who studied media and
human-computer interaction. With them, we verified the workshop
protocol. The evaluation included topics such as whether the task
descriptions and other materials were clear enough, whether the
time for completing the tasks was enough and whether the overall
pacing of the workshop was good.

Figure 1: Schematic Video Editor UI

In the second workshop, we recruited five people via social me-
dia. All participants had experience in video editing ranging from
participating in high school video projects and hobby projects to
studying TV and video production at university and doing profes-
sional video work.

Both workshops in the first round (WS1-2) followed the same
protocol. All participants were introduced to the workshop’s topic
and provided with general CSCW theory as inspiration, that is, the
definition of workspace awareness as presented in [20], and exam-
ples of workspace awareness categories and features in existing
online collaborative services, such as Google Docs, Overleaf and
Balsamiq. We also presented a schematic illustration of the video
editing software UI (Fig. 1). The schematic constitutes several ele-
ments that are commonly found in existing video editing software.
First, there is a timeline (Fig. 1-1) that contains graphics, video and
sound tracks. Inside the tracks, there are clips that represent pieces
of media. On top of the timeline, there is a playhead (Fig. 1-1a) that
represents the current position of the user in the timeline. Second,
there is a preview window (Fig. 1-2) that allows watching the cur-
rent version of the video. Last, there is a media catalogue (Fig. 1-3),
a set of media files that can be ingested into the timeline, such as
raw footage files, pre-recorded audio files, and various graphical
elements such as images.

Thus, we suggested that participants should think of ways to
augment or change the existing software user interface along with
new workflows that they would like to introduce. Therefore, we
tried to ground design ideas in existing software and refrain from
inventing completely new user interfaces that would be unfamiliar
to video workers.

After the presentations, we had a brainstorming session in which
participants worked individually to suggest as many design ideas as
possible. The ideas were written down on sticky notes. They were
then developed into prototyping sketches on paper. Then, each
participant presented their ideas and discussed them. The most
promising ideas were selected and re-developed by the participants.
Finally, they discussed the relevance and feasibility of the produced
ideas.

The second workshop in the first round was video-recorded and
transcribed.
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Thecallforresearchoncollaborativevideoapplications[14,30,
39]hasgeneratedaspecificinterestinreviewingpractices.Pavel
etal.[34]developedavideoreviewingsystemthatallowedre-
viewerstoleavefeedbackforvideoeditors.Theirsystemallowed
reviewerstorecordvideofeedbackthatwouldincludenon-verbal
cuestotheeditors.Okopnyietal.[32],intheirstudyofcommu-
nicationbetweenvideoeditorsandotherstakeholders,notedthat
videoworkisoftenopen-endedandrequiresvideoeditorstodevise
variousstrategiestoavoidorresolveconflictsandmisunderstand-
ings.Theysuggestedthreedesigndirectionsforvideoreviewing
andeditingsoftware:scaffolding,iconicreferencingandsuggestive
editing.

Bartindaleetal.[2,3]developedandevaluatedexperimental
toolssuchasTryFilm[2]andStoryCrate[3]tosupportcollabora-
tionduringandimmediatelyafterthefilmingprocess.Thesetools
allowedfilmingcrewstoreviewthefilmedfootage,reflectupon
itsqualityandperformbasicvideoeditingsuchascuttingand
rearrangingclips.Similarlytoothertangibleandtabletopsystems,
thesetoolsrequiredthephysicalpresenceofparticipants.

Insum,thetechnicalopportunitiesinsupportingcollaborative
videoeditinghavebeenmostlytopicalisedinresearchintwoways:
byenablingplayful,spontaneousandmoreengaginginteraction
inaco-presentsettingandbyintroducingsharingmechanismsin
thereviewingprocess.Theformertypeprovidesnewformsofco-
locatedinteractioninastudiofollowingtraditionallinearediting
principleswherecutsweremade,andsectionswererearranged
andgluedback.Reviewinghasreceivedsomeattentioninboth
academiaandindustry.Thefocusandresearchonthispracticeis
astartingpointfordesigntosupportremotecollaborativevideo
editing.Still,thereareothercollaborativepracticesthatcanalso
besupportedbyvideoeditingtools.Inthefollowing,weexplore
someofthese.

3METHODS
Ourapproachtoexpandingthedesignspaceforcollaborativevideo
editingincludesasetofdesignworkshopsandinductiveanalysis
ofthegeneratedmaterial,thatis,thedesignconceptsandthe
transcriptsofparticipants’discussions.Weconductedtworounds
ofdesignworkshopsonthetopicofsupportingcollaborationin
avideoproductionteam.Thefirstroundfocusedonthetopicof
workspaceawareness[20].Thesecondroundhadabroaderscope.
Inallworkshops,theparticipantswereinstructedthattheideation
shouldfocusonremotevideoediting,includingbothsynchronous
andasynchronouscollaborationbetweenvideoeditorswhouse
currentnon-lineareditingsoftwaretoolsinaprofessionalcapacity
andworkinproductionteams.

3.1Thedesignworkshops(WS1-2)
Thefirstroundwasdedicatedtoideationintwoseparateworkshops
(WS1-2),witheightparticipantsintotal.Theinitialworkshopwas
conductedwiththreemaster’sstudentswhostudiedmediaand
human-computerinteraction.Withthem,weverifiedtheworkshop
protocol.Theevaluationincludedtopicssuchaswhetherthetask
descriptionsandothermaterialswereclearenough,whetherthe
timeforcompletingthetaskswasenoughandwhethertheoverall
pacingoftheworkshopwasgood.

Figure1:SchematicVideoEditorUI

Inthesecondworkshop,werecruitedfivepeopleviasocialme-
dia.Allparticipantshadexperienceinvideoeditingrangingfrom
participatinginhighschoolvideoprojectsandhobbyprojectsto
studyingTVandvideoproductionatuniversityanddoingprofes-
sionalvideowork.

Bothworkshopsinthefirstround(WS1-2)followedthesame
protocol.Allparticipantswereintroducedtotheworkshop’stopic
andprovidedwithgeneralCSCWtheoryasinspiration,thatis,the
definitionofworkspaceawarenessaspresentedin[20],andexam-
plesofworkspaceawarenesscategoriesandfeaturesinexisting
onlinecollaborativeservices,suchasGoogleDocs,Overleafand
Balsamiq.Wealsopresentedaschematicillustrationofthevideo
editingsoftwareUI(Fig.1).Theschematicconstitutesseveralele-
mentsthatarecommonlyfoundinexistingvideoeditingsoftware.
First,thereisatimeline(Fig.1-1)thatcontainsgraphics,videoand
soundtracks.Insidethetracks,thereareclipsthatrepresentpieces
ofmedia.Ontopofthetimeline,thereisaplayhead(Fig.1-1a)that
representsthecurrentpositionoftheuserinthetimeline.Second,
thereisapreviewwindow(Fig.1-2)thatallowswatchingthecur-
rentversionofthevideo.Last,thereisamediacatalogue(Fig.1-3),
asetofmediafilesthatcanbeingestedintothetimeline,suchas
rawfootagefiles,pre-recordedaudiofiles,andvariousgraphical
elementssuchasimages.

Thus,wesuggestedthatparticipantsshouldthinkofwaysto
augmentorchangetheexistingsoftwareuserinterfacealongwith
newworkflowsthattheywouldliketointroduce.Therefore,we
triedtogrounddesignideasinexistingsoftwareandrefrainfrom
inventingcompletelynewuserinterfacesthatwouldbeunfamiliar
tovideoworkers.

Afterthepresentations,wehadabrainstormingsessioninwhich
participantsworkedindividuallytosuggestasmanydesignideasas
possible.Theideaswerewrittendownonstickynotes.Theywere
thendevelopedintoprototypingsketchesonpaper.Then,each
participantpresentedtheirideasanddiscussedthem.Themost
promisingideaswereselectedandre-developedbytheparticipants.
Finally,theydiscussedtherelevanceandfeasibilityoftheproduced
ideas.

Thesecondworkshopinthefirstroundwasvideo-recordedand
transcribed.
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et al. [34] developed a video reviewing system that allowed re-
viewers to leave feedback for video editors. Their system allowed
reviewers to record video feedback that would include non-verbal
cues to the editors. Okopnyi et al. [32], in their study of commu-
nication between video editors and other stakeholders, noted that
video work is often open-ended and requires video editors to devise
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tion during and immediately after the filming process. These tools
allowed filming crews to review the filmed footage, reflect upon
its quality and perform basic video editing such as cutting and
rearranging clips. Similarly to other tangible and tabletop systems,
these tools required the physical presence of participants.

In sum, the technical opportunities in supporting collaborative
video editing have been mostly topicalised in research in two ways:
by enabling playful, spontaneous and more engaging interaction
in a co-present setting and by introducing sharing mechanisms in
the reviewing process. The former type provides new forms of co-
located interaction in a studio following traditional linear editing
principles where cuts were made, and sections were rearranged
and glued back. Reviewing has received some attention in both
academia and industry. The focus and research on this practice is
a starting point for design to support remote collaborative video
editing. Still, there are other collaborative practices that can also
be supported by video editing tools. In the following, we explore
some of these.
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Our approach to expanding the design space for collaborative video
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of the generated material, that is, the design concepts and the
transcripts of participants’ discussions. We conducted two rounds
of design workshops on the topic of supporting collaboration in
a video production team. The first round focused on the topic of
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current non-linear editing software tools in a professional capacity
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time for completing the tasks was enough and whether the overall
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3.2 The second round of workshops (WS3-5)
In the second round (WS3-5), we used design ideas generated dur-
ing the first round (WS1-2) as an inspirational starting point. Due
to the COVID-19 pandemic and social distancing restrictions, we
conducted three online workshops attended by four participants
each. The participants included:

• three current TV editors, directors, and producers;
• one TV automation specialist;
• one multimedia production specialist with a background in
motion design and TV show production;

• four current freelance video editors and filmmakers with
experience ranging from YouTube video production and doc-
umentaries to professional TV work; and

• three UX designers with experience in design for profes-
sional visual media production tools and video work ranging
from professional video editing to running a YouTube chan-
nel.

The participants have relevant work experience in various Eu-
ropean countries, including Bulgaria, Denmark, Norway, Serbia,
Ukraine and the United Kingdom.

Each workshop comprised three stages. First, participants were
introduced to the workshop’s topic – what features an online collab-
orative editing tool is required or expected to have. Participants also
introduced themselves and described their video work experience.
We demonstrated the design ideas developed in the first round of
workshops (WS1-2) and discussed the relevance of the presented
ideas to the field and participants’ work experience. Participants
were encouraged to express their opinions and use these ideas to
inspire the design. Second, we encouraged participants to develop
the presented ideas further or propose new design concepts. We
used the Balsamiq.cloud web application to work collaboratively
on prototypes. We reflected on the ongoing online collaboration
experience and discussed possible design interventions to enable
concurrent work. Third, we concluded the workshop with a short
discussion of the feasibility and relevance of the developed proto-
types.

All workshops in the second round were video-recorded and
transcribed.

3.3 Data Analysis
Theworkshops yielded two types of data that were further analysed:
design concepts and the transcripts of participants’ discussions.
We searched the transcripts for the reasoning behind the design
concepts. Specifically, for each design idea, we tried to answer
three questions: How should it work? Why is it beneficial? What
are the drawbacks or disadvantages? While we did not explicitly
specify the setting of video production for the ideation process,
the participants, with their broad and varied experience in editing,
brought up many examples of relevant contexts and settings in
their discussions.

We employed content analysis, a research technique that aims to
make valid inferences from texts and other meaningful materials in
the context of their use. With this approach, we were able to reduce
collected data, that is, transcripts, by identifying core patterns and
ideas [33]. Then, from the volume at which the subject matter was

discussed, we inferred the importance that workshop participants
assigned to identified patterns and ideas [26].

The data were coded inductively in three iterations. We started
with the most apparent aspect of each design idea as workshop
participants voiced it. Then we looked for various motivations
and possible challenges for design ideas. In the third iteration, we
identified overarching themes and patterns that describe such mo-
tivations and challenges. The analytical work laid the foundation
for the coding scheme, which was refined through revisiting the
material between coding sessions. In the end, we arrived at high-
level categories that address various aspects of collaborative video
editing and put design concepts in the context of their potential
use.

4 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
During the workshops, the participants produced multiple design
ideas. Here, we present design concepts, which were developed
into either pen-and-paper or digital sketches and then discussed
by the participants. In order to convey the meaning of the sketches
better to non-participants, the authors of this paper have developed
the sketches further. We also present our categories (in italics) that
express participants’ descriptions of the advantages and potential
challenges of the concepts.

Here, we first mention several design concepts that might be
considered “generic” to collaborative tools in general. Then we
describe in more detail design concepts which, in our opinion,
require more attention from research and design communities.

4.1 Enabling Workspace Awareness
Some design concepts were to a large extent inspired by other col-
laborative tools, such as Google Docs, and the workspace awareness
categories as described in [20]. Those ideas include using colour-
coding on avatars (Fig. 2-1) and other interface elements, such as
playheads (Fig. 2-2), emphasising salient actions performed by other
users with visual effects, integrating chat, and adding an editing log.
The participants suggested that the implementation of such con-
cepts “[would be] on par with most real-time collaborative systems,
like Google Docs.” Thus, due to the resemblance to existing tools,
these features should be recognisable and not require additional
effort from users to learn the functionality.

Even though these features exist in various collaborative soft-
ware, the participants still expressed multiple concerns regarding
their presence in collaborative video editing software. Specifically,
additional dynamic UI elements, such as multiple coloured play-
heads (see Fig. 2-2) or new message notifications, might become a
source of distraction:

“[I]f I’m editing, and I’m doing my work, and I sud-
denly see a lot of highlighted [elements] around me,
it’s really distracting.”

At the same time, the participants recognised the potential of
such additions to help work collaboratively by providing awareness
of “who” is present, “where” they are and “what” they are doing in
the shared workspace: “you would have a focus on what he’s doing,
so you can follow what’s happening.” For example, an integrated
chat could be augmented with support for indexical refencing –
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3.2Thesecondroundofworkshops(WS3-5)
Inthesecondround(WS3-5),weuseddesignideasgenerateddur-
ingthefirstround(WS1-2)asaninspirationalstartingpoint.Due
totheCOVID-19pandemicandsocialdistancingrestrictions,we
conductedthreeonlineworkshopsattendedbyfourparticipants
each.Theparticipantsincluded:

•threecurrentTVeditors,directors,andproducers;
•oneTVautomationspecialist;
•onemultimediaproductionspecialistwithabackgroundin

motiondesignandTVshowproduction;
•fourcurrentfreelancevideoeditorsandfilmmakerswith

experiencerangingfromYouTubevideoproductionanddoc-
umentariestoprofessionalTVwork;and
•threeUXdesignerswithexperienceindesignforprofes-

sionalvisualmediaproductiontoolsandvideoworkranging
fromprofessionalvideoeditingtorunningaYouTubechan-
nel.

TheparticipantshaverelevantworkexperienceinvariousEu-
ropeancountries,includingBulgaria,Denmark,Norway,Serbia,
UkraineandtheUnitedKingdom.

Eachworkshopcomprisedthreestages.First,participantswere
introducedtotheworkshop’stopic–whatfeaturesanonlinecollab-
orativeeditingtoolisrequiredorexpectedtohave.Participantsalso
introducedthemselvesanddescribedtheirvideoworkexperience.
Wedemonstratedthedesignideasdevelopedinthefirstroundof
workshops(WS1-2)anddiscussedtherelevanceofthepresented
ideastothefieldandparticipants’workexperience.Participants
wereencouragedtoexpresstheiropinionsandusetheseideasto
inspirethedesign.Second,weencouragedparticipantstodevelop
thepresentedideasfurtherorproposenewdesignconcepts.We
usedtheBalsamiq.cloudwebapplicationtoworkcollaboratively
onprototypes.Wereflectedontheongoingonlinecollaboration
experienceanddiscussedpossibledesigninterventionstoenable
concurrentwork.Third,weconcludedtheworkshopwithashort
discussionofthefeasibilityandrelevanceofthedevelopedproto-
types.

Allworkshopsinthesecondroundwerevideo-recordedand
transcribed.

3.3DataAnalysis
Theworkshopsyieldedtwotypesofdatathatwerefurtheranalysed:
designconceptsandthetranscriptsofparticipants’discussions.
Wesearchedthetranscriptsforthereasoningbehindthedesign
concepts.Specifically,foreachdesignidea,wetriedtoanswer
threequestions:Howshoulditwork?Whyisitbeneficial?What
arethedrawbacksordisadvantages?Whilewedidnotexplicitly
specifythesettingofvideoproductionfortheideationprocess,
theparticipants,withtheirbroadandvariedexperienceinediting,
broughtupmanyexamplesofrelevantcontextsandsettingsin
theirdiscussions.

Weemployedcontentanalysis,aresearchtechniquethataimsto
makevalidinferencesfromtextsandothermeaningfulmaterialsin
thecontextoftheiruse.Withthisapproach,wewereabletoreduce
collecteddata,thatis,transcripts,byidentifyingcorepatternsand
ideas[33].Then,fromthevolumeatwhichthesubjectmatterwas

discussed,weinferredtheimportancethatworkshopparticipants
assignedtoidentifiedpatternsandideas[26].

Thedatawerecodedinductivelyinthreeiterations.Westarted
withthemostapparentaspectofeachdesignideaasworkshop
participantsvoicedit.Thenwelookedforvariousmotivations
andpossiblechallengesfordesignideas.Inthethirditeration,we
identifiedoverarchingthemesandpatternsthatdescribesuchmo-
tivationsandchallenges.Theanalyticalworklaidthefoundation
forthecodingscheme,whichwasrefinedthroughrevisitingthe
materialbetweencodingsessions.Intheend,wearrivedathigh-
levelcategoriesthataddressvariousaspectsofcollaborativevideo
editingandputdesignconceptsinthecontextoftheirpotential
use.

4RESULTSANDANALYSIS
Duringtheworkshops,theparticipantsproducedmultipledesign
ideas.Here,wepresentdesignconcepts,whichweredeveloped
intoeitherpen-and-paperordigitalsketchesandthendiscussed
bytheparticipants.Inordertoconveythemeaningofthesketches
bettertonon-participants,theauthorsofthispaperhavedeveloped
thesketchesfurther.Wealsopresentourcategories(initalics)that
expressparticipants’descriptionsoftheadvantagesandpotential
challengesoftheconcepts.

Here,wefirstmentionseveraldesignconceptsthatmightbe
considered“generic”tocollaborativetoolsingeneral.Thenwe
describeinmoredetaildesignconceptswhich,inouropinion,
requiremoreattentionfromresearchanddesigncommunities.

4.1EnablingWorkspaceAwareness
Somedesignconceptsweretoalargeextentinspiredbyothercol-
laborativetools,suchasGoogleDocs,andtheworkspaceawareness
categoriesasdescribedin[20].Thoseideasincludeusingcolour-
codingonavatars(Fig.2-1)andotherinterfaceelements,suchas
playheads(Fig.2-2),emphasisingsalientactionsperformedbyother
userswithvisualeffects,integratingchat,andaddinganeditinglog.
Theparticipantssuggestedthattheimplementationofsuchcon-
cepts“[wouldbe]onparwithmostreal-timecollaborativesystems,
likeGoogleDocs.”Thus,duetotheresemblancetoexistingtools,
thesefeaturesshouldberecognisableandnotrequireadditional
effortfromuserstolearnthefunctionality.

Eventhoughthesefeaturesexistinvariouscollaborativesoft-
ware,theparticipantsstillexpressedmultipleconcernsregarding
theirpresenceincollaborativevideoeditingsoftware.Specifically,
additionaldynamicUIelements,suchasmultiplecolouredplay-
heads(seeFig.2-2)ornewmessagenotifications,mightbecomea
sourceofdistraction:

“[I]fI’mediting,andI’mdoingmywork,andIsud-
denlyseealotofhighlighted[elements]aroundme,
it’sreallydistracting.”

Atthesametime,theparticipantsrecognisedthepotentialof
suchadditionstohelpworkcollaborativelybyprovidingawareness
of“who”ispresent,“where”theyareand“what”theyaredoingin
thesharedworkspace:“youwouldhaveafocusonwhathe’sdoing,
soyoucanfollowwhat’shappening.”Forexample,anintegrated
chatcouldbeaugmentedwithsupportforindexicalrefencing–
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3.2 The second round of workshops (WS3-5)
In the second round (WS3-5), we used design ideas generated dur-
ing the first round (WS1-2) as an inspirational starting point. Due
to the COVID-19 pandemic and social distancing restrictions, we
conducted three online workshops attended by four participants
each. The participants included:

• three current TV editors, directors, and producers;
• one TV automation specialist;
• one multimedia production specialist with a background in
motion design and TV show production;

• four current freelance video editors and filmmakers with
experience ranging from YouTube video production and doc-
umentaries to professional TV work; and

• three UX designers with experience in design for profes-
sional visual media production tools and video work ranging
from professional video editing to running a YouTube chan-
nel.

The participants have relevant work experience in various Eu-
ropean countries, including Bulgaria, Denmark, Norway, Serbia,
Ukraine and the United Kingdom.

Each workshop comprised three stages. First, participants were
introduced to the workshop’s topic – what features an online collab-
orative editing tool is required or expected to have. Participants also
introduced themselves and described their video work experience.
We demonstrated the design ideas developed in the first round of
workshops (WS1-2) and discussed the relevance of the presented
ideas to the field and participants’ work experience. Participants
were encouraged to express their opinions and use these ideas to
inspire the design. Second, we encouraged participants to develop
the presented ideas further or propose new design concepts. We
used the Balsamiq.cloud web application to work collaboratively
on prototypes. We reflected on the ongoing online collaboration
experience and discussed possible design interventions to enable
concurrent work. Third, we concluded the workshop with a short
discussion of the feasibility and relevance of the developed proto-
types.

All workshops in the second round were video-recorded and
transcribed.

3.3 Data Analysis
Theworkshops yielded two types of data that were further analysed:
design concepts and the transcripts of participants’ discussions.
We searched the transcripts for the reasoning behind the design
concepts. Specifically, for each design idea, we tried to answer
three questions: How should it work? Why is it beneficial? What
are the drawbacks or disadvantages? While we did not explicitly
specify the setting of video production for the ideation process,
the participants, with their broad and varied experience in editing,
brought up many examples of relevant contexts and settings in
their discussions.

We employed content analysis, a research technique that aims to
make valid inferences from texts and other meaningful materials in
the context of their use. With this approach, we were able to reduce
collected data, that is, transcripts, by identifying core patterns and
ideas [33]. Then, from the volume at which the subject matter was

discussed, we inferred the importance that workshop participants
assigned to identified patterns and ideas [26].

The data were coded inductively in three iterations. We started
with the most apparent aspect of each design idea as workshop
participants voiced it. Then we looked for various motivations
and possible challenges for design ideas. In the third iteration, we
identified overarching themes and patterns that describe such mo-
tivations and challenges. The analytical work laid the foundation
for the coding scheme, which was refined through revisiting the
material between coding sessions. In the end, we arrived at high-
level categories that address various aspects of collaborative video
editing and put design concepts in the context of their potential
use.

4 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
During the workshops, the participants produced multiple design
ideas. Here, we present design concepts, which were developed
into either pen-and-paper or digital sketches and then discussed
by the participants. In order to convey the meaning of the sketches
better to non-participants, the authors of this paper have developed
the sketches further. We also present our categories (in italics) that
express participants’ descriptions of the advantages and potential
challenges of the concepts.

Here, we first mention several design concepts that might be
considered “generic” to collaborative tools in general. Then we
describe in more detail design concepts which, in our opinion,
require more attention from research and design communities.

4.1 Enabling Workspace Awareness
Some design concepts were to a large extent inspired by other col-
laborative tools, such as Google Docs, and the workspace awareness
categories as described in [20]. Those ideas include using colour-
coding on avatars (Fig. 2-1) and other interface elements, such as
playheads (Fig. 2-2), emphasising salient actions performed by other
users with visual effects, integrating chat, and adding an editing log.
The participants suggested that the implementation of such con-
cepts “[would be] on par with most real-time collaborative systems,
like Google Docs.” Thus, due to the resemblance to existing tools,
these features should be recognisable and not require additional
effort from users to learn the functionality.

Even though these features exist in various collaborative soft-
ware, the participants still expressed multiple concerns regarding
their presence in collaborative video editing software. Specifically,
additional dynamic UI elements, such as multiple coloured play-
heads (see Fig. 2-2) or new message notifications, might become a
source of distraction:

“[I]f I’m editing, and I’m doing my work, and I sud-
denly see a lot of highlighted [elements] around me,
it’s really distracting.”

At the same time, the participants recognised the potential of
such additions to help work collaboratively by providing awareness
of “who” is present, “where” they are and “what” they are doing in
the shared workspace: “you would have a focus on what he’s doing,
so you can follow what’s happening.” For example, an integrated
chat could be augmented with support for indexical refencing –
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ingthefirstround(WS1-2)asaninspirationalstartingpoint.Due
totheCOVID-19pandemicandsocialdistancingrestrictions,we
conductedthreeonlineworkshopsattendedbyfourparticipants
each.Theparticipantsincluded:

•threecurrentTVeditors,directors,andproducers;
•oneTVautomationspecialist;
•onemultimediaproductionspecialistwithabackgroundin
motiondesignandTVshowproduction;

•fourcurrentfreelancevideoeditorsandfilmmakerswith
experiencerangingfromYouTubevideoproductionanddoc-
umentariestoprofessionalTVwork;and

•threeUXdesignerswithexperienceindesignforprofes-
sionalvisualmediaproductiontoolsandvideoworkranging
fromprofessionalvideoeditingtorunningaYouTubechan-
nel.

TheparticipantshaverelevantworkexperienceinvariousEu-
ropeancountries,includingBulgaria,Denmark,Norway,Serbia,
UkraineandtheUnitedKingdom.

Eachworkshopcomprisedthreestages.First,participantswere
introducedtotheworkshop’stopic–whatfeaturesanonlinecollab-
orativeeditingtoolisrequiredorexpectedtohave.Participantsalso
introducedthemselvesanddescribedtheirvideoworkexperience.
Wedemonstratedthedesignideasdevelopedinthefirstroundof
workshops(WS1-2)anddiscussedtherelevanceofthepresented
ideastothefieldandparticipants’workexperience.Participants
wereencouragedtoexpresstheiropinionsandusetheseideasto
inspirethedesign.Second,weencouragedparticipantstodevelop
thepresentedideasfurtherorproposenewdesignconcepts.We
usedtheBalsamiq.cloudwebapplicationtoworkcollaboratively
onprototypes.Wereflectedontheongoingonlinecollaboration
experienceanddiscussedpossibledesigninterventionstoenable
concurrentwork.Third,weconcludedtheworkshopwithashort
discussionofthefeasibilityandrelevanceofthedevelopedproto-
types.

Allworkshopsinthesecondroundwerevideo-recordedand
transcribed.

3.3DataAnalysis
Theworkshopsyieldedtwotypesofdatathatwerefurtheranalysed:
designconceptsandthetranscriptsofparticipants’discussions.
Wesearchedthetranscriptsforthereasoningbehindthedesign
concepts.Specifically,foreachdesignidea,wetriedtoanswer
threequestions:Howshoulditwork?Whyisitbeneficial?What
arethedrawbacksordisadvantages?Whilewedidnotexplicitly
specifythesettingofvideoproductionfortheideationprocess,
theparticipants,withtheirbroadandvariedexperienceinediting,
broughtupmanyexamplesofrelevantcontextsandsettingsin
theirdiscussions.

Weemployedcontentanalysis,aresearchtechniquethataimsto
makevalidinferencesfromtextsandothermeaningfulmaterialsin
thecontextoftheiruse.Withthisapproach,wewereabletoreduce
collecteddata,thatis,transcripts,byidentifyingcorepatternsand
ideas[33].Then,fromthevolumeatwhichthesubjectmatterwas

discussed,weinferredtheimportancethatworkshopparticipants
assignedtoidentifiedpatternsandideas[26].

Thedatawerecodedinductivelyinthreeiterations.Westarted
withthemostapparentaspectofeachdesignideaasworkshop
participantsvoicedit.Thenwelookedforvariousmotivations
andpossiblechallengesfordesignideas.Inthethirditeration,we
identifiedoverarchingthemesandpatternsthatdescribesuchmo-
tivationsandchallenges.Theanalyticalworklaidthefoundation
forthecodingscheme,whichwasrefinedthroughrevisitingthe
materialbetweencodingsessions.Intheend,wearrivedathigh-
levelcategoriesthataddressvariousaspectsofcollaborativevideo
editingandputdesignconceptsinthecontextoftheirpotential
use.

4RESULTSANDANALYSIS
Duringtheworkshops,theparticipantsproducedmultipledesign
ideas.Here,wepresentdesignconcepts,whichweredeveloped
intoeitherpen-and-paperordigitalsketchesandthendiscussed
bytheparticipants.Inordertoconveythemeaningofthesketches
bettertonon-participants,theauthorsofthispaperhavedeveloped
thesketchesfurther.Wealsopresentourcategories(initalics)that
expressparticipants’descriptionsoftheadvantagesandpotential
challengesoftheconcepts.

Here,wefirstmentionseveraldesignconceptsthatmightbe
considered“generic”tocollaborativetoolsingeneral.Thenwe
describeinmoredetaildesignconceptswhich,inouropinion,
requiremoreattentionfromresearchanddesigncommunities.

4.1EnablingWorkspaceAwareness
Somedesignconceptsweretoalargeextentinspiredbyothercol-
laborativetools,suchasGoogleDocs,andtheworkspaceawareness
categoriesasdescribedin[20].Thoseideasincludeusingcolour-
codingonavatars(Fig.2-1)andotherinterfaceelements,suchas
playheads(Fig.2-2),emphasisingsalientactionsperformedbyother
userswithvisualeffects,integratingchat,andaddinganeditinglog.
Theparticipantssuggestedthattheimplementationofsuchcon-
cepts“[wouldbe]onparwithmostreal-timecollaborativesystems,
likeGoogleDocs.”Thus,duetotheresemblancetoexistingtools,
thesefeaturesshouldberecognisableandnotrequireadditional
effortfromuserstolearnthefunctionality.

Eventhoughthesefeaturesexistinvariouscollaborativesoft-
ware,theparticipantsstillexpressedmultipleconcernsregarding
theirpresenceincollaborativevideoeditingsoftware.Specifically,
additionaldynamicUIelements,suchasmultiplecolouredplay-
heads(seeFig.2-2)ornewmessagenotifications,mightbecomea
sourceofdistraction:

“[I]fI’mediting,andI’mdoingmywork,andIsud-
denlyseealotofhighlighted[elements]aroundme,
it’sreallydistracting.”

Atthesametime,theparticipantsrecognisedthepotentialof
suchadditionstohelpworkcollaborativelybyprovidingawareness
of“who”ispresent,“where”theyareand“what”theyaredoingin
thesharedworkspace:“youwouldhaveafocusonwhathe’sdoing,
soyoucanfollowwhat’shappening.”Forexample,anintegrated
chatcouldbeaugmentedwithsupportforindexicalrefencing–
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Figure 2: Color-coded avatars and 2. playheads. 3. Annota-
tions, and 4. Time Slot Separation

timecodes entered in the chat should be transformed into references
that take users to the referred-to time frame when clicked on.

Previous research on reviewing [32, 34] shows that indexical
referencing is essential to communication around video. In a co-
located setting, pointing is one of the most common activities in
which co-editors engage [42]. Thus, the ability to refer to certain
points of video via timecodes and address certain people in dis-
cussions is crucial for video workers and should be supported by
online collaborative video editing software.

4.2 Annotations
The idea suggests adding textual notes to various elements of the
video project, such as media clips, images, and different elements of
the timeline (Fig. 2-3). Notes can be addressed towards a person or
a group of people and are intended to draw collaborators’ attention
to areas of demand for further work:

“I’m a video editor, and I’mmaking notes, for example,
to a sound designer: Here, [the] noise is a little too
harsh, [can] you clean this a little bit?”

Annotations in time-based media have been topicalised in aca-
demic research [32, 34] and industrial applications such as frame.io.
Our participants, who were inspired by tools such as Google Docs,
wanted to expand these ideas and employ annotations as a task-
tracking tool, as well as means of communication between col-
laborators. For example, in contrast to frame.io, our participants
suggested that annotations should not be attached to static points
in the timeline (timecodes) but to clips and other elements that
editors can move.

There could also be an overview of all notes addressed to the ed-
itor in order to help track the progress and to navigate problematic
areas of the project, without the need to go through the timeline:

“You also need one place where all notes [are listed] so
you don’t really miss any of those. You give the notes
[to] a sound designer, he can open all notes in one
list, so he doesn’t need to go through [the] timeline,
so he’s sure he does not miss any.”

Again, the participants argued that the idea was motivated by
its resemblance to existing software, specifically the commentary
feature in Google Docs, which allows using notes to track progress,

communicate vital information to collaborators and assign tasks to
each other:

“Like [in] Google Docs, [. . . ] you make notes for some-
one, and when this problem is solved and [marked
as] solved, [the note] disappears.”

Further, it allows switching to a new digital workflow instead of
“taking notes manually,” as a participant described their collabora-
tion:

“I used to take notes manually, so [the producer]
would watch [the video], stop it, I will write time-
code or sometimes mark it on the timeline, but still I
will have to write the comment in my notebook.”

However, another participant expressed concern that the imple-
mentation of this design concept might be obstructive to the editing,
as it will take up limited space of the user interface and present too
much information to the editor:

“[There is] a thing with taking up the space of the
interface [...] you would always have to be aware of
what’s the most important to look at.”

4.3 Spectating Mode
A spectating mode is a special mode added to the collaborative
editing software that allows other editors to look at others’ work
while working on other parts. Video work in a co-located setting has
many advantages, as was demonstrated by previous research [41–
43]. The participants drew on their experiences of working in a face-
to-face setting and suggested this design concept that allows remote
editors to look at what their collaborators are currently doing. The
mode works as follows. The user clicks on the collaborator’s avatar
in the UI (Fig. 3-left), and the software goes into spectating mode.
It then presents the shared workspace from the point of view of
the selected collaborator, allowing real-time observation but not
interaction with it (Fig. 3-right).

As a participant suggested, this conceptwould allow a new digital
workflow for participants who otherwise had to be physically near
to the editor in order to collaborate:

“You can discuss what you’re doing. If the director or
someone is not in the same place, instead of coming
into the editing room, you can just do it like this.”

It would also allow saving time in situations when the editor
needs to confirm the edits with other project members:

“I’ve lost [a lot of] time because when I had to confirm
with my clients or my team project, I [had] to render
[the video] and send [it to] them.”

However, one participant expressed concern regarding privacy
of work in this kind of setup:

“What I would prefer [. . . ] if I’m editing and someone
wants to look at what I’m doing, they [would] have to
be granted access to my editing for viewing, so they
will not be able to monitor what I’m doing without
me knowing.”
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timecodesenteredinthechatshouldbetransformedintoreferences
thattakeuserstothereferred-totimeframewhenclickedon.

Previousresearchonreviewing[32,34]showsthatindexical
referencingisessentialtocommunicationaroundvideo.Inaco-
locatedsetting,pointingisoneofthemostcommonactivitiesin
whichco-editorsengage[42].Thus,theabilitytorefertocertain
pointsofvideoviatimecodesandaddresscertainpeopleindis-
cussionsiscrucialforvideoworkersandshouldbesupportedby
onlinecollaborativevideoeditingsoftware.

4.2Annotations
Theideasuggestsaddingtextualnotestovariouselementsofthe
videoproject,suchasmediaclips,images,anddifferentelementsof
thetimeline(Fig.2-3).Notescanbeaddressedtowardsapersonor
agroupofpeopleandareintendedtodrawcollaborators’attention
toareasofdemandforfurtherwork:

“I’mavideoeditor,andI’mmakingnotes,forexample,
toasounddesigner:Here,[the]noiseisalittletoo
harsh,[can]youcleanthisalittlebit?”

Annotationsintime-basedmediahavebeentopicalisedinaca-
demicresearch[32,34]andindustrialapplicationssuchasframe.io.
Ourparticipants,whowereinspiredbytoolssuchasGoogleDocs,
wantedtoexpandtheseideasandemployannotationsasatask-
trackingtool,aswellasmeansofcommunicationbetweencol-
laborators.Forexample,incontrasttoframe.io,ourparticipants
suggestedthatannotationsshouldnotbeattachedtostaticpoints
inthetimeline(timecodes)buttoclipsandotherelementsthat
editorscanmove.

Therecouldalsobeanoverviewofallnotesaddressedtotheed-
itorinordertohelptracktheprogressandtonavigateproblematic
areasoftheproject,withouttheneedtogothroughthetimeline:

“Youalsoneedoneplacewhereallnotes[arelisted]so
youdon’treallymissanyofthose.Yougivethenotes
[to]asounddesigner,hecanopenallnotesinone
list,sohedoesn’tneedtogothrough[the]timeline,
sohe’ssurehedoesnotmissany.”

Again,theparticipantsarguedthattheideawasmotivatedby
itsresemblancetoexistingsoftware,specificallythecommentary
featureinGoogleDocs,whichallowsusingnotestotrackprogress,

communicatevitalinformationtocollaboratorsandassigntasksto
eachother:

“Like[in]GoogleDocs,[...]youmakenotesforsome-
one,andwhenthisproblemissolvedand[marked
as]solved,[thenote]disappears.”

Further,itallowsswitchingtoanewdigitalworkflowinsteadof
“takingnotesmanually,”asaparticipantdescribedtheircollabora-
tion:

“Iusedtotakenotesmanually,so[theproducer]
wouldwatch[thevideo],stopit,Iwillwritetime-
codeorsometimesmarkitonthetimeline,butstillI
willhavetowritethecommentinmynotebook.”

However,anotherparticipantexpressedconcernthattheimple-
mentationofthisdesignconceptmightbeobstructivetotheediting,
asitwilltakeuplimitedspaceoftheuserinterfaceandpresenttoo
muchinformationtotheeditor:

“[Thereis]athingwithtakingupthespaceofthe
interface[...]youwouldalwayshavetobeawareof
what’sthemostimportanttolookat.”

4.3SpectatingMode
Aspectatingmodeisaspecialmodeaddedtothecollaborative
editingsoftwarethatallowsothereditorstolookatothers’work
whileworkingonotherparts.Videoworkinaco-locatedsettinghas
manyadvantages,aswasdemonstratedbypreviousresearch[41–
43].Theparticipantsdrewontheirexperiencesofworkinginaface-
to-facesettingandsuggestedthisdesignconceptthatallowsremote
editorstolookatwhattheircollaboratorsarecurrentlydoing.The
modeworksasfollows.Theuserclicksonthecollaborator’savatar
intheUI(Fig.3-left),andthesoftwaregoesintospectatingmode.
Itthenpresentsthesharedworkspacefromthepointofviewof
theselectedcollaborator,allowingreal-timeobservationbutnot
interactionwithit(Fig.3-right).

Asaparticipantsuggested,thisconceptwouldallowanewdigital
workflowforparticipantswhootherwisehadtobephysicallynear
totheeditorinordertocollaborate:

“Youcandiscusswhatyou’redoing.Ifthedirectoror
someoneisnotinthesameplace,insteadofcoming
intotheeditingroom,youcanjustdoitlikethis.”

Itwouldalsoallowsavingtimeinsituationswhentheeditor
needstoconfirmtheeditswithotherprojectmembers:

“I’velost[alotof]timebecausewhenIhadtoconfirm
withmyclientsormyteamproject,I[had]torender
[thevideo]andsend[itto]them.”

However,oneparticipantexpressedconcernregardingprivacy
ofworkinthiskindofsetup:

“WhatIwouldprefer[...]ifI’meditingandsomeone
wantstolookatwhatI’mdoing,they[would]haveto
begrantedaccesstomyeditingforviewing,sothey
willnotbeabletomonitorwhatI’mdoingwithout
meknowing.”
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Ourparticipants,whowereinspiredbytoolssuchasGoogleDocs,
wantedtoexpandtheseideasandemployannotationsasatask-
trackingtool,aswellasmeansofcommunicationbetweencol-
laborators.Forexample,incontrasttoframe.io,ourparticipants
suggestedthatannotationsshouldnotbeattachedtostaticpoints
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eachother:

“Like[in]GoogleDocs,[...]youmakenotesforsome-
one,andwhenthisproblemissolvedand[marked
as]solved,[thenote]disappears.”

Further,itallowsswitchingtoanewdigitalworkflowinsteadof
“takingnotesmanually,”asaparticipantdescribedtheircollabora-
tion:

“Iusedtotakenotesmanually,so[theproducer]
wouldwatch[thevideo],stopit,Iwillwritetime-
codeorsometimesmarkitonthetimeline,butstillI
willhavetowritethecommentinmynotebook.”

However,anotherparticipantexpressedconcernthattheimple-
mentationofthisdesignconceptmightbeobstructivetotheediting,
asitwilltakeuplimitedspaceoftheuserinterfaceandpresenttoo
muchinformationtotheeditor:

“[Thereis]athingwithtakingupthespaceofthe
interface[...]youwouldalwayshavetobeawareof
what’sthemostimportanttolookat.”

4.3SpectatingMode
Aspectatingmodeisaspecialmodeaddedtothecollaborative
editingsoftwarethatallowsothereditorstolookatothers’work
whileworkingonotherparts.Videoworkinaco-locatedsettinghas
manyadvantages,aswasdemonstratedbypreviousresearch[41–
43].Theparticipantsdrewontheirexperiencesofworkinginaface-
to-facesettingandsuggestedthisdesignconceptthatallowsremote
editorstolookatwhattheircollaboratorsarecurrentlydoing.The
modeworksasfollows.Theuserclicksonthecollaborator’savatar
intheUI(Fig.3-left),andthesoftwaregoesintospectatingmode.
Itthenpresentsthesharedworkspacefromthepointofviewof
theselectedcollaborator,allowingreal-timeobservationbutnot
interactionwithit(Fig.3-right).

Asaparticipantsuggested,thisconceptwouldallowanewdigital
workflowforparticipantswhootherwisehadtobephysicallynear
totheeditorinordertocollaborate:

“Youcandiscusswhatyou’redoing.Ifthedirectoror
someoneisnotinthesameplace,insteadofcoming
intotheeditingroom,youcanjustdoitlikethis.”

Itwouldalsoallowsavingtimeinsituationswhentheeditor
needstoconfirmtheeditswithotherprojectmembers:

“I’velost[alotof]timebecausewhenIhadtoconfirm
withmyclientsormyteamproject,I[had]torender
[thevideo]andsend[itto]them.”

However,oneparticipantexpressedconcernregardingprivacy
ofworkinthiskindofsetup:

“WhatIwouldprefer[...]ifI’meditingandsomeone
wantstolookatwhatI’mdoing,they[would]haveto
begrantedaccesstomyeditingforviewing,sothey
willnotbeabletomonitorwhatI’mdoingwithout
meknowing.”
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Figure 2: Color-coded avatars and 2. playheads. 3. Annota-
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timecodes entered in the chat should be transformed into references
that take users to the referred-to time frame when clicked on.

Previous research on reviewing [32, 34] shows that indexical
referencing is essential to communication around video. In a co-
located setting, pointing is one of the most common activities in
which co-editors engage [42]. Thus, the ability to refer to certain
points of video via timecodes and address certain people in dis-
cussions is crucial for video workers and should be supported by
online collaborative video editing software.

4.2 Annotations
The idea suggests adding textual notes to various elements of the
video project, such as media clips, images, and different elements of
the timeline (Fig. 2-3). Notes can be addressed towards a person or
a group of people and are intended to draw collaborators’ attention
to areas of demand for further work:

“I’m a video editor, and I’mmaking notes, for example,
to a sound designer: Here, [the] noise is a little too
harsh, [can] you clean this a little bit?”

Annotations in time-based media have been topicalised in aca-
demic research [32, 34] and industrial applications such as frame.io.
Our participants, who were inspired by tools such as Google Docs,
wanted to expand these ideas and employ annotations as a task-
tracking tool, as well as means of communication between col-
laborators. For example, in contrast to frame.io, our participants
suggested that annotations should not be attached to static points
in the timeline (timecodes) but to clips and other elements that
editors can move.

There could also be an overview of all notes addressed to the ed-
itor in order to help track the progress and to navigate problematic
areas of the project, without the need to go through the timeline:

“You also need one place where all notes [are listed] so
you don’t really miss any of those. You give the notes
[to] a sound designer, he can open all notes in one
list, so he doesn’t need to go through [the] timeline,
so he’s sure he does not miss any.”

Again, the participants argued that the idea was motivated by
its resemblance to existing software, specifically the commentary
feature in Google Docs, which allows using notes to track progress,

communicate vital information to collaborators and assign tasks to
each other:

“Like [in] Google Docs, [. . . ] you make notes for some-
one, and when this problem is solved and [marked
as] solved, [the note] disappears.”

Further, it allows switching to a new digital workflow instead of
“taking notes manually,” as a participant described their collabora-
tion:

“I used to take notes manually, so [the producer]
would watch [the video], stop it, I will write time-
code or sometimes mark it on the timeline, but still I
will have to write the comment in my notebook.”

However, another participant expressed concern that the imple-
mentation of this design concept might be obstructive to the editing,
as it will take up limited space of the user interface and present too
much information to the editor:

“[There is] a thing with taking up the space of the
interface [...] you would always have to be aware of
what’s the most important to look at.”

4.3 Spectating Mode
A spectating mode is a special mode added to the collaborative
editing software that allows other editors to look at others’ work
while working on other parts. Video work in a co-located setting has
many advantages, as was demonstrated by previous research [41–
43]. The participants drew on their experiences of working in a face-
to-face setting and suggested this design concept that allows remote
editors to look at what their collaborators are currently doing. The
mode works as follows. The user clicks on the collaborator’s avatar
in the UI (Fig. 3-left), and the software goes into spectating mode.
It then presents the shared workspace from the point of view of
the selected collaborator, allowing real-time observation but not
interaction with it (Fig. 3-right).

As a participant suggested, this conceptwould allow a new digital
workflow for participants who otherwise had to be physically near
to the editor in order to collaborate:

“You can discuss what you’re doing. If the director or
someone is not in the same place, instead of coming
into the editing room, you can just do it like this.”

It would also allow saving time in situations when the editor
needs to confirm the edits with other project members:

“I’ve lost [a lot of] time because when I had to confirm
with my clients or my team project, I [had] to render
[the video] and send [it to] them.”

However, one participant expressed concern regarding privacy
of work in this kind of setup:

“What I would prefer [. . . ] if I’m editing and someone
wants to look at what I’m doing, they [would] have to
be granted access to my editing for viewing, so they
will not be able to monitor what I’m doing without
me knowing.”
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timecodesenteredinthechatshouldbetransformedintoreferences
thattakeuserstothereferred-totimeframewhenclickedon.

Previousresearchonreviewing[32,34]showsthatindexical
referencingisessentialtocommunicationaroundvideo.Inaco-
locatedsetting,pointingisoneofthemostcommonactivitiesin
whichco-editorsengage[42].Thus,theabilitytorefertocertain
pointsofvideoviatimecodesandaddresscertainpeopleindis-
cussionsiscrucialforvideoworkersandshouldbesupportedby
onlinecollaborativevideoeditingsoftware.

4.2Annotations
Theideasuggestsaddingtextualnotestovariouselementsofthe
videoproject,suchasmediaclips,images,anddifferentelementsof
thetimeline(Fig.2-3).Notescanbeaddressedtowardsapersonor
agroupofpeopleandareintendedtodrawcollaborators’attention
toareasofdemandforfurtherwork:

“I’mavideoeditor,andI’mmakingnotes,forexample,
toasounddesigner:Here,[the]noiseisalittletoo
harsh,[can]youcleanthisalittlebit?”

Annotationsintime-basedmediahavebeentopicalisedinaca-
demicresearch[32,34]andindustrialapplicationssuchasframe.io.
Ourparticipants,whowereinspiredbytoolssuchasGoogleDocs,
wantedtoexpandtheseideasandemployannotationsasatask-
trackingtool,aswellasmeansofcommunicationbetweencol-
laborators.Forexample,incontrasttoframe.io,ourparticipants
suggestedthatannotationsshouldnotbeattachedtostaticpoints
inthetimeline(timecodes)buttoclipsandotherelementsthat
editorscanmove.

Therecouldalsobeanoverviewofallnotesaddressedtotheed-
itorinordertohelptracktheprogressandtonavigateproblematic
areasoftheproject,withouttheneedtogothroughthetimeline:

“Youalsoneedoneplacewhereallnotes[arelisted]so
youdon’treallymissanyofthose.Yougivethenotes
[to]asounddesigner,hecanopenallnotesinone
list,sohedoesn’tneedtogothrough[the]timeline,
sohe’ssurehedoesnotmissany.”

Again,theparticipantsarguedthattheideawasmotivatedby
itsresemblancetoexistingsoftware,specificallythecommentary
featureinGoogleDocs,whichallowsusingnotestotrackprogress,

communicatevitalinformationtocollaboratorsandassigntasksto
eachother:

“Like[in]GoogleDocs,[...]youmakenotesforsome-
one,andwhenthisproblemissolvedand[marked
as]solved,[thenote]disappears.”

Further,itallowsswitchingtoanewdigitalworkflowinsteadof
“takingnotesmanually,”asaparticipantdescribedtheircollabora-
tion:

“Iusedtotakenotesmanually,so[theproducer]
wouldwatch[thevideo],stopit,Iwillwritetime-
codeorsometimesmarkitonthetimeline,butstillI
willhavetowritethecommentinmynotebook.”

However,anotherparticipantexpressedconcernthattheimple-
mentationofthisdesignconceptmightbeobstructivetotheediting,
asitwilltakeuplimitedspaceoftheuserinterfaceandpresenttoo
muchinformationtotheeditor:

“[Thereis]athingwithtakingupthespaceofthe
interface[...]youwouldalwayshavetobeawareof
what’sthemostimportanttolookat.”

4.3SpectatingMode
Aspectatingmodeisaspecialmodeaddedtothecollaborative
editingsoftwarethatallowsothereditorstolookatothers’work
whileworkingonotherparts.Videoworkinaco-locatedsettinghas
manyadvantages,aswasdemonstratedbypreviousresearch[41–
43].Theparticipantsdrewontheirexperiencesofworkinginaface-
to-facesettingandsuggestedthisdesignconceptthatallowsremote
editorstolookatwhattheircollaboratorsarecurrentlydoing.The
modeworksasfollows.Theuserclicksonthecollaborator’savatar
intheUI(Fig.3-left),andthesoftwaregoesintospectatingmode.
Itthenpresentsthesharedworkspacefromthepointofviewof
theselectedcollaborator,allowingreal-timeobservationbutnot
interactionwithit(Fig.3-right).

Asaparticipantsuggested,thisconceptwouldallowanewdigital
workflowforparticipantswhootherwisehadtobephysicallynear
totheeditorinordertocollaborate:

“Youcandiscusswhatyou’redoing.Ifthedirectoror
someoneisnotinthesameplace,insteadofcoming
intotheeditingroom,youcanjustdoitlikethis.”

Itwouldalsoallowsavingtimeinsituationswhentheeditor
needstoconfirmtheeditswithotherprojectmembers:

“I’velost[alotof]timebecausewhenIhadtoconfirm
withmyclientsormyteamproject,I[had]torender
[thevideo]andsend[itto]them.”

However,oneparticipantexpressedconcernregardingprivacy
ofworkinthiskindofsetup:

“WhatIwouldprefer[...]ifI’meditingandsomeone
wantstolookatwhatI’mdoing,they[would]haveto
begrantedaccesstomyeditingforviewing,sothey
willnotbeabletomonitorwhatI’mdoingwithout
meknowing.”
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thetimeline(Fig.2-3).Notescanbeaddressedtowardsapersonor
agroupofpeopleandareintendedtodrawcollaborators’attention
toareasofdemandforfurtherwork:

“I’mavideoeditor,andI’mmakingnotes,forexample,
toasounddesigner:Here,[the]noiseisalittletoo
harsh,[can]youcleanthisalittlebit?”

Annotationsintime-basedmediahavebeentopicalisedinaca-
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communicatevitalinformationtocollaboratorsandassigntasksto
eachother:
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one,andwhenthisproblemissolvedand[marked
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“I’velost[alotof]timebecausewhenIhadtoconfirm
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Figure 3: Spectating mode: video editor UI (left) and spectating another editor (right)

4.4 Integrated Reviewing Tool
This idea is inspired by existing software, such as frame.io, which
allows third parties to leave comments on the video attached to
certain timestamps and have a discussion around the video as a
whole.

The integrated reviewing tool allows immediate communication
between the editor and a collaborator who is not directly involved
in the editing. For example, an editor can demonstrate specific
fragments of the video to a producer without needing them to
watch the whole video. The reviewing tool also allows reviewers
to leave notes with their feedback attached to the timeline via a
web-based interface. The notes are immediately available for the
editor in the video editing software (Fig. 4).

Existing software, such as frame.io, lacks integration with editing
software, and it requires video editors to perform additional work
to get feedback:

“Frame.io is very convenient. I just would like to skip
the step of rendering and sending [the video]. [It
would be] a huge help [if] they could see the [video
in] real time in good quality because either you send
it to them in bad quality or they have to wait [for] a
few hours.”

The concept was positively regarded by the participants. They
suggested that having the ability to initialise a feedback session
instantly, without the need to render the video file and upload it to
a third-party service, is beneficial to the workflow.

Reviewing and quality of communication between parties are
essential in commercial video production. However, in previous
research [34] and industrial applications such as frame.io, the re-
viewing process is treated as an asynchronous activity that happens
in iterations. Our participants suggested that synchronous real-time
collaboration between editors and reviewers would be a “huge help”
to the video production process. Similar to the spectating mode
(4.3), this design idea allows saving time by eliminating certain steps
of the reviewing workflow:

“It would be really interesting [if] I can just call to my
client [and say]: Hey, can you look at the 1 minute 32
seconds? Do you like this? What do you think about

it?’ without rendering the video. This is probably the
first problem which I have as an editor at the project.”

However, again one participant suggested that such a tool might
be distracting to the editors if the feedback is not limited. They
suggested that the editor should be in control of the situation:
“[Clients] have to be let in only when they can be let in, when you’re
ready.” Another participant mentioned that they would prefer not
to introduce new tools that other parties are not familiar with into the
workflows and communicate with other parties via more commonly
used software: “If a client contacted me on Skype, we are going to
have the call on Skype.”

4.5 Time Slot Separation
This design concept is based on the idea of dividing a project into
several areas that can be distributed between co-editors to ensure
concurrent work. An editor, who works on a segment of the video,
defines a slot, that is, a section of the timeline, by selecting video
clips in the timeline and marks this section as something they
are working on. Other collaborators are not allowed to make alter-
ations, but they can see what is being worked on by their colleagues
(Fig.2–4). When the acting editor has completed the task, they mark
the section as ready for the next step of post-production.

The concept suggests separating collaborators into various time
segments of the shared workspace. Our participants discussed var-
ious ways of segmentation. They concluded that the separation
should be based on media elements, that is, clips. However, this
approach still needs to be evaluated and compared to other possible
methods of separation, for example, based on concrete timecodes.

The participants argued that the benefits of such a concept were
the way it allows editors to focus on their work and not worry about
the integrity of their editing:

“[There is] a section that I want to focus on because I
need to do some modifications within it, and I don’t
want other people to do anything in this area right
now.”

Further, the possibility to restrict access provides the editor’s
privacy of work:
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Figure3:Spectatingmode:videoeditorUI(left)andspectatinganothereditor(right)

4.4IntegratedReviewingTool
Thisideaisinspiredbyexistingsoftware,suchasframe.io,which
allowsthirdpartiestoleavecommentsonthevideoattachedto
certaintimestampsandhaveadiscussionaroundthevideoasa
whole.

Theintegratedreviewingtoolallowsimmediatecommunication
betweentheeditorandacollaboratorwhoisnotdirectlyinvolved
intheediting.Forexample,aneditorcandemonstratespecific
fragmentsofthevideotoaproducerwithoutneedingthemto
watchthewholevideo.Thereviewingtoolalsoallowsreviewers
toleavenoteswiththeirfeedbackattachedtothetimelineviaa
web-basedinterface.Thenotesareimmediatelyavailableforthe
editorinthevideoeditingsoftware(Fig.4).

Existingsoftware,suchasframe.io,lacksintegrationwithediting
software,anditrequiresvideoeditorstoperformadditionalwork
togetfeedback:

“Frame.ioisveryconvenient.Ijustwouldliketoskip
thestepofrenderingandsending[thevideo].[It
wouldbe]ahugehelp[if]theycouldseethe[video
in]realtimeingoodqualitybecauseeitheryousend
ittotheminbadqualityortheyhavetowait[for]a
fewhours.”

Theconceptwaspositivelyregardedbytheparticipants.They
suggestedthathavingtheabilitytoinitialiseafeedbacksession
instantly,withouttheneedtorenderthevideofileanduploaditto
athird-partyservice,isbeneficialtotheworkflow.

Reviewingandqualityofcommunicationbetweenpartiesare
essentialincommercialvideoproduction.However,inprevious
research[34]andindustrialapplicationssuchasframe.io,there-
viewingprocessistreatedasanasynchronousactivitythathappens
initerations.Ourparticipantssuggestedthatsynchronousreal-time
collaborationbetweeneditorsandreviewerswouldbea“hugehelp”
tothevideoproductionprocess.Similartothespectatingmode
(4.3),thisdesignideaallowssavingtimebyeliminatingcertainsteps
ofthereviewingworkflow:

“Itwouldbereallyinteresting[if]Icanjustcalltomy
client[andsay]:Hey,canyoulookatthe1minute32
seconds?Doyoulikethis?Whatdoyouthinkabout

it?’withoutrenderingthevideo.Thisisprobablythe
firstproblemwhichIhaveasaneditorattheproject.”

However,againoneparticipantsuggestedthatsuchatoolmight
bedistractingtotheeditorsifthefeedbackisnotlimited.They
suggestedthattheeditorshouldbeincontrolofthesituation:
“[Clients]havetobeletinonlywhentheycanbeletin,whenyou’re
ready.”Anotherparticipantmentionedthattheywouldprefernot
tointroducenewtoolsthatotherpartiesarenotfamiliarwithintothe
workflowsandcommunicatewithotherpartiesviamorecommonly
usedsoftware:“IfaclientcontactedmeonSkype,wearegoingto
havethecallonSkype.”

4.5TimeSlotSeparation
Thisdesignconceptisbasedontheideaofdividingaprojectinto
severalareasthatcanbedistributedbetweenco-editorstoensure
concurrentwork.Aneditor,whoworksonasegmentofthevideo,
definesaslot,thatis,asectionofthetimeline,byselectingvideo
clipsinthetimelineandmarksthissectionassomethingthey
areworkingon.Othercollaboratorsarenotallowedtomakealter-
ations,buttheycanseewhatisbeingworkedonbytheircolleagues
(Fig.2–4).Whentheactingeditorhascompletedthetask,theymark
thesectionasreadyforthenextstepofpost-production.

Theconceptsuggestsseparatingcollaboratorsintovarioustime
segmentsofthesharedworkspace.Ourparticipantsdiscussedvar-
iouswaysofsegmentation.Theyconcludedthattheseparation
shouldbebasedonmediaelements,thatis,clips.However,this
approachstillneedstobeevaluatedandcomparedtootherpossible
methodsofseparation,forexample,basedonconcretetimecodes.

Theparticipantsarguedthatthebenefitsofsuchaconceptwere
thewayitallowseditorstofocusontheirworkandnotworryabout
theintegrityoftheirediting:

“[Thereis]asectionthatIwanttofocusonbecauseI
needtodosomemodificationswithinit,andIdon’t
wantotherpeopletodoanythinginthisarearight
now.”

Further,thepossibilitytorestrictaccessprovidestheeditor’s
privacyofwork:
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4.4 Integrated Reviewing Tool
This idea is inspired by existing software, such as frame.io, which
allows third parties to leave comments on the video attached to
certain timestamps and have a discussion around the video as a
whole.

The integrated reviewing tool allows immediate communication
between the editor and a collaborator who is not directly involved
in the editing. For example, an editor can demonstrate specific
fragments of the video to a producer without needing them to
watch the whole video. The reviewing tool also allows reviewers
to leave notes with their feedback attached to the timeline via a
web-based interface. The notes are immediately available for the
editor in the video editing software (Fig. 4).

Existing software, such as frame.io, lacks integration with editing
software, and it requires video editors to perform additional work
to get feedback:

“Frame.io is very convenient. I just would like to skip
the step of rendering and sending [the video]. [It
would be] a huge help [if] they could see the [video
in] real time in good quality because either you send
it to them in bad quality or they have to wait [for] a
few hours.”

The concept was positively regarded by the participants. They
suggested that having the ability to initialise a feedback session
instantly, without the need to render the video file and upload it to
a third-party service, is beneficial to the workflow.

Reviewing and quality of communication between parties are
essential in commercial video production. However, in previous
research [34] and industrial applications such as frame.io, the re-
viewing process is treated as an asynchronous activity that happens
in iterations. Our participants suggested that synchronous real-time
collaboration between editors and reviewers would be a “huge help”
to the video production process. Similar to the spectating mode
(4.3), this design idea allows saving time by eliminating certain steps
of the reviewing workflow:

“It would be really interesting [if] I can just call to my
client [and say]: Hey, can you look at the 1 minute 32
seconds? Do you like this? What do you think about

it?’ without rendering the video. This is probably the
first problem which I have as an editor at the project.”

However, again one participant suggested that such a tool might
be distracting to the editors if the feedback is not limited. They
suggested that the editor should be in control of the situation:
“[Clients] have to be let in only when they can be let in, when you’re
ready.” Another participant mentioned that they would prefer not
to introduce new tools that other parties are not familiar with into the
workflows and communicate with other parties via more commonly
used software: “If a client contacted me on Skype, we are going to
have the call on Skype.”

4.5 Time Slot Separation
This design concept is based on the idea of dividing a project into
several areas that can be distributed between co-editors to ensure
concurrent work. An editor, who works on a segment of the video,
defines a slot, that is, a section of the timeline, by selecting video
clips in the timeline and marks this section as something they
are working on. Other collaborators are not allowed to make alter-
ations, but they can see what is being worked on by their colleagues
(Fig.2–4). When the acting editor has completed the task, they mark
the section as ready for the next step of post-production.

The concept suggests separating collaborators into various time
segments of the shared workspace. Our participants discussed var-
ious ways of segmentation. They concluded that the separation
should be based on media elements, that is, clips. However, this
approach still needs to be evaluated and compared to other possible
methods of separation, for example, based on concrete timecodes.

The participants argued that the benefits of such a concept were
the way it allows editors to focus on their work and not worry about
the integrity of their editing:

“[There is] a section that I want to focus on because I
need to do some modifications within it, and I don’t
want other people to do anything in this area right
now.”

Further, the possibility to restrict access provides the editor’s
privacy of work:
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whole.
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viewing process is treated as an asynchronous activity that happens
in iterations. Our participants suggested that synchronous real-time
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(4.3), this design idea allows saving time by eliminating certain steps
of the reviewing workflow:
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client [and say]: Hey, can you look at the 1 minute 32
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it?’ without rendering the video. This is probably the
first problem which I have as an editor at the project.”

However, again one participant suggested that such a tool might
be distracting to the editors if the feedback is not limited. They
suggested that the editor should be in control of the situation:
“[Clients] have to be let in only when they can be let in, when you’re
ready.” Another participant mentioned that they would prefer not
to introduce new tools that other parties are not familiar with into the
workflows and communicate with other parties via more commonly
used software: “If a client contacted me on Skype, we are going to
have the call on Skype.”
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This design concept is based on the idea of dividing a project into
several areas that can be distributed between co-editors to ensure
concurrent work. An editor, who works on a segment of the video,
defines a slot, that is, a section of the timeline, by selecting video
clips in the timeline and marks this section as something they
are working on. Other collaborators are not allowed to make alter-
ations, but they can see what is being worked on by their colleagues
(Fig.2–4). When the acting editor has completed the task, they mark
the section as ready for the next step of post-production.

The concept suggests separating collaborators into various time
segments of the shared workspace. Our participants discussed var-
ious ways of segmentation. They concluded that the separation
should be based on media elements, that is, clips. However, this
approach still needs to be evaluated and compared to other possible
methods of separation, for example, based on concrete timecodes.

The participants argued that the benefits of such a concept were
the way it allows editors to focus on their work and not worry about
the integrity of their editing:

“[There is] a section that I want to focus on because I
need to do some modifications within it, and I don’t
want other people to do anything in this area right
now.”

Further, the possibility to restrict access provides the editor’s
privacy of work:
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suggestedthathavingtheabilitytoinitialiseafeedbacksession
instantly,withouttheneedtorenderthevideofileanduploaditto
athird-partyservice,isbeneficialtotheworkflow.

Reviewingandqualityofcommunicationbetweenpartiesare
essentialincommercialvideoproduction.However,inprevious
research[34]andindustrialapplicationssuchasframe.io,there-
viewingprocessistreatedasanasynchronousactivitythathappens
initerations.Ourparticipantssuggestedthatsynchronousreal-time
collaborationbetweeneditorsandreviewerswouldbea“hugehelp”
tothevideoproductionprocess.Similartothespectatingmode
(4.3),thisdesignideaallowssavingtimebyeliminatingcertainsteps
ofthereviewingworkflow:

“Itwouldbereallyinteresting[if]Icanjustcalltomy
client[andsay]:Hey,canyoulookatthe1minute32
seconds?Doyoulikethis?Whatdoyouthinkabout

it?’withoutrenderingthevideo.Thisisprobablythe
firstproblemwhichIhaveasaneditorattheproject.”

However,againoneparticipantsuggestedthatsuchatoolmight
bedistractingtotheeditorsifthefeedbackisnotlimited.They
suggestedthattheeditorshouldbeincontrolofthesituation:
“[Clients]havetobeletinonlywhentheycanbeletin,whenyou’re
ready.”Anotherparticipantmentionedthattheywouldprefernot
tointroducenewtoolsthatotherpartiesarenotfamiliarwithintothe
workflowsandcommunicatewithotherpartiesviamorecommonly
usedsoftware:“IfaclientcontactedmeonSkype,wearegoingto
havethecallonSkype.”

4.5TimeSlotSeparation
Thisdesignconceptisbasedontheideaofdividingaprojectinto
severalareasthatcanbedistributedbetweenco-editorstoensure
concurrentwork.Aneditor,whoworksonasegmentofthevideo,
definesaslot,thatis,asectionofthetimeline,byselectingvideo
clipsinthetimelineandmarksthissectionassomethingthey
areworkingon.Othercollaboratorsarenotallowedtomakealter-
ations,buttheycanseewhatisbeingworkedonbytheircolleagues
(Fig.2–4).Whentheactingeditorhascompletedthetask,theymark
thesectionasreadyforthenextstepofpost-production.

Theconceptsuggestsseparatingcollaboratorsintovarioustime
segmentsofthesharedworkspace.Ourparticipantsdiscussedvar-
iouswaysofsegmentation.Theyconcludedthattheseparation
shouldbebasedonmediaelements,thatis,clips.However,this
approachstillneedstobeevaluatedandcomparedtootherpossible
methodsofseparation,forexample,basedonconcretetimecodes.

Theparticipantsarguedthatthebenefitsofsuchaconceptwere
thewayitallowseditorstofocusontheirworkandnotworryabout
theintegrityoftheirediting:

“[Thereis]asectionthatIwanttofocusonbecauseI
needtodosomemodificationswithinit,andIdon’t
wantotherpeopletodoanythinginthisarearight
now.”

Further,thepossibilitytorestrictaccessprovidestheeditor’s
privacyofwork:
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Figure 4: Reviewing tool: reviewer UI (left) and video editor UI (right)

“Only I [should] see what I’m doing. [So] I could con-
centrate better. Because sometimes I try something
[that] I don’t like.”

On the other hand, a participant suggested that this feature might
be excessive and bring in more complexity to an already challenging
process of video editing: “I think it adds a level of complexity [and
video] editing is already complex.”

4.6 Master Styles and Functional Separation
Most current collaboration occurs between people with different
roles, such as the interaction between an editor and the graphics
producer. In order to improve on such work, the participants sug-
gested a feature that allows decoupling of the content of graphics,
such as text and style. The editor who works on montage and is
responsible for the content of the video can insert a graphics place-
holder and put the necessary text into a free-form input field while
the graphics style is incomplete (Fig.5—left). When the graphics
producer updates the style, all graphical elements in the project
are automatically updated (Fig.5—right). The concept extends to
organised, functional separation. It enables concurrent work in
between multiple collaborators instead of the way such interaction
is now sequentially pursued.

Again, the concept draws on its resemblance with existing soft-
ware, specifically Adobe Photoshop and Adobe XD:

“The first [graphical element] is like a master compo-
nent [in Adobe XD], and if you change the style of it
all [graphical elements] are going to change as well.”

It is suggested to be beneficial by saving time when editing long
videos, such as feature films:

“When you have a project [that is] one hour long,
and then you decide [that] you want to tweak up this
template, then it will change like all, like 50 or 100
elements in the whole timeline. [This] could take you
two hours to change by hand.”

4.7 Scaffolding
Workshop participants emphasised that in collaborative work, there
is a need to have a general organisational structure for the video.
This structure is often provided by a director, a writer, or a project
manager, who does not participate in the actual editing. Similar to

the design ideas presented in [2, 3, 32], they suggested attaching
documentation describing such structures in the editing software.
It would be represented as another layer of meta-information that
is generated during the filming process:

“When [. . . ] working with the director [. . . ] there
should be some kind of a file attached to [the project]
where they write guidelines for general editing.”

In order to make such notes easier, the participants suggested a
mobile app that would be synchronised with the editing software.
Specifically, it would allow selecting a fragment of video, highlight-
ing it with colour, and adding a voice note during production and
recording of videos (Fig.6—left). When the footage is ingested into
the video editing application, the editor can identify where on the
timeline there are additional comments (Fig.6—right).

The idea resembles the current usage of clapper boards in film-
making [9]: it is a device that helps designate and mark various
video segments. It provides an opportunity to add metadata, such
as scene titles, in the form of notes or plain text messages. The
concept of scaffolding suggests enabling similar digital notes that
would be associated with certain timeframes and can be presented
in the timeline. This enables a digital workflow that otherwise un-
folds with analogue artifacts, such as hand-written notes or via
third-party software:

“Some clients have a certain idea of what they want
to use and what not to use before the editing starts.
Instead of giving me just plain text messages, they
could just access the software and do it in there.”

The concept also suggests a holistic approach to UI design, keep-
ing all necessary tools in one software suite and preventing users
from having to “go between two screens all the time.”

At the same time, a participant suggested that this solution might
not be welcomed by external people, such as clients, as it suggests
introducing new tools that they are not familiar with:

“Some clients might be a little bit apprehensive about
going into a software and doing anything in there;
they would just prefer to [write a] message.”

5 DISCUSSION
Presented design ideas help illustrate and make concrete the scope
of supporting collaborative video editing. As mentioned in 4.1 and
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Figure4:Reviewingtool:reviewerUI(left)andvideoeditorUI(right)

“OnlyI[should]seewhatI’mdoing.[So]Icouldcon-
centratebetter.BecausesometimesItrysomething
[that]Idon’tlike.”

Ontheotherhand,aparticipantsuggestedthatthisfeaturemight
beexcessiveandbringinmorecomplexitytoanalreadychallenging
processofvideoediting:“Ithinkitaddsalevelofcomplexity[and
video]editingisalreadycomplex.”

4.6MasterStylesandFunctionalSeparation
Mostcurrentcollaborationoccursbetweenpeoplewithdifferent
roles,suchastheinteractionbetweenaneditorandthegraphics
producer.Inordertoimproveonsuchwork,theparticipantssug-
gestedafeaturethatallowsdecouplingofthecontentofgraphics,
suchastextandstyle.Theeditorwhoworksonmontageandis
responsibleforthecontentofthevideocaninsertagraphicsplace-
holderandputthenecessarytextintoafree-forminputfieldwhile
thegraphicsstyleisincomplete(Fig.5—left).Whenthegraphics
producerupdatesthestyle,allgraphicalelementsintheproject
areautomaticallyupdated(Fig.5—right).Theconceptextendsto
organised,functionalseparation.Itenablesconcurrentworkin
betweenmultiplecollaboratorsinsteadofthewaysuchinteraction
isnowsequentiallypursued.

Again,theconceptdrawsonitsresemblancewithexistingsoft-
ware,specificallyAdobePhotoshopandAdobeXD:

“Thefirst[graphicalelement]islikeamastercompo-
nent[inAdobeXD],andifyouchangethestyleofit
all[graphicalelements]aregoingtochangeaswell.”

Itissuggestedtobebeneficialbysavingtimewheneditinglong
videos,suchasfeaturefilms:

“Whenyouhaveaproject[thatis]onehourlong,
andthenyoudecide[that]youwanttotweakupthis
template,thenitwillchangelikeall,like50or100
elementsinthewholetimeline.[This]couldtakeyou
twohourstochangebyhand.”

4.7Scaffolding
Workshopparticipantsemphasisedthatincollaborativework,there
isaneedtohaveageneralorganisationalstructureforthevideo.
Thisstructureisoftenprovidedbyadirector,awriter,oraproject
manager,whodoesnotparticipateintheactualediting.Similarto

thedesignideaspresentedin[2,3,32],theysuggestedattaching
documentationdescribingsuchstructuresintheeditingsoftware.
Itwouldberepresentedasanotherlayerofmeta-informationthat
isgeneratedduringthefilmingprocess:

“When[...]workingwiththedirector[...]there
shouldbesomekindofafileattachedto[theproject]
wheretheywriteguidelinesforgeneralediting.”

Inordertomakesuchnoteseasier,theparticipantssuggesteda
mobileappthatwouldbesynchronisedwiththeeditingsoftware.
Specifically,itwouldallowselectingafragmentofvideo,highlight-
ingitwithcolour,andaddingavoicenoteduringproductionand
recordingofvideos(Fig.6—left).Whenthefootageisingestedinto
thevideoeditingapplication,theeditorcanidentifywhereonthe
timelinethereareadditionalcomments(Fig.6—right).

Theidearesemblesthecurrentusageofclapperboardsinfilm-
making[9]:itisadevicethathelpsdesignateandmarkvarious
videosegments.Itprovidesanopportunitytoaddmetadata,such
asscenetitles,intheformofnotesorplaintextmessages.The
conceptofscaffoldingsuggestsenablingsimilardigitalnotesthat
wouldbeassociatedwithcertaintimeframesandcanbepresented
inthetimeline.Thisenablesadigitalworkflowthatotherwiseun-
foldswithanalogueartifacts,suchashand-writtennotesorvia
third-partysoftware:

“Someclientshaveacertainideaofwhattheywant
touseandwhatnottousebeforetheeditingstarts.
Insteadofgivingmejustplaintextmessages,they
couldjustaccessthesoftwareanddoitinthere.”

TheconceptalsosuggestsaholisticapproachtoUIdesign,keep-
ingallnecessarytoolsinonesoftwaresuiteandpreventingusers
fromhavingto“gobetweentwoscreensallthetime.”

Atthesametime,aparticipantsuggestedthatthissolutionmight
notbewelcomedbyexternalpeople,suchasclients,asitsuggests
introducingnewtoolsthattheyarenotfamiliarwith:

“Someclientsmightbealittlebitapprehensiveabout
goingintoasoftwareanddoinganythinginthere;
theywouldjustpreferto[writea]message.”

5DISCUSSION
Presenteddesignideashelpillustrateandmakeconcretethescope
ofsupportingcollaborativevideoediting.Asmentionedin4.1and
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“Only I [should] see what I’m doing. [So] I could con-
centrate better. Because sometimes I try something
[that] I don’t like.”

On the other hand, a participant suggested that this feature might
be excessive and bring in more complexity to an already challenging
process of video editing: “I think it adds a level of complexity [and
video] editing is already complex.”

4.6 Master Styles and Functional Separation
Most current collaboration occurs between people with different
roles, such as the interaction between an editor and the graphics
producer. In order to improve on such work, the participants sug-
gested a feature that allows decoupling of the content of graphics,
such as text and style. The editor who works on montage and is
responsible for the content of the video can insert a graphics place-
holder and put the necessary text into a free-form input field while
the graphics style is incomplete (Fig.5—left). When the graphics
producer updates the style, all graphical elements in the project
are automatically updated (Fig.5—right). The concept extends to
organised, functional separation. It enables concurrent work in
between multiple collaborators instead of the way such interaction
is now sequentially pursued.

Again, the concept draws on its resemblance with existing soft-
ware, specifically Adobe Photoshop and Adobe XD:

“The first [graphical element] is like a master compo-
nent [in Adobe XD], and if you change the style of it
all [graphical elements] are going to change as well.”

It is suggested to be beneficial by saving time when editing long
videos, such as feature films:

“When you have a project [that is] one hour long,
and then you decide [that] you want to tweak up this
template, then it will change like all, like 50 or 100
elements in the whole timeline. [This] could take you
two hours to change by hand.”

4.7 Scaffolding
Workshop participants emphasised that in collaborative work, there
is a need to have a general organisational structure for the video.
This structure is often provided by a director, a writer, or a project
manager, who does not participate in the actual editing. Similar to

the design ideas presented in [2, 3, 32], they suggested attaching
documentation describing such structures in the editing software.
It would be represented as another layer of meta-information that
is generated during the filming process:

“When [. . . ] working with the director [. . . ] there
should be some kind of a file attached to [the project]
where they write guidelines for general editing.”

In order to make such notes easier, the participants suggested a
mobile app that would be synchronised with the editing software.
Specifically, it would allow selecting a fragment of video, highlight-
ing it with colour, and adding a voice note during production and
recording of videos (Fig.6—left). When the footage is ingested into
the video editing application, the editor can identify where on the
timeline there are additional comments (Fig.6—right).

The idea resembles the current usage of clapper boards in film-
making [9]: it is a device that helps designate and mark various
video segments. It provides an opportunity to add metadata, such
as scene titles, in the form of notes or plain text messages. The
concept of scaffolding suggests enabling similar digital notes that
would be associated with certain timeframes and can be presented
in the timeline. This enables a digital workflow that otherwise un-
folds with analogue artifacts, such as hand-written notes or via
third-party software:

“Some clients have a certain idea of what they want
to use and what not to use before the editing starts.
Instead of giving me just plain text messages, they
could just access the software and do it in there.”

The concept also suggests a holistic approach to UI design, keep-
ing all necessary tools in one software suite and preventing users
from having to “go between two screens all the time.”

At the same time, a participant suggested that this solution might
not be welcomed by external people, such as clients, as it suggests
introducing new tools that they are not familiar with:

“Some clients might be a little bit apprehensive about
going into a software and doing anything in there;
they would just prefer to [write a] message.”

5 DISCUSSION
Presented design ideas help illustrate and make concrete the scope
of supporting collaborative video editing. As mentioned in 4.1 and
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“Only I [should] see what I’m doing. [So] I could con-
centrate better. Because sometimes I try something
[that] I don’t like.”

On the other hand, a participant suggested that this feature might
be excessive and bring in more complexity to an already challenging
process of video editing: “I think it adds a level of complexity [and
video] editing is already complex.”

4.6 Master Styles and Functional Separation
Most current collaboration occurs between people with different
roles, such as the interaction between an editor and the graphics
producer. In order to improve on such work, the participants sug-
gested a feature that allows decoupling of the content of graphics,
such as text and style. The editor who works on montage and is
responsible for the content of the video can insert a graphics place-
holder and put the necessary text into a free-form input field while
the graphics style is incomplete (Fig.5—left). When the graphics
producer updates the style, all graphical elements in the project
are automatically updated (Fig.5—right). The concept extends to
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“The first [graphical element] is like a master compo-
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It is suggested to be beneficial by saving time when editing long
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This structure is often provided by a director, a writer, or a project
manager, who does not participate in the actual editing. Similar to

the design ideas presented in [2, 3, 32], they suggested attaching
documentation describing such structures in the editing software.
It would be represented as another layer of meta-information that
is generated during the filming process:

“When [. . . ] working with the director [. . . ] there
should be some kind of a file attached to [the project]
where they write guidelines for general editing.”
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as scene titles, in the form of notes or plain text messages. The
concept of scaffolding suggests enabling similar digital notes that
would be associated with certain timeframes and can be presented
in the timeline. This enables a digital workflow that otherwise un-
folds with analogue artifacts, such as hand-written notes or via
third-party software:

“Some clients have a certain idea of what they want
to use and what not to use before the editing starts.
Instead of giving me just plain text messages, they
could just access the software and do it in there.”
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ing all necessary tools in one software suite and preventing users
from having to “go between two screens all the time.”

At the same time, a participant suggested that this solution might
not be welcomed by external people, such as clients, as it suggests
introducing new tools that they are not familiar with:

“Some clients might be a little bit apprehensive about
going into a software and doing anything in there;
they would just prefer to [write a] message.”

5 DISCUSSION
Presented design ideas help illustrate and make concrete the scope
of supporting collaborative video editing. As mentioned in 4.1 and
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Figure4:Reviewingtool:reviewerUI(left)andvideoeditorUI(right)

“OnlyI[should]seewhatI’mdoing.[So]Icouldcon-
centratebetter.BecausesometimesItrysomething
[that]Idon’tlike.”

Ontheotherhand,aparticipantsuggestedthatthisfeaturemight
beexcessiveandbringinmorecomplexitytoanalreadychallenging
processofvideoediting:“Ithinkitaddsalevelofcomplexity[and
video]editingisalreadycomplex.”

4.6MasterStylesandFunctionalSeparation
Mostcurrentcollaborationoccursbetweenpeoplewithdifferent
roles,suchastheinteractionbetweenaneditorandthegraphics
producer.Inordertoimproveonsuchwork,theparticipantssug-
gestedafeaturethatallowsdecouplingofthecontentofgraphics,
suchastextandstyle.Theeditorwhoworksonmontageandis
responsibleforthecontentofthevideocaninsertagraphicsplace-
holderandputthenecessarytextintoafree-forminputfieldwhile
thegraphicsstyleisincomplete(Fig.5—left).Whenthegraphics
producerupdatesthestyle,allgraphicalelementsintheproject
areautomaticallyupdated(Fig.5—right).Theconceptextendsto
organised,functionalseparation.Itenablesconcurrentworkin
betweenmultiplecollaboratorsinsteadofthewaysuchinteraction
isnowsequentiallypursued.

Again,theconceptdrawsonitsresemblancewithexistingsoft-
ware,specificallyAdobePhotoshopandAdobeXD:

“Thefirst[graphicalelement]islikeamastercompo-
nent[inAdobeXD],andifyouchangethestyleofit
all[graphicalelements]aregoingtochangeaswell.”

Itissuggestedtobebeneficialbysavingtimewheneditinglong
videos,suchasfeaturefilms:

“Whenyouhaveaproject[thatis]onehourlong,
andthenyoudecide[that]youwanttotweakupthis
template,thenitwillchangelikeall,like50or100
elementsinthewholetimeline.[This]couldtakeyou
twohourstochangebyhand.”

4.7Scaffolding
Workshopparticipantsemphasisedthatincollaborativework,there
isaneedtohaveageneralorganisationalstructureforthevideo.
Thisstructureisoftenprovidedbyadirector,awriter,oraproject
manager,whodoesnotparticipateintheactualediting.Similarto

thedesignideaspresentedin[2,3,32],theysuggestedattaching
documentationdescribingsuchstructuresintheeditingsoftware.
Itwouldberepresentedasanotherlayerofmeta-informationthat
isgeneratedduringthefilmingprocess:

“When[...]workingwiththedirector[...]there
shouldbesomekindofafileattachedto[theproject]
wheretheywriteguidelinesforgeneralediting.”

Inordertomakesuchnoteseasier,theparticipantssuggesteda
mobileappthatwouldbesynchronisedwiththeeditingsoftware.
Specifically,itwouldallowselectingafragmentofvideo,highlight-
ingitwithcolour,andaddingavoicenoteduringproductionand
recordingofvideos(Fig.6—left).Whenthefootageisingestedinto
thevideoeditingapplication,theeditorcanidentifywhereonthe
timelinethereareadditionalcomments(Fig.6—right).

Theidearesemblesthecurrentusageofclapperboardsinfilm-
making[9]:itisadevicethathelpsdesignateandmarkvarious
videosegments.Itprovidesanopportunitytoaddmetadata,such
asscenetitles,intheformofnotesorplaintextmessages.The
conceptofscaffoldingsuggestsenablingsimilardigitalnotesthat
wouldbeassociatedwithcertaintimeframesandcanbepresented
inthetimeline.Thisenablesadigitalworkflowthatotherwiseun-
foldswithanalogueartifacts,suchashand-writtennotesorvia
third-partysoftware:

“Someclientshaveacertainideaofwhattheywant
touseandwhatnottousebeforetheeditingstarts.
Insteadofgivingmejustplaintextmessages,they
couldjustaccessthesoftwareanddoitinthere.”

TheconceptalsosuggestsaholisticapproachtoUIdesign,keep-
ingallnecessarytoolsinonesoftwaresuiteandpreventingusers
fromhavingto“gobetweentwoscreensallthetime.”

Atthesametime,aparticipantsuggestedthatthissolutionmight
notbewelcomedbyexternalpeople,suchasclients,asitsuggests
introducingnewtoolsthattheyarenotfamiliarwith:

“Someclientsmightbealittlebitapprehensiveabout
goingintoasoftwareanddoinganythinginthere;
theywouldjustpreferto[writea]message.”

5DISCUSSION
Presenteddesignideashelpillustrateandmakeconcretethescope
ofsupportingcollaborativevideoediting.Asmentionedin4.1and
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Figure 5: Master Styles: Editor enters text for graphics into a free form without template (left). Graphics template is finished
and applied to graphical elements (right).

Figure 6: Mobile application (left) and areas of the footage
highlighted in the video editing software UI (right)

4.2, some of the design concepts, such as colour-coded avatars and
annotations, are explicitly inspired by existing collaborative tools
(e.g., Google Docs and Frame.io) and the workspace awareness
framework [20]. Still, these concepts have to be qualified for col-
laborative video editing software. As the participants suggested,
it might be challenging to implement such concepts in a working
environment successfully. Other concepts are not explicitly inspired
by existing tools, though we can find similar design ideas in other
software. For example, Time Slot Separation (4.5) can be considered
similar to file-based separation in text-editing and software devel-
opment tools [10, 27] as well as to bin-locking feature in DaVinci
Resolve and Avid Media Composer. However, the lack of mass adop-
tion of such concepts in the video industry suggests that they are
still to be evaluated in a working environment. In our analysis,
we identify three aspects that present significant challenges to de-
signers and developers of collaborative video editing tools: focus
and distraction, new workflows and tools, and working with the
temporal dimension.

5.1 Focus and Distraction
Previous work on collaborative video editing showed that it is
possible to enable collaboration when the editing happens in real
time and in a face-to-face environment: the communication flows
smoothly, and collaborators can see what others are doing at any
moment [34]. In this study, the participants mention concerns about

suggested features as being distractive (4.1), complex (4.5) or ar-
ticulating the need to be able to focus (see 4.1). Since such topics
are raised when discussing various applications, we suggest that it
is a general and serious concern. Indeed, distributed collaboration
demands additional effort compared to a face-to-face environment:
communication between group members is limited, maintaining
group focus is more difficult, and the work itself can be confusing
and chaotic [7, 12].

One of the presented design concepts (4.5: Time Slot Separation)
suggests that the introduction of additional structural mechanisms
might be able to help deal with these issues. Specifically, this con-
cept envisions a feature that prevents access by other editors and,
essentially, limits possible collaboration: other editors cannot edit
the same part of the video. Thus, the editor who is responsible for
that part can work without distraction.

5.2 NewWorkflows and Tools
In a number of design concepts (see 4.2, 4.3 and 4.7), our partici-
pants suggested providing support for various activities that usually
occur beyond the scope of video editing software. For example, the
reviewing process typically involves rendering the video and shar-
ing it with other parties via some file-sharing service. Previous
studies suggest improving the reviewers’ experience by providing
them with additional instruments to support annotating and in-
dexical referencing [6, 32, 34]. However, the introduction of these
new instruments does not solve the underlying problem, that is,
the time and effort required to share a video with another person.

One design concept (4.3: Spectating Mode) essentially proposes
adding to video editing software functionality that is already im-
plemented in remote desktop services and screen-sharing features
of communications applications. Our participants suggested that a
mere integration of such functionality would be beneficial for the
overall video editing process. Specifically, video editors would be
able to get feedback from their colleagues promptly and discuss
the edits while in the process of editing. This change in the mode
of reviewing from iterative and asynchronous to immediate and
synchronous might have a significant impact on the whole edit-
ing process. However, it is hard to tell what this impact would be,
as previous research has indicated that video editors sometimes
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Figure5:MasterStyles:Editorenterstextforgraphicsintoafreeformwithouttemplate(left).Graphicstemplateisfinished
andappliedtographicalelements(right).

Figure6:Mobileapplication(left)andareasofthefootage
highlightedinthevideoeditingsoftwareUI(right)
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laborativevideoeditingsoftware.Astheparticipantssuggested,
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stilltobeevaluatedinaworkingenvironment.Inouranalysis,
weidentifythreeaspectsthatpresentsignificantchallengestode-
signersanddevelopersofcollaborativevideoeditingtools:focus
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temporaldimension.

5.1FocusandDistraction
Previousworkoncollaborativevideoeditingshowedthatitis
possibletoenablecollaborationwhentheeditinghappensinreal
timeandinaface-to-faceenvironment:thecommunicationflows
smoothly,andcollaboratorscanseewhatothersaredoingatany
moment[34].Inthisstudy,theparticipantsmentionconcernsabout

suggestedfeaturesasbeingdistractive(4.1),complex(4.5)orar-
ticulatingtheneedtobeabletofocus(see4.1).Sincesuchtopics
areraisedwhendiscussingvariousapplications,wesuggestthatit
isageneralandseriousconcern.Indeed,distributedcollaboration
demandsadditionaleffortcomparedtoaface-to-faceenvironment:
communicationbetweengroupmembersislimited,maintaining
groupfocusismoredifficult,andtheworkitselfcanbeconfusing
andchaotic[7,12].

Oneofthepresenteddesignconcepts(4.5:TimeSlotSeparation)
suggeststhattheintroductionofadditionalstructuralmechanisms
mightbeabletohelpdealwiththeseissues.Specifically,thiscon-
ceptenvisionsafeaturethatpreventsaccessbyothereditorsand,
essentially,limitspossiblecollaboration:othereditorscannotedit
thesamepartofthevideo.Thus,theeditorwhoisresponsiblefor
thatpartcanworkwithoutdistraction.

5.2NewWorkflowsandTools
Inanumberofdesignconcepts(see4.2,4.3and4.7),ourpartici-
pantssuggestedprovidingsupportforvariousactivitiesthatusually
occurbeyondthescopeofvideoeditingsoftware.Forexample,the
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ingitwithotherpartiesviasomefile-sharingservice.Previous
studiessuggestimprovingthereviewers’experiencebyproviding
themwithadditionalinstrumentstosupportannotatingandin-
dexicalreferencing[6,32,34].However,theintroductionofthese
newinstrumentsdoesnotsolvetheunderlyingproblem,thatis,
thetimeandeffortrequiredtoshareavideowithanotherperson.

Onedesignconcept(4.3:SpectatingMode)essentiallyproposes
addingtovideoeditingsoftwarefunctionalitythatisalreadyim-
plementedinremotedesktopservicesandscreen-sharingfeatures
ofcommunicationsapplications.Ourparticipantssuggestedthata
mereintegrationofsuchfunctionalitywouldbebeneficialforthe
overallvideoeditingprocess.Specifically,videoeditorswouldbe
abletogetfeedbackfromtheircolleaguespromptlyanddiscuss
theeditswhileintheprocessofediting.Thischangeinthemode
ofreviewingfromiterativeandasynchronoustoimmediateand
synchronousmighthaveasignificantimpactonthewholeedit-
ingprocess.However,itishardtotellwhatthisimpactwouldbe,
aspreviousresearchhasindicatedthatvideoeditorssometimes
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thesamepartofthevideo.Thus,theeditorwhoisresponsiblefor
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Onedesignconcept(4.3:SpectatingMode)essentiallyproposes
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Figure 5: Master Styles: Editor enters text for graphics into a free form without template (left). Graphics template is finished
and applied to graphical elements (right).

Figure 6: Mobile application (left) and areas of the footage
highlighted in the video editing software UI (right)

4.2, some of the design concepts, such as colour-coded avatars and
annotations, are explicitly inspired by existing collaborative tools
(e.g., Google Docs and Frame.io) and the workspace awareness
framework [20]. Still, these concepts have to be qualified for col-
laborative video editing software. As the participants suggested,
it might be challenging to implement such concepts in a working
environment successfully. Other concepts are not explicitly inspired
by existing tools, though we can find similar design ideas in other
software. For example, Time Slot Separation (4.5) can be considered
similar to file-based separation in text-editing and software devel-
opment tools [10, 27] as well as to bin-locking feature in DaVinci
Resolve and Avid Media Composer. However, the lack of mass adop-
tion of such concepts in the video industry suggests that they are
still to be evaluated in a working environment. In our analysis,
we identify three aspects that present significant challenges to de-
signers and developers of collaborative video editing tools: focus
and distraction, new workflows and tools, and working with the
temporal dimension.

5.1 Focus and Distraction
Previous work on collaborative video editing showed that it is
possible to enable collaboration when the editing happens in real
time and in a face-to-face environment: the communication flows
smoothly, and collaborators can see what others are doing at any
moment [34]. In this study, the participants mention concerns about

suggested features as being distractive (4.1), complex (4.5) or ar-
ticulating the need to be able to focus (see 4.1). Since such topics
are raised when discussing various applications, we suggest that it
is a general and serious concern. Indeed, distributed collaboration
demands additional effort compared to a face-to-face environment:
communication between group members is limited, maintaining
group focus is more difficult, and the work itself can be confusing
and chaotic [7, 12].

One of the presented design concepts (4.5: Time Slot Separation)
suggests that the introduction of additional structural mechanisms
might be able to help deal with these issues. Specifically, this con-
cept envisions a feature that prevents access by other editors and,
essentially, limits possible collaboration: other editors cannot edit
the same part of the video. Thus, the editor who is responsible for
that part can work without distraction.

5.2 NewWorkflows and Tools
In a number of design concepts (see 4.2, 4.3 and 4.7), our partici-
pants suggested providing support for various activities that usually
occur beyond the scope of video editing software. For example, the
reviewing process typically involves rendering the video and shar-
ing it with other parties via some file-sharing service. Previous
studies suggest improving the reviewers’ experience by providing
them with additional instruments to support annotating and in-
dexical referencing [6, 32, 34]. However, the introduction of these
new instruments does not solve the underlying problem, that is,
the time and effort required to share a video with another person.

One design concept (4.3: Spectating Mode) essentially proposes
adding to video editing software functionality that is already im-
plemented in remote desktop services and screen-sharing features
of communications applications. Our participants suggested that a
mere integration of such functionality would be beneficial for the
overall video editing process. Specifically, video editors would be
able to get feedback from their colleagues promptly and discuss
the edits while in the process of editing. This change in the mode
of reviewing from iterative and asynchronous to immediate and
synchronous might have a significant impact on the whole edit-
ing process. However, it is hard to tell what this impact would be,
as previous research has indicated that video editors sometimes
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andappliedtographicalelements(right).
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4.2,someofthedesignconcepts,suchascolour-codedavatarsand
annotations,areexplicitlyinspiredbyexistingcollaborativetools
(e.g.,GoogleDocsandFrame.io)andtheworkspaceawareness
framework[20].Still,theseconceptshavetobequalifiedforcol-
laborativevideoeditingsoftware.Astheparticipantssuggested,
itmightbechallengingtoimplementsuchconceptsinaworking
environmentsuccessfully.Otherconceptsarenotexplicitlyinspired
byexistingtools,thoughwecanfindsimilardesignideasinother
software.Forexample,TimeSlotSeparation(4.5)canbeconsidered
similartofile-basedseparationintext-editingandsoftwaredevel-
opmenttools[10,27]aswellastobin-lockingfeatureinDaVinci
ResolveandAvidMediaComposer.However,thelackofmassadop-
tionofsuchconceptsinthevideoindustrysuggeststhattheyare
stilltobeevaluatedinaworkingenvironment.Inouranalysis,
weidentifythreeaspectsthatpresentsignificantchallengestode-
signersanddevelopersofcollaborativevideoeditingtools:focus
anddistraction,newworkflowsandtools,andworkingwiththe
temporaldimension.

5.1FocusandDistraction
Previousworkoncollaborativevideoeditingshowedthatitis
possibletoenablecollaborationwhentheeditinghappensinreal
timeandinaface-to-faceenvironment:thecommunicationflows
smoothly,andcollaboratorscanseewhatothersaredoingatany
moment[34].Inthisstudy,theparticipantsmentionconcernsabout

suggestedfeaturesasbeingdistractive(4.1),complex(4.5)orar-
ticulatingtheneedtobeabletofocus(see4.1).Sincesuchtopics
areraisedwhendiscussingvariousapplications,wesuggestthatit
isageneralandseriousconcern.Indeed,distributedcollaboration
demandsadditionaleffortcomparedtoaface-to-faceenvironment:
communicationbetweengroupmembersislimited,maintaining
groupfocusismoredifficult,andtheworkitselfcanbeconfusing
andchaotic[7,12].

Oneofthepresenteddesignconcepts(4.5:TimeSlotSeparation)
suggeststhattheintroductionofadditionalstructuralmechanisms
mightbeabletohelpdealwiththeseissues.Specifically,thiscon-
ceptenvisionsafeaturethatpreventsaccessbyothereditorsand,
essentially,limitspossiblecollaboration:othereditorscannotedit
thesamepartofthevideo.Thus,theeditorwhoisresponsiblefor
thatpartcanworkwithoutdistraction.

5.2NewWorkflowsandTools
Inanumberofdesignconcepts(see4.2,4.3and4.7),ourpartici-
pantssuggestedprovidingsupportforvariousactivitiesthatusually
occurbeyondthescopeofvideoeditingsoftware.Forexample,the
reviewingprocesstypicallyinvolvesrenderingthevideoandshar-
ingitwithotherpartiesviasomefile-sharingservice.Previous
studiessuggestimprovingthereviewers’experiencebyproviding
themwithadditionalinstrumentstosupportannotatingandin-
dexicalreferencing[6,32,34].However,theintroductionofthese
newinstrumentsdoesnotsolvetheunderlyingproblem,thatis,
thetimeandeffortrequiredtoshareavideowithanotherperson.

Onedesignconcept(4.3:SpectatingMode)essentiallyproposes
addingtovideoeditingsoftwarefunctionalitythatisalreadyim-
plementedinremotedesktopservicesandscreen-sharingfeatures
ofcommunicationsapplications.Ourparticipantssuggestedthata
mereintegrationofsuchfunctionalitywouldbebeneficialforthe
overallvideoeditingprocess.Specifically,videoeditorswouldbe
abletogetfeedbackfromtheircolleaguespromptlyanddiscuss
theeditswhileintheprocessofediting.Thischangeinthemode
ofreviewingfromiterativeandasynchronoustoimmediateand
synchronousmighthaveasignificantimpactonthewholeedit-
ingprocess.However,itishardtotellwhatthisimpactwouldbe,
aspreviousresearchhasindicatedthatvideoeditorssometimes
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limit communication with other parties to ensure the quality of the
feedback [32].

Besides video itself, video production often involves various me-
dia, such as textual notes and documentation. Two design concepts
(4.2 and 4.7) specifically suggest integrating these types of media
into video editing software to save time and reduce the effort that is
spent on switching [7] between different applications and contexts
when editors work with documentation, messages, and notes. How-
ever, integrating new tools and inviting non-editors to participate
in the editing process might not be welcome, as our participants
suggested that the introduction of unfamiliar tools can confuse less
experienced users. Thus, in line with [25], we suggest that a more
personalised approach to user interface design could be preferable.

5.3 Working with the Temporal Dimension
The interface of a video editing software application visually dis-
plays the time-based media in a time-independent form, that is, a
line. In our design exercises, this time conversion is also a given
when suggesting new collaborative features. All features suggested
by the participants are ideas on how to support collaboration in a
setting where the time feature in a video is described as a line, that
is, a so-called timeline [16].

This preconception might have influenced the participants to
draw inspiration from existing collaborative production tools of
media, which are less time-based than video. Concrete examples
refer to collaborative features in text writing. Such associations and
claims on resemblance are mentioned in several of the suggested
applications (see 4.1, 4.2 and 4.6).

However, it might be that the “resemblance” between line-based
time representation in video software and text-based collaborative
editors would not work as straightforwardly as first imagined. For
example, indexical referencing (see 4.1 and 4.2) supports coordi-
nation and collaboration in a shared workspace [8, 20] in settings
such as collaborative text writing [27]. However, we suggest that, in
the case of video, there is a potential mismatch between a reference
that exists in the user interface and a referred-to object that can
exist in the medium itself. In terms of semiotic theory [35], the
sign and the object are on different levels of abstraction. This exam-
ple highlights the mismatch between what is happening with the
medium during rearrangements and what is visible in the interface.
Pavel et al. [34] address this mismatch in their design, allowing
users to video-record their feedback and gesture “over the source
video with the mouse” during the recording, essentially creating a
new “feedback session” timeline.

In the editing process, the editors need to comprehend the con-
nection between the abstract representation of video and the video
itself [16, 17]. We suggest that this need might restrict the intro-
duction of new collaborative elements similar to those that exist in
other collaborative systems. If that is the case, the concerns raised
might be fundamental and challenging. This might be one of the
reasons why video editing software is so far designed mainly for
individual users.

Previous research demonstrated alternative approaches to present
time-based media, such as blocks [29], tokens [43], and storyboards
[16]. These approaches include putting a structure on top of contin-
uous media, breaking it into pieces. Specifically, each block, token,

or storyboard frame represents a clip – a discrete segment of video;
editors rearrange these clips to create a new video. One design
concept (4.5: Time Slot Separation) suggests a similar approach – to
impose a structure on top of the existing timeline by splitting the
video into a series of time slots. Thus, the whole video can be rep-
resented as a collection of time slots, similar to a storyboard, which
requires less effort to observe and comprehend [16]. We suggest
that storyboard-based representation may be a viable alternative
or a supplement to a timeline-based design which is prevalent in
current video editing software. The idea of using storyboards for
video editing in itself is not particularly new [28], however, it is
still to be explored in the context of online collaboration.

The fact that collaborative skills and experiences, along with
new types of software, are introduced to edit other types of media
is inspiring but not decisive for the future of video editing. The
intent of this study was to explore the design space of collaborative
video editing. However, an important next step is to evaluate such
concepts in practice and possibly shrink the space.

6 LIMITATIONS
This study focuses on a very specific domain, remote collaborative
video editing. Thus, the suggested design concepts might be not
applicable outside this domain.

In the workshops, we focused and limited the ideation process
by introducing the topic of workspace awareness, existing collabo-
rative tools, and the timeline-based video editing software interface.
Thus, design ideas are anchored in existing video editing software,
which is designed with a single user in mind.

The results of this study should be considered preliminary as we
did not evaluate the suggested design concepts.

7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have examined how we can support collabora-
tive video editing. In a series of design workshops, we identified,
illustrated and discussed design ideas to support collaboration. We
have identified key topics that put design concepts in the context
of their potential use and discussed accompanying challenges.

Our results suggest that adding collaborative features might
introduce unwanted distractions into video work, and we concep-
tualised the ways of mitigating such effects through providing
additional structuring. We have looked beyond the scope of current
video editing software and suggest providing support for collabo-
ration and interactions, which often happen outside of such video
editing tools. Further research on collaborative video editing should
investigate alternative ways of video representation in editing soft-
ware and focus on the evaluation of collaborative tools in a practical
context.
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limitcommunicationwithotherpartiestoensurethequalityofthe
feedback[32].

Besidesvideoitself,videoproductionofteninvolvesvariousme-
dia,suchastextualnotesanddocumentation.Twodesignconcepts
(4.2and4.7)specificallysuggestintegratingthesetypesofmedia
intovideoeditingsoftwaretosavetimeandreducetheeffortthatis
spentonswitching[7]betweendifferentapplicationsandcontexts
wheneditorsworkwithdocumentation,messages,andnotes.How-
ever,integratingnewtoolsandinvitingnon-editorstoparticipate
intheeditingprocessmightnotbewelcome,asourparticipants
suggestedthattheintroductionofunfamiliartoolscanconfuseless
experiencedusers.Thus,inlinewith[25],wesuggestthatamore
personalisedapproachtouserinterfacedesigncouldbepreferable.

5.3WorkingwiththeTemporalDimension
Theinterfaceofavideoeditingsoftwareapplicationvisuallydis-
playsthetime-basedmediainatime-independentform,thatis,a
line.Inourdesignexercises,thistimeconversionisalsoagiven
whensuggestingnewcollaborativefeatures.Allfeaturessuggested
bytheparticipantsareideasonhowtosupportcollaborationina
settingwherethetimefeatureinavideoisdescribedasaline,that
is,aso-calledtimeline[16].

Thispreconceptionmighthaveinfluencedtheparticipantsto
drawinspirationfromexistingcollaborativeproductiontoolsof
media,whicharelesstime-basedthanvideo.Concreteexamples
refertocollaborativefeaturesintextwriting.Suchassociationsand
claimsonresemblancearementionedinseveralofthesuggested
applications(see4.1,4.2and4.6).

However,itmightbethatthe“resemblance”betweenline-based
timerepresentationinvideosoftwareandtext-basedcollaborative
editorswouldnotworkasstraightforwardlyasfirstimagined.For
example,indexicalreferencing(see4.1and4.2)supportscoordi-
nationandcollaborationinasharedworkspace[8,20]insettings
suchascollaborativetextwriting[27].However,wesuggestthat,in
thecaseofvideo,thereisapotentialmismatchbetweenareference
thatexistsintheuserinterfaceandareferred-toobjectthatcan
existinthemediumitself.Intermsofsemiotictheory[35],the
signandtheobjectareondifferentlevelsofabstraction.Thisexam-
plehighlightsthemismatchbetweenwhatishappeningwiththe
mediumduringrearrangementsandwhatisvisibleintheinterface.
Paveletal.[34]addressthismismatchintheirdesign,allowing
userstovideo-recordtheirfeedbackandgesture“overthesource
videowiththemouse”duringtherecording,essentiallycreatinga
new“feedbacksession”timeline.

Intheeditingprocess,theeditorsneedtocomprehendthecon-
nectionbetweentheabstractrepresentationofvideoandthevideo
itself[16,17].Wesuggestthatthisneedmightrestricttheintro-
ductionofnewcollaborativeelementssimilartothosethatexistin
othercollaborativesystems.Ifthatisthecase,theconcernsraised
mightbefundamentalandchallenging.Thismightbeoneofthe
reasonswhyvideoeditingsoftwareissofardesignedmainlyfor
individualusers.

Previousresearchdemonstratedalternativeapproachestopresent
time-basedmedia,suchasblocks[29],tokens[43],andstoryboards
[16].Theseapproachesincludeputtingastructureontopofcontin-
uousmedia,breakingitintopieces.Specifically,eachblock,token,

orstoryboardframerepresentsaclip–adiscretesegmentofvideo;
editorsrearrangetheseclipstocreateanewvideo.Onedesign
concept(4.5:TimeSlotSeparation)suggestsasimilarapproach–to
imposeastructureontopoftheexistingtimelinebysplittingthe
videointoaseriesoftimeslots.Thus,thewholevideocanberep-
resentedasacollectionoftimeslots,similartoastoryboard,which
requireslessefforttoobserveandcomprehend[16].Wesuggest
thatstoryboard-basedrepresentationmaybeaviablealternative
orasupplementtoatimeline-baseddesignwhichisprevalentin
currentvideoeditingsoftware.Theideaofusingstoryboardsfor
videoeditinginitselfisnotparticularlynew[28],however,itis
stilltobeexploredinthecontextofonlinecollaboration.

Thefactthatcollaborativeskillsandexperiences,alongwith
newtypesofsoftware,areintroducedtoeditothertypesofmedia
isinspiringbutnotdecisiveforthefutureofvideoediting.The
intentofthisstudywastoexplorethedesignspaceofcollaborative
videoediting.However,animportantnextstepistoevaluatesuch
conceptsinpracticeandpossiblyshrinkthespace.

6LIMITATIONS
Thisstudyfocusesonaveryspecificdomain,remotecollaborative
videoediting.Thus,thesuggesteddesignconceptsmightbenot
applicableoutsidethisdomain.

Intheworkshops,wefocusedandlimitedtheideationprocess
byintroducingthetopicofworkspaceawareness,existingcollabo-
rativetools,andthetimeline-basedvideoeditingsoftwareinterface.
Thus,designideasareanchoredinexistingvideoeditingsoftware,
whichisdesignedwithasingleuserinmind.

Theresultsofthisstudyshouldbeconsideredpreliminaryaswe
didnotevaluatethesuggesteddesignconcepts.

7CONCLUSION
Inthispaper,wehaveexaminedhowwecansupportcollabora-
tivevideoediting.Inaseriesofdesignworkshops,weidentified,
illustratedanddiscusseddesignideastosupportcollaboration.We
haveidentifiedkeytopicsthatputdesignconceptsinthecontext
oftheirpotentialuseanddiscussedaccompanyingchallenges.

Ourresultssuggestthataddingcollaborativefeaturesmight
introduceunwanteddistractionsintovideowork,andweconcep-
tualisedthewaysofmitigatingsucheffectsthroughproviding
additionalstructuring.Wehavelookedbeyondthescopeofcurrent
videoeditingsoftwareandsuggestprovidingsupportforcollabo-
rationandinteractions,whichoftenhappenoutsideofsuchvideo
editingtools.Furtherresearchoncollaborativevideoeditingshould
investigatealternativewaysofvideorepresentationineditingsoft-
wareandfocusontheevaluationofcollaborativetoolsinapractical
context.
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limit communication with other parties to ensure the quality of the
feedback [32].

Besides video itself, video production often involves various me-
dia, such as textual notes and documentation. Two design concepts
(4.2 and 4.7) specifically suggest integrating these types of media
into video editing software to save time and reduce the effort that is
spent on switching [7] between different applications and contexts
when editors work with documentation, messages, and notes. How-
ever, integrating new tools and inviting non-editors to participate
in the editing process might not be welcome, as our participants
suggested that the introduction of unfamiliar tools can confuse less
experienced users. Thus, in line with [25], we suggest that a more
personalised approach to user interface design could be preferable.

5.3 Working with the Temporal Dimension
The interface of a video editing software application visually dis-
plays the time-based media in a time-independent form, that is, a
line. In our design exercises, this time conversion is also a given
when suggesting new collaborative features. All features suggested
by the participants are ideas on how to support collaboration in a
setting where the time feature in a video is described as a line, that
is, a so-called timeline [16].

This preconception might have influenced the participants to
draw inspiration from existing collaborative production tools of
media, which are less time-based than video. Concrete examples
refer to collaborative features in text writing. Such associations and
claims on resemblance are mentioned in several of the suggested
applications (see 4.1, 4.2 and 4.6).

However, it might be that the “resemblance” between line-based
time representation in video software and text-based collaborative
editors would not work as straightforwardly as first imagined. For
example, indexical referencing (see 4.1 and 4.2) supports coordi-
nation and collaboration in a shared workspace [8, 20] in settings
such as collaborative text writing [27]. However, we suggest that, in
the case of video, there is a potential mismatch between a reference
that exists in the user interface and a referred-to object that can
exist in the medium itself. In terms of semiotic theory [35], the
sign and the object are on different levels of abstraction. This exam-
ple highlights the mismatch between what is happening with the
medium during rearrangements and what is visible in the interface.
Pavel et al. [34] address this mismatch in their design, allowing
users to video-record their feedback and gesture “over the source
video with the mouse” during the recording, essentially creating a
new “feedback session” timeline.

In the editing process, the editors need to comprehend the con-
nection between the abstract representation of video and the video
itself [16, 17]. We suggest that this need might restrict the intro-
duction of new collaborative elements similar to those that exist in
other collaborative systems. If that is the case, the concerns raised
might be fundamental and challenging. This might be one of the
reasons why video editing software is so far designed mainly for
individual users.

Previous research demonstrated alternative approaches to present
time-based media, such as blocks [29], tokens [43], and storyboards
[16]. These approaches include putting a structure on top of contin-
uous media, breaking it into pieces. Specifically, each block, token,

or storyboard frame represents a clip – a discrete segment of video;
editors rearrange these clips to create a new video. One design
concept (4.5: Time Slot Separation) suggests a similar approach – to
impose a structure on top of the existing timeline by splitting the
video into a series of time slots. Thus, the whole video can be rep-
resented as a collection of time slots, similar to a storyboard, which
requires less effort to observe and comprehend [16]. We suggest
that storyboard-based representation may be a viable alternative
or a supplement to a timeline-based design which is prevalent in
current video editing software. The idea of using storyboards for
video editing in itself is not particularly new [28], however, it is
still to be explored in the context of online collaboration.

The fact that collaborative skills and experiences, along with
new types of software, are introduced to edit other types of media
is inspiring but not decisive for the future of video editing. The
intent of this study was to explore the design space of collaborative
video editing. However, an important next step is to evaluate such
concepts in practice and possibly shrink the space.

6 LIMITATIONS
This study focuses on a very specific domain, remote collaborative
video editing. Thus, the suggested design concepts might be not
applicable outside this domain.

In the workshops, we focused and limited the ideation process
by introducing the topic of workspace awareness, existing collabo-
rative tools, and the timeline-based video editing software interface.
Thus, design ideas are anchored in existing video editing software,
which is designed with a single user in mind.

The results of this study should be considered preliminary as we
did not evaluate the suggested design concepts.

7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have examined how we can support collabora-
tive video editing. In a series of design workshops, we identified,
illustrated and discussed design ideas to support collaboration. We
have identified key topics that put design concepts in the context
of their potential use and discussed accompanying challenges.

Our results suggest that adding collaborative features might
introduce unwanted distractions into video work, and we concep-
tualised the ways of mitigating such effects through providing
additional structuring. We have looked beyond the scope of current
video editing software and suggest providing support for collabo-
ration and interactions, which often happen outside of such video
editing tools. Further research on collaborative video editing should
investigate alternative ways of video representation in editing soft-
ware and focus on the evaluation of collaborative tools in a practical
context.
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(4.2 and 4.7) specifically suggest integrating these types of media
into video editing software to save time and reduce the effort that is
spent on switching [7] between different applications and contexts
when editors work with documentation, messages, and notes. How-
ever, integrating new tools and inviting non-editors to participate
in the editing process might not be welcome, as our participants
suggested that the introduction of unfamiliar tools can confuse less
experienced users. Thus, in line with [25], we suggest that a more
personalised approach to user interface design could be preferable.

5.3 Working with the Temporal Dimension
The interface of a video editing software application visually dis-
plays the time-based media in a time-independent form, that is, a
line. In our design exercises, this time conversion is also a given
when suggesting new collaborative features. All features suggested
by the participants are ideas on how to support collaboration in a
setting where the time feature in a video is described as a line, that
is, a so-called timeline [16].

This preconception might have influenced the participants to
draw inspiration from existing collaborative production tools of
media, which are less time-based than video. Concrete examples
refer to collaborative features in text writing. Such associations and
claims on resemblance are mentioned in several of the suggested
applications (see 4.1, 4.2 and 4.6).

However, it might be that the “resemblance” between line-based
time representation in video software and text-based collaborative
editors would not work as straightforwardly as first imagined. For
example, indexical referencing (see 4.1 and 4.2) supports coordi-
nation and collaboration in a shared workspace [8, 20] in settings
such as collaborative text writing [27]. However, we suggest that, in
the case of video, there is a potential mismatch between a reference
that exists in the user interface and a referred-to object that can
exist in the medium itself. In terms of semiotic theory [35], the
sign and the object are on different levels of abstraction. This exam-
ple highlights the mismatch between what is happening with the
medium during rearrangements and what is visible in the interface.
Pavel et al. [34] address this mismatch in their design, allowing
users to video-record their feedback and gesture “over the source
video with the mouse” during the recording, essentially creating a
new “feedback session” timeline.

In the editing process, the editors need to comprehend the con-
nection between the abstract representation of video and the video
itself [16, 17]. We suggest that this need might restrict the intro-
duction of new collaborative elements similar to those that exist in
other collaborative systems. If that is the case, the concerns raised
might be fundamental and challenging. This might be one of the
reasons why video editing software is so far designed mainly for
individual users.

Previous research demonstrated alternative approaches to present
time-based media, such as blocks [29], tokens [43], and storyboards
[16]. These approaches include putting a structure on top of contin-
uous media, breaking it into pieces. Specifically, each block, token,

or storyboard frame represents a clip – a discrete segment of video;
editors rearrange these clips to create a new video. One design
concept (4.5: Time Slot Separation) suggests a similar approach – to
impose a structure on top of the existing timeline by splitting the
video into a series of time slots. Thus, the whole video can be rep-
resented as a collection of time slots, similar to a storyboard, which
requires less effort to observe and comprehend [16]. We suggest
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or a supplement to a timeline-based design which is prevalent in
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new types of software, are introduced to edit other types of media
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intent of this study was to explore the design space of collaborative
video editing. However, an important next step is to evaluate such
concepts in practice and possibly shrink the space.
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This study focuses on a very specific domain, remote collaborative
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applicable outside this domain.

In the workshops, we focused and limited the ideation process
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rative tools, and the timeline-based video editing software interface.
Thus, design ideas are anchored in existing video editing software,
which is designed with a single user in mind.

The results of this study should be considered preliminary as we
did not evaluate the suggested design concepts.
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In this paper, we have examined how we can support collabora-
tive video editing. In a series of design workshops, we identified,
illustrated and discussed design ideas to support collaboration. We
have identified key topics that put design concepts in the context
of their potential use and discussed accompanying challenges.

Our results suggest that adding collaborative features might
introduce unwanted distractions into video work, and we concep-
tualised the ways of mitigating such effects through providing
additional structuring. We have looked beyond the scope of current
video editing software and suggest providing support for collabo-
ration and interactions, which often happen outside of such video
editing tools. Further research on collaborative video editing should
investigate alternative ways of video representation in editing soft-
ware and focus on the evaluation of collaborative tools in a practical
context.
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intheeditingprocessmightnotbewelcome,asourparticipants
suggestedthattheintroductionofunfamiliartoolscanconfuseless
experiencedusers.Thus,inlinewith[25],wesuggestthatamore
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5.3WorkingwiththeTemporalDimension
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